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Abstract
Iceland is subject to many ground deformation processes. High levels of volcanic
and tectonic activity are caused by a hotspot underlain by excessive mantle upwelling
interacting with a divergent plate boundary on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Glacial isostatic
adjustments (GIA) induced by the melting of the ice caps generates uplift of a few
centimeter per year in the central part of Iceland, and seasonal load variations generate
signal of a similar amplitude on a yearly basis. This thesis focuses on the use of
two techniques of space geodesy, Global Positioning System (GPS) measurements
and interferometric analysis of synthetic aperture radar images acquired by satellites
(InSAR), to improve understanding of the Earth movements. GPS measurements and
InSAR analysis are used to provide constrains on ground deformation processes taking
place in Iceland, in particular in the Northern Volcanic Zone (NVZ). The seasonal
ground deformation observed at 72 continuous GPS stations in Iceland is compared to
the seasonal cycle of various loads. The peak-to-peak amplitude of annual variations in
vertical change ranges from 4-5 mm at the coast up to 27 mm in the center of Vatnajökull
glacier. The observed spatial and temporal pattern of these annual fluctuations is
reproduced by a model. The seasonal cycle of glaciers, snow on non-glaciated areas,
atmosphere, ocean and water reservoirs loads can be inferred through inversion of the
seasonal vertical component of the deformation using a multi-layered elastic spherical
Earth model. There is a low rigidity anomaly beneath Iceland, likely caused by its
particular tectonic setting. Another part of the study considers the Northern Volcanic
Zone of Iceland. Repeated campaign GPS measurements between 2008 and 2014, a
period free of magmatic intrusions, have been analyzed and interpreted. The zone
accommodates the full plate spreading rate in Iceland of about 18 mm/yr and is ideal for
the study of the plate spreading processes. Observations at 132 GPS sites reveal about
50-km wide stretching zone. Using an arctangent-based model to describe the velocity
transition between the North-American plate and the Eurasian plate in this stretching
zone, we find that the plate boundary central axis follows the main volcanic systems:
Askja, Fremrinámar, Krafla, and Þeistareykir. The locking depth of plate boundary,
marking the boundary between the brittle and the ductile parts of the crust, is on average
at about 7-9 km depth in the NVZ. Deformation related to two geothermal areas in the
Northern Volcanic Zone, at Krafla and Bjarnarflag, have been studied in details. GPS,
InSAR, and leveling observations acquired between 1993 and 2015 have been used to
investigate the spatial and temporal deformation field. The regional deformation field in
the Krafla volcanic system is influenced by plate spreading, magma movements at depth,
and deflation along the Krafla fissure swarm. Local subsidence has been observed over
a circular area at Krafla (∼5 km diameter) and over an elongated area along the fissure
swarm at Bjarnarflag (∼4 km by ∼2 km).





Útdráttur

Mörg samvirkandi ferli valda jarðskorpuhreyfingum á Íslandi, þar á meðal eldvirkni
og jarðhnik sem orsakast af samspili flekaskila á Mið-Atlantshafshryggnum og upp-
streymis heits efnis í jarðmöttlinum undir heitum reit á Íslandi. Þá veldur svörun
jarðskorpunnar við rýrnandi jöklum landrisi sem nemur nokkrum sentímetrum á ári um
miðhluta landsins. Árstíðabundnar fargbreytingar valda árlegum sveiflum í landhæð af
svipaðri stærðargráðu. Í ritgerðinni eru kynntar niðurstöður mælinga á jarðskorpuhreyf-
ingum og túlkun þeirra. Notaðar eru tvær tegundir landmælinga sem byggja á notkun
gervitungla: GPS-landmælingar sem nýta merki frá gervitunglum Global Positioning
System kerfisins og InSAR bylgjuvíxlmælingar úr ratsjárgervitunglum (interferometric
analysis of synthetic aperture radar images). Norðurgosbelti Íslands var rannsakað
sérstaklega með þessum aðferðum. Árstíðabundnar jarðskorpuhreyfingar voru metnar
með 72 síritandi GPS mælistöðvum á Íslandi og þær bornar saman við líkanreikninga af
áhrifum breytilegs fargs á yfirborði jarðar. Árssveifla í landhæð út við strendur landsins
nemur um 4-5 mm/ári en allt að 27 mm/ári í miðju Vatnajökuls. Munstur hreyfing-
anna í tíma og rúmi er borið saman við líkanreikninga af áhrifum breytilegs fargs á
yfirborði þar sem tekið er tillit til árstíðabundinna breytinga í jökulfargi, snjóalögum
utan jökla, loftþrýstingi, sjávarhæð og vatnshæð Hálslóns. Árstíðabundar breytingar
þessara þátta eru metnar út frá reiknilíkani þar sem líkt er eftir svörun jarðar við ofan-
greindum fargþáttum með lagskiptu kúlulaga jarðlagalíkani. Svörun jarðar hérlendis er
óvenjumikil við fargbreytingum sem tengist líklega hinni sérstöku jarðfræðilegu gerð
landsins. Annar þáttur rannsókna snéri að aflögunarferlum í Norðurgosbelti Íslands.
Unnið var úr endurteknum árlegum landmælingum á tímabilinu 2008-2014 og þær
túlkaðar, en á þessu tímabili urðu engin kvikuinnskot. Flekarek yfir gosbeltið nemur um
18 mm/ári og aðstæður eru góðar til að mæla það. Mælingar á 132 GPS-stöðvum sýna
að aflögun vegna flekareks á sér að mestu stað yfir um 50 km breitt svæði sem teygist á
jafnt og þétt. Líkan, þar sem hraði flekahreyfinga vex eins og arcus tangens fall með
fjarlægð frá miðjuás flekaskila, fellur vel að mælingunum. Miðjuás flekareks liggur
í gegnum eldstöðvakerfi Öskju, Fremri Náma, Kröflu og Þeistareykja. Læsingardýpi
flekaskilanna, sem tengist mörkum brotkenndrar og deigrar jarðskorpu, eru metin á um
7-9 km dýpi. Jarðskorpuhreyfingar vegna ferla í jarðhitakerfum Kröflu og Bjarnarflags
voru sérstaklega rannsakaðar. GPS, InSAR og hæðarmælingar 1993-2015 voru notar
til að meta breytingar tengdar jarðhitakerfunum í tíma og rúmi. Taka þarf tillit til
svæðisbundinna jarðskorpuhreyfinga í eldstöðvakerfi Kröflu sem stafa af flekahreyf-
ingum, kvikuhreyfingum, landsigi yfir sprungusveim Kröflu og samdrætti að honum.
Staðbundið hringlaga sigsvæði greinist við Kröflu, um 5 km í þvermál en í Bjarnarflagi
er svæðið ílangt í stefnu sprungusveimsins og er um 4 km x 2 km að stærð.





« – La science, mon garçon, est faite d’erreurs, mais d’erreurs qu’il est bon de
commettre, car elles mènent peu à peu à la vérité. »

Jules Verne, Voyage au centre de la Terre
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1 Introduction

1.1 Geodetic measurements

The surface of the Earth is continuously moving and deforming due to a variety of crustal
deformation processes, typically at rates of the order of a few centimeters per year or
less. Displacements over a meter of deformation can only be generated by extreme
events (e.g., large earthquakes, rifting events, major deflation of volcanoes associated
with eruptions and caldera collapses) and human activity (mining, water extraction). In
order to observe and study deformation processes, measurements need to be as precise
as possible. Only a few geodetic techniques are capable of measuring displacement
between points separated by kilometers with a sub-centimeter accuracy. In recent years,
there has been a steady increase in the use of space geodesy techniques for this purpose,
taking over more conventional terrestrial geodesy techniques. Global Positioning
System (GPS) measurements and synthetic aperture radar interferometry (InSAR) using
data acquired by satellites are currently the two most widely used geodetic techniques.
GPS allows the measurements of sites with centimeter to millimeter precision on a
sub-daily basis while InSAR can provide image of the deformation covering hundred
to thousand km2 every few weeks/months. Together they can provide good temporal
and spatial coverage of the deformation. However, other geodetic techniques can offer
additional high precision measurements valuable for geophysical applications: e.g.,
leveling, electronic distance measurements (EDM), as well as tilt and strain meters.

1.1.1 GPS

A global navigation satellite system (GNSS) is a constellation of navigation satellites
orbiting around the Earth at ∼20,000 km every 12 hours, allowing autonomous po-
sitioning everywhere in the world. The "Global Positioning System" (GPS) is the
oldest GNSS and, along with GLONASS (the Russian GNSS), the only currently fully
operational. Other GNSS, GALILEO (Europe) and BeiDou (China), are planned to
be operational in the coming years. The GPS constellation currently consists of 32
satellites, the maximum supported so that each satellite has a unique PRN code, orbiting
on six orbital planes inclined at 55 degrees. The first satellite was launched in 1978 and
the system was fully operational by 1995 with 24 satellites, enough to have visibility of
four satellites in the sky everywhere in the world, which is required for positioning.

The GPS principle is to measure the receiver-satellite distances and, knowing the
satellites’ position, infer the location of the receiver. A minimum of four satellites is
required to know the receiver position via trilateration and evaluate the receiver clock
error that needs to be accounted for. Each satellite transmits two unique code signals
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1 Introduction

(C/A at 1.023 MHz and P at 10.23 MHz) on two different carrier frequencies (L1 at
1575.42 MHz and L2 at 1227.60 MHz). GPS receivers for navigation purposes (few
meter accuracy) only use the C1 code (C/A code on L1 frequency) for positioning while
GPS geodetic receivers (for centimeter and millimeter accuracy in relative location)
also measure the phase of the signals (L1 and L2) to increase the position quality and
allow precise relative positioning. The synchronization between the satellites clock
and receiver clock is critical as a deviation of 1 µs would cause a 300 m error in the
satellite-receiver distance. To limit the influence of clock errors, the GPS satellites have
atomic clocks on-board and transmit their times to the receivers. A detailed overview of
the GPS technique can be found in Seeber (2008).

For geodetic application, measurements uncertainties are mainly caused by orbital
errors, clock errors, and atmospheric disturbances. Orbital errors can be corrected for
using the precise satellite orbits published within two weeks by the international GNSS
service (IGS), a voluntary federation of agencies and research institutions tracking the
GNSS satellites. Ionosphere and troposphere are the two main sources of atmosphere
disturbances. The ionospheric delay can be corrected for by using dual-frequency
receiver (L1 and L2) as the ionosphere is a dispersive media (the delay is frequency
dependent). The combination of the two signals can be used to infer the ionospheric
delay and the total electron content of the ionosphere (TEC). The tropospheric signal
delay is mostly caused by the hydrostatic component of the atmosphere, caused by dry
gases, which is fairly predictable and can be corrected for using weather models. The
wet component of the troposphere, caused by water vapor, generates smaller signal
delays but varies faster and is thus harder to model and correct for. Differential GPS
is widely used to determine very precisely the relative position between two nearby
receivers as many sources of errors (orbit, clock, atmosphere) are similar for both
receivers and thus greatly reduced by the differentiation. Multipath, when the satellite
signal is reflected by the ground or other nearby structures before reaching the receiver
in addition to the direct signal, is another source of error which can be minimized during
measurements by using quality geodetic antennas (e.g., chock-ring antennas). Until
2000, the U.S military could use the "selective availability", an option to degrade the
civilian signal sent by the GPS satellites.

GPS is particularly valuable when measuring small relative displacements over
large distance as, unlike former geodetic techniques, the relative accuracy of two mea-
surements doesn’t degrade as fast with distance (Bock et al., 1985). Moreover, the
measurements are fairly simple when compared to other ground-based geodetic tech-
niques and the instruments are relatively cheap. Therefore GPS is a very valuable tool to
measure plate motion. Its accessibility has now made it useful for most kinds of ground
monitoring surveys. In the recent years, geodetic GPS has found many new applications
unrelated to ground deformation monitoring: e.g., snow depth measurements (Ozeki
and Heki, 2011), volcanic plume tomography (Houlié et al., 2005; Larson, 2013), and
detection of precursor to large earthquakes (Heki, 2011).

GPS sites were initially measured only a few hours or days per year during field
campaigns. Later on, GPS instruments have been installed permanently at key sites so
their positions are recorded continuously. The first large scale GPS survey of Iceland
was conducted in 1986 (Foulger et al., 1987; Jahn et al., 1990; Foulger et al., 1993).
Since then GPS campaigns have been conducted every year to study various deformation
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Figure 1.1. (Left) GPS instrument measuring during a field campaign. (Right)
Time-series of GPS daily solution for the vertical component in meter at two sites:
HAUC in central Iceland (blue) and GRAE in north Iceland (red). HAUC
(18.3448◦W,64.7115◦N) is a continuous site while GRAE (17.0168◦W,65.5224◦N) is
measured only during summer campaigns. The annual cycle of the deformation is thus
visible only at HAUC. GIA effect is also visible with a faster uplift rate at HAUC (next
to the main ice caps) than GRAE (80 km away from Vatnajökull ice cap).

processes. The first continuous GPS site was installed in 1995 in Reykjavík. By 2010,
64 continuous GPS were running in Iceland (Geirsson et al., 2010) and over a hundred
currently.

Main GPS software packages which can analyze precisely the acquired data for
geodetic applications include BERNESE (Dach et al., 2015), GAMIT/GLOBK (Herring
et al., 2015), and GIPSY-OASIS (Webb and Zumberge, 1997).

1.1.2 InSAR

Interferometry is a technique that merges two or more electromagnetic waves to form
an interference pattern, which can be measured and interpreted. The precision of the
techniques is dependent on how accurately the phase of the signal can be recorded.
One utilization is to combine waves emitted from a satellite and reflected of the Earth
surface, at two different time. High resolution radar imaging of the Earth from space
can be achieved by synthetic aperture radar (SAR) instruments on-board satellites. They
illuminate the ground and record the amplitude and phase of the returned signal. In the
case of SAR satellites, the signal is emitted in X-band (∼31 mm wavelength), C-band
(∼56 mm wavelength), or L-band (∼236 mm wavelength). Radar instruments can
acquire images at day or night and during bad weather conditions. They have therefore
certain advantages over optical instruments.

Synthetic aperture radar interferometry (InSAR) was first introduced in 1974 for
mapping purposes (Graham, 1974). However, it is with the start of the "European
Remote-Sensing Satellite" ERS-1 mission in 1991 that this technique became widely
accessible to the scientific community. Ground deformation application appeared soon
after, and for the first time it was possible to get an image of the extensive deformation
field caused by an earthquake (Massonnet et al., 1993). The ERS mission offered
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1 Introduction

repeated acquisitions of the same area over time making it a very good monitoring tool.
Many other SAR satellite missions have been launched after ERS (Fig. 1.2).

ERS−1

JERS−1

ERS−2

Radarsat−1

Envisat

ALOS

Cosmo−Skymed

TerraSAR−X

Radarsat−2

Sentinel−1

ALOS−2

1995 2000 2005 2010 2015

Figure 1.2. Operation time of civil SAR satellites. X-band (red), C-band (green),
L-Band (blue).

Here, we present a short overview of the InSAR principle. To get complete under-
standing, extensive reviews of the technique are available in the literature (Curlander
and McDonough, 1992; Hanssen, 2001; Massonnet and Souyris, 2008; Hooper et al.,
2012). The InSAR principle is to subtract the phase of two radar acquisitions over the
same area. The image of the phase difference is called an interferogram. Each pixel
covers an area ranging from a few square meters to close to an hectare, depending on the
size of the region covered by the SAR image. The quality of the information contained
in each pixel of the interferogram is estimated via correlation, a measure of the similarity
of two radar echoes. Uncorrelated areas don’t contain any valuable phase information.
The SAR images have to be acquired in the same geometry (in case of satellites, not
more than a few hundred meters between each satellite orbit) or the interferogram will
be decorrelated and thus contain only noise. Moreover, areas with large ground changes
(e.g., due to snow or vegetation growth) will be decorrelated (no trend is visible between
pixels, the area becomes noisy). An interferogram contains contributions from various
signals: orbital error, topography, ground deformation, atmosphere, and noise. Thus
in order to get an image of ground deformation, the deformation signals need to be
isolated from the other signals.

Orbital error can be minimized for using precise satellite orbit information. Similarly,
a precise digital elevation model (DEM) of the area is needed to remove topography
effects. Noise is minimized through filtering. Atmosphere is the most complicated
signal to correct for. It is usually separated into two parts: the stratified atmospheric
signal and the turbulent atmospheric signal. The stratified atmospheric signal is caused
by water vapor content of the atmosphere varying with altitude. It is thus only visible
in interferograms covering areas with large elevation variations. It is relatively easy to
correct for using an atmosphere model for the days of the acquisitions or by removing
all signal correlated with topography. However, the latter option cannot be used if the
deformation signal is expected to be correlated with topography. The turbulent part of
the atmosphere is much more difficult to correct for. An option is to filter particular
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1.1 Geodetic measurements

wavelengths of the signal which are supposedly not caused by the deformation processes.
The other option is to consider that this signal is random and thus can be minimized
by stacking and averaging many interferograms covering the same time period. Each
fringe left in the final interferogram shows a ground displacement of half the emitted
signal wavelength, in the line of sight (LOS) of the satellite.

SAR image 1
amplitude+phase

Amplitude coregistration

Phase di erence

Orbit correction

Topography correction

Filtering

Atmosphere correction

Final interferogram

Amplitude image

Final interferogram

Work ow to generate 

ground deformation

interferograms 

SAR image 2
amplitude+phase

Figure 1.3. (Left) Workflow for generating ground deformation interferograms.
(Right/Top) Example of SAR amplitude image acquired by the TerraSAR-X satellite over
Askja. Image is shown in radar geometry as acquired by the satellite. When compared
to geographical coordinates, it is "flipped" so east is to the left and west is to the right
in the image. This is due to the nature of the satellite acquisition, in this case a
right-looking satellite on a descending track, traveling from north to south.
(Right/Bottom) Same as top, with superimposed interferogram between July 2010 and
September 2013. The circular fringe pattern relates to deflation of the Askja caldera.
Other fringes are caused by other deformation processes, mostly GIA and plate
spreading. Each fringe account for 1.55 mm of displacement in the LOS of the satellite.

Iceland is particularly well suited for InSAR measurements as the vegetation is
limited and there are large areas covered by barren lava fields. Therefore the ground
surface tends to remain the same during the snow free months and thus doesn’t generate
much decorrelation even over extended time periods of many years. InSAR was first
used over Iceland to study plate spreading and geothermal utilization in the Reykjanes
peninsula between 1992 and 1995 (Vadon and Sigmundsson, 1997). Since then it has
been one of the main tool, along with GPS, to map ground deformation at volcanoes, in
earthquakes zones and at geothermal areas in Iceland.
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Many software packages can be use to generate interferograms from pairs of SAR
images such as Diapason (CNES, Altamira Information), Doris (Kampes et al., 2003),
ISCE (Rosen et al., 2012), GAMMA (GAMMA Remote Sensing and Consulting AG),
GMTSAR (Sandwell et al., 2011), ROI_PAC (Rosen et al., 2004) and S1TBX (ESA).
There are also a few software packages that offer InSAR time-series capabilities like
for instance StaMPS (Hooper et al., 2012) and GIANT (Agram et al., 2013). At
University of Iceland, StaMPS has been used to generate time-series while ROI_PAC
and GMTSAR have been preferred for generating single interferograms.

1.1.3 Other techniques

In addition to GPS and InSAR, a number of other techniques and approaches can be
used for high precision ground monitoring purposes and crustal deformation studies.
The most common ones are leveling, electronic distance measurements (EDM), dry tilt
measurements, tilt and strain meters.

Leveling surveys to infer ground deformation have been use for a long time (e.g.,
Mogi, 1958). With its high accuracy, leveling remains a very valuable tool in high-
precision measurements of vertical Earth movements. The principle is to measure the
height difference between two stations using an optical level and graduated rods. In its
modern version, the leveling instrument reads electronically the height on bar code rods,
thus avoiding reading errors from the operator. As it relies on an optical instrument, the
accuracy of height readings is strongly dependent on the weather conditions. Points
are usually arranged along leveling lines in order to measure profiles across areas
of interest. Leveling allows height measurements with a sub-millimeter accuracy
over distances of a few kilometers, and a sub-centimeter accuracy over distances
of a few tenths of kilometers. In Iceland, leveling has been widely use to monitor
ground deformation associated e.g. with grabens (Tryggvason, 1968; Traustadóttir, 2012;
Islam et al., 2016) and volcanoes (e.g., Tryggvason, 1980; Sturkell and Sigmundsson,
2000). This technique can also be used to do dry tilt measurements. The ground tilt is
inferred along short segments of leveling lines or so called optical tilt leveling stations
(Tryggvason, 1986) and along leveling lines (Sturkell et al., 2013).

Electronic distance meter (EDM) methods use a laser to measure the distance
between the meter and a reflector. For land survey purposes, today they are usually
integrated into a total station system along with a theodolite. With a total station system
it is possible to calculate the relative coordinates of a network of points by measuring
angles and distance between benchmarks. Similarly to leveling, this is an optical
technique for which the quality of the measurements depends on the weather conditions.
In geosciences, this technique has seen its usage decrease with time in favor of GPS. In
Iceland, this technique was used on the Reykjanes Peninsula (Brander et al., 1976) and
during the Krafla Fires rifting episode 1975-1984 (Tryggvason, 1984).

Tilt meters measure variations in the slope of a surface. In geophysics, these
instruments are usually used to monitor volcanoes as a change in slope on the volcano
can indicate deflation or inflation of a magma chamber. Tiltmeters were used during
the Krafla rifting episode to monitor the inflation and deflation of the magma chamber
below the Krafla caldera (Tryggvason, 1982). The Grímsvötn volcano is currently
monitored with a tiltmeter (Hreinsdottir et al., 2014). However tiltmeters tend to drift
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1.2 Deformation processes in Iceland

with time and give more reliable results during relatively short duration eruptive events
than during long quiescent periods.

Strain meters are instruments used to measured small deformation over short dis-
tance. The deformation is measured on a solid bar, the volume of a liquid, or via an
interferometer. They are used to measure various signals, from tides to plate spreading
(Agnew, 1986). Over extended period of time, they can give an estimation of the
accumulation of strain in earthquake-prone areas and thus be use to estimate the seismic
risk. In Iceland, borehole strain meters have measured co-eruptive deformation around
the Hekla volcano (Sturkell et al., 2013).

1.2 Deformation processes in Iceland

Iceland is located on the Mid-Atlantic ridge, a divergent plate boundary between the
North-American and Eurasian plates in the northern North Atlantic. The Mid-Atlantic
Ridge interacts with a hotspot, underlain by excessive mantle upwelling and melt
generation (Wolfe et al., 1997; Ito et al., 1999). Associated volcanism causes Iceland
to be elevated above sea level. Current crustal deformation processes in Iceland are an
interplay between plate spreading, volcanism, geothermal activity, faulting and load
variation (Sigmundsson, 2006).

1.2.1 Plate spreading

At the latitude of Iceland, the North-American and Eurasian plates diverge at about 18.0-
18.8 mm/yr in direction N100.5-N104.5◦E (DeMets et al., 2010). This plate divergence
is accommodated over a series of volcanic and seismic zones in Iceland (Einarsson,
2008). The submarine mid-Atlantic ridge links to the Reykjanes Peninsula oblique
spreading plate boundary in SW-Iceland (Fig. 1.4). At its eastern end, at the Hengill
triple junction, this zone links to the divergent plate boundary in the Western Volcanic
Zone (WVZ) and the South Iceland Seismic Zone (SISZ) transform. At its eastern end,
the SISZ links with the Eastern Volcanic Zone (EVZ). North of Vatnajökull, in the
prolongation of the EVZ, the Northern Volcanic Zone (NVZ) accommodates the full
plate spreading in Iceland up to the Tjörnes fracture zone (TFZ). The main segments of
the TFZ are the Húsavík-Flatey fault (HFF) and the Grimsey oblique rift (GOR). These
segments merge again to form the Kolbeinsey Ridge.

Two country-wide GPS campaigns, conducted in 1993 and in 2004, give a good
overview of the crustal movements related to the plate spreading process in Iceland
(Árnadóttir et al., 2009). Each on-land spreading segment has further been studied
using local GPS networks and/or InSAR, including the following studies: Reykjanes
Peninsula (Hreinsdóttir et al., 2001; Keiding et al., 2008), EVZ and WVZ (LaFemina
et al., 2005; Árnadóttir et al., 2006), NVZ (Hofton and Foulger, 1996) and TFZ (Metzger
and Jónsson, 2014).
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Figure 1.4. Central volcanoes (dashed lines) and fissure swarms (transparent gray
areas) of volcanic systems in Iceland (Jóhannesson and Sæmundsson, 2009;
Hjartardóttir et al., 2015). Also indicated is the division into main volcanic and seismic
zones: Reykjanes Peninsula (RP) oblique plate boundary, Western Volcanic Zone
(WVZ), Eastern Volcanic Zone (EVZ), Northern Volcanic Zone (NVZ), Tjörnes Fracture
Zone (TFZ) and South Iceland Seismic Zone (SISZ). Background shows glaciers (white),
water (blue) and shaded terrain (from green to brown for low to high altitude).
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1.2 Deformation processes in Iceland

1.2.2 Load variation

The Icelandic crust is influenced by various loads, that can induce significant surface
displacements. Permanent deformation is caused by the piling up of lava and volcanic
edifices within the rift zones of Iceland. However the glaciers cause the most important
change on geological time scales.

Relative sea level changes have caused paleo-coastlines in Iceland to be raised over
100 meters following the deglaciation 10.000 years ago (Sigmundsson, 2006). It appears
it took the associated rebound about a thousand year to be completed in coastal areas
(Sigmundsson, 1991). A low stand in relative sea level is inferred in Iceland about
9000 BP, and thereafter a eustatic rise in sea level has been dominating in coastal areas
in Iceland. The rebound in Iceland thus appears to occur on a different time scale
than post-glacial rebound following the same glaciation period in Fennoscandinavia
and North-America that continues today (e.g. Lambeck et al., 1998; Sella et al., 2007).
Post-glacial rebound in Iceland was much quicker because of the low viscosity of the
mantle beneath Iceland, inferred to be lower than 1x19 Pa s (Sigmundsson, 1991). After
the Little Ice Age, glaciers in Iceland have been retreating since at least 1890 AD
(Björnsson et al., 2013). As a consequence, glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) is clearly
visible in GPS geodetic observations (Árnadóttir et al., 2009) and InSAR (Auriac, 2014).
The GIA is also accelerating with time (Compton et al., 2015). On a shorter time scale,
glacier mass balance generates annual signals visible on the continuous GPS network
(Grapenthin et al., 2006).

Snow, tides, atmosphere, and water masses are also known to generate centimeter
displacements over time spans from hours to years (Heki, 2004). For deformation
studies, it is important to discriminate between deformation induced by load variations
and magma induced deformation (e.g., Pinel et al., 2007; Spaans et al., 2015).

1.2.3 Volcanism

Effusive eruptions constitute a large part of the eruptive activity in Iceland, as witnessed
by the many eruptive fissures and shield volcanoes. About 92% of the surface of the
crust is covered with basalts (Jakobsson, 1979). Eruptions on long fissures are typical
for Iceland, occurring when a dike reaches the surface. These eruptions are prevalent
during rifting episodes; time periods during which many dikes are injected into the
crust to accommodate the plate spreading. Notable examples are the 934-940 Eldgjá
eruption, one of the largest eruption in the Holocene (Larsen, 2000; Sigurðardóttir et al.,
2015), and the 1783-84 Laki eruption, which led to the death of about 25% of the
Icelandic population in a famine that followed (Thordarson and Self, 1993). The most
recent example of a rifting episode and associated fissure eruptions is the Bárðarbunga
rifting event 2014-15. A dyke was intruded over 45 km from the Bárðarbunga caldera
beneath the Vatnajökull ice-cap towards the area south of Askja, where it reached the
surface (Sigmundsson et al., 2015). The ensuing major eruption lasted for 6 months,
with 1.6±0.3 km3 of lava erupted (Gíslason et al., 2015).

Many of the major and most active volcanic systems are located under ice-caps,
such as Grímsvötn, Bárðarbunga, Katla and Eyjafjallajökull. Many of their subglacial
eruptions are powerful enough to melt through the overlaying ice. An eruption col-
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Figure 1.5. Main central volcanoes (dashed lines) in Iceland: Reykjanes (Re), Krísuvík
(Kv), Brennisteinsfjöll (Br), Hengill (Hg), Vestmannaeyjar (Ve), Eyjafjallajökull (Ey),
Katla (Ka), Tindfjallajökull (Ti), Hekla (He), Torfajökull (To), Snæfellsjökull (Sn),
Ljósufjöll (Lj), Prestahnúkur (Pr), Langjökull (La), Hofsjökull (Ho), Tungnafellsjökull
(Tu), Öræfajökull (Or), Grímsvötn (Gr), Bárðarbunga (Ba), Kverkfjöll (Kv), Askja (As),
Fremrinámar (Fr), Krafla (Kr), and Þeistareykir (Þe). Central volcanoes active during
historical time are indicated in red, others in blue. Background shows glaciers (white),
water (blue) and shaded terrain (from green to brown for low to high). Also shown are
the fissure swarms (transparent gray areas) of the volcanic systems (Jóhannesson and
Sæmundsson, 2009; Hjartardóttir et al., 2015).
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umn is then formed due to the phreato-magmatic interaction, which causes extensive
fragmentation in the eruption products. The most widely-known recent example is the
Eyjafjallajökull 2010 eruption which paralyzed North Atlantic air traffic for many days
(Sigmundsson et al., 2010; Gudmundsson et al., 2012). More recently the Grímsvötn
2011 eruption generated a 20-km high eruption column during the initial phase the
event (Petersen et al., 2012; Hreinsdottir et al., 2014).

Magmatic activity without eruption is also common in Iceland. In the recent
years, intrusive events have been observed in the following volcanic systems: Hengill
(Sigmundsson et al., 1997a), Eyjafjallajökull (Pedersen and Sigmundsson, 2004, 2006;
Hjaltadóttir et al., 2015), Þeistareykir (Metzger et al., 2011), and Kverkfjöll (Hooper
et al., 2011). Gradual pressure changes in a magma reservoir and magma movements
can generate displacements of a few mm/yr to cm/yr. Askja caldera is subsiding at a
few cm/yr because of the deflation of a shallow magma reservoir (Sturkell et al., 2006;
Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2013). There is also evidence for deep accumulation of
magma below the Hekla central volcano (Ofeigsson et al., 2011; Geirsson et al., 2012).

GIA has an important influence on the volcanic activity in Iceland. The retreat of
ice caps at the end of the last ice age is thought to have increased melt generation via
decompression in the mantle, which then resulted in an increase of volcanic activity
(Jull and McKenzie, 1996; Maclennan et al., 2002). Similar processes, of a smaller
magnitude, may be active at present (e.g., Pagli and Sigmundsson, 2008). The geometry
of some intrusive events is also likely to be affected by GIA (Hooper et al., 2011).

1.2.4 Geothermal activity

Iceland hosts extensive geothermal activity, closely linked to the volcanic and seismic
zones. Many of the active central volcanoes in Iceland have high temperature geothermal
areas. Some of these geothermal areas are used by power companies for hot water and
electricity production purposes. Such utilization involves steam and water extraction,
which can result in ground subsidence. This effect is clearly observed at Reykjanes
power plant (Keiding et al., 2010) and Hengill power plant (Budzińska, 2014). Non-
anthropogenic pressure changes in geothermal reservoirs can also generate ground
deformation, e.g. in the Krísuvík area on the Reykjanes Peninsula (Michalczewska
et al., 2012).

1.2.5 Faulting events

Iceland has a long historical record of earthquake activity. The largest events are of
tectonic origin and occurs in the Tjörnes fracture zone (TFZ) and in the South Iceland
Seismic Zone (SISZ). They can reach up to magnitude 7 (Einarsson, 1991; Bjarnason
et al., 1993). The most recent large tectonic earthquakes were right lateral strike-slip
events that occurred in 2000 and in 2008 in the SISZ (e.g., Árnadóttir et al., 2003;
Hreinsdóttir et al., 2009; Decriem et al., 2010). In June 2000, it was a sequence of
two Ms6.6 earthquakes a few days apart, and in May 2008 two faults ruptured a few
seconds apart for a total energy release of Mw6.1. For both events, the slip on each fault
was inverted for using GPS and InSAR data. The Húsavík-Flatey fault (HFF) and the
Grímsey oblique rift concentrate most of the seismic activity in the TFZ. Nine M>6
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events have been recorded in the past 300 years in the area (Stefansson et al., 2008).
Volcanic activity is also an important source of seismic activity, e.g. over 70 M>5
earthquakes were detected during the 7-month collapse of the Bárðarbunga caldera (e.g.,
Jonsdottir and Jonasson, 2015).

1.3 Present study

Space geodesy data has become more and more accessible since the 1990’s. There
are more GNSS satellites, and the GNSS receivers can sample data faster, track more
satellites at a time and log more data while having lower power consumption. Many
SAR satellite missions have now acquired images all over the world. At present, many
of these images are relatively easily accessible for the scientific community.

In Iceland, the number of GPS sites measured during summer campaigns have
gradually increased since the first campaign in 1986. There are also currently over a
hundred continuous GPS sites running in Iceland, while there were only two in 1998,
64 in early 2010 (Geirsson et al., 2010) and 90 in January 2014 (Hreinsdóttir, Sigrún,
2014). Since the start of the ERS mission in 1991, SAR images have been acquired over
Iceland by all SAR missions. University of Iceland has ordered some of them to for
monitoring and deformation studies purposes. A successful proposal to the Committee
on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) in 2013 granted access to over 1600 archived
ERS and Envisat images, as well as hundreds of TerraSAR-X, COSMO-SkyMed, and
Radarsat-2 images.

Here, we used newly available data to provide constraints on specific deformation
processes in Iceland, with a focus on the Northern Volcanic Zone.

The first paper, presented in section two, is a continuation of the study by Grapenthin
et al. (2006) on the seasonal cycle of deformation recorded in the continuous GPS time-
series. At the time of the previous study, only 18 continuous GPS sites had long enough
time-series to evaluate this effect. Glacier mass balance was considered as the only
explanation for the seasonal cycle. In the paper presented as part of this thesis, 72
continuous GPS time-series were investigated to evaluate the contribution of glaciers,
snow on non-glaciated areas, atmosphere, ocean, and water reservoir loads to the
seasonal deformation cycle in Iceland.

The second paper, presented in section three, focuses on plate spreading in the
Northern Volcanic Zone of Iceland. Between 2008 and 2014, no magmatic intrusion
or other large deformation event took place in the NVZ. At the same time the entire
zone was covered by campaign GPS measurements every summer. We used this dataset
to constrain the deformation sources in the NVZ: plate spreading, GIA, volcanoes and
geothermal areas.

The third paper, presented in section four, focuses on deformation due to geothermal
processes at the Krafla and Bjarnarflag geothermal areas. We used leveling data, GPS
measurements, and nine InSAR time-series from four different SAR missions to study
deformation fields at Krafla and Bjarnarflag between 1993 and 2015.
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2 Paper I: Seasonal load variations

2.1 Summary

A deformation signal repeating on a yearly is basis is observed in continuous GPS
(cGPS) time-series in Iceland. This seasonal signal has been attributed to annual
variation of glacier mass balance (Grapenthin et al., 2006). However, studies elsewhere,
e.g. in Japan, also found contributions from Earth movements due to loading from
snow, atmosphere, ocean, soil moisture, water reservoirs, and ocean (Heki, Kosuke,
2004). The number of continuous sites in Iceland has increased significantly since the
2006 study and the time series are longer by many years. As many Icelandic volcanic
systems are located under ice caps, it is also important to be able to distinguish between
load-induced deformation and volcano-induced deformation (Pinel et al., 2007). This
prompted a new study of the seasonal deformation signal in Iceland. For this purpose,
we have extracted the annual and semi-annual components of the deformation at all
GPS sites. We also investigated the seasonal variations of various loads in Iceland.
By comparing several elastic Earth models and inferring a best-fitting one, we were
able to link loads and observed displacements. It was then possible to reproduce the
seasonal cycle of these loads through inversion of the deformation cycle observed by
the continuous GPS network.

2.2 Main results

1. All cGPS in Iceland have a seasonality in their recorded displacements. In the
vertical component, the peak-to-peak amplitude of this signal ranges from 4-5
mm at coast up to 27 mm in the center of Vatnajökull ice-cap.

2. The seasonal deformation cycle observed by the cGPS network has contributions
from several types of loads, including: glaciers, snow on non-glaciated areas,
atmosphere, ocean, and water reservoir.

3. Glacier mass balance and loading due to snow on non-glaciated areas contribute
the most to the deformation annual cycle.

4. There is a low rigidity anomaly in the crust and mantle beneath Iceland compared
to the world average.

5. Using only the vertical component of the deformation and an elastic spherical
Earth model, it is possible to reproduce the seasonal cycle of each loads. After
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2 Paper I: Seasonal load variations

model refinements, the cGPS network could thus be used as a monitoring tool for
loads.

6. Inter-annual deviation from the seasonal cycle can be linked to unusual weather
conditions in Iceland.
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Figure 2.6. Seasonal cycle of GPS vertical component for 72 cGPS sites in Iceland. A)
Time of minimum and amplitude of the estimated seasonal cycle of the cGPS vertical
components. Circles show cGPS stations: size shows the amplitude of the seasonal
signal and color shows the day of the year of the minimum (black means earlier than
day of year (doy) 110 and purple means later than doy 155). B) Seasonal cycle for each
cGPS site with the same color scale as in A. Each seasonal cycle is shown relative to its
minimum. Original figure is presented in Paper I.
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3 Paper II: Plate spreading in the Northern
Volcanic Zone

3.1 Summary

Because of its location at a divergent plate boundary, plate spreading have been exten-
sively studied in Iceland. All the plate spreading segments have been observed using
space geodesy and modeled in various ways. Plate spreading in the Northern Volcanic
Zone (NVZ) of Iceland was investigated in the 1990’s when observing post-rifting
deformation with GPS (Foulger et al., 1992; Heki et al., 1993; Hofton and Foulger,
1996). Later on, finite element modeling of weak zone below Krafla and Askja fissure
swarms was used to explain the deformation pattern observed by InSAR (Pedersen et al.,
2009). We have used campaign and continuous GPS data collected between summer
2008 and early August 2014 in the NVZ and surroundings to further constrain the style
of plate spreading. We search for the most likely location of the central axis of the
plate boundary in the NVZ. Although no magma intrusion happened during that time
period, we had to consider and estimate the effect of long-term deformation from GIA,
volcanoes and deformation areas. For the plate spreading, a simple arctangent model
was preferred over more complex ones as it gives similar results to the finite element
modeling of a stretched elastic slab while being much faster to calculate (Heimisson
et al., 2015).

3.2 Main results

1. An extensional rate of 17.4+0.2
−0.3 mm/yr in N292.0+0.5

−0.6
◦E direction is inferred from

the GPS data.

2. Most of this plate spreading is accommodated over a 50 km wide zone.

3. A simple arctangent model explains fairly well the velocity field in the transition
zone between the divergent North-American and Eurasian plates.

4. The plate boundary axis goes through or close by each volcanic system in the
NVZ with exception of Kverkfjöll: Þeistareykir, Krafla, Fremrinámar, Askja.
It also changes direction at volcanic systems and doesn’t follow the general
direction of each fissure swarm.

5. The regional locking depth is on average at about 7-9 km in the NVZ, but 5-6 km
below the central volcanoes.
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3 Paper II: Plate spreading in the Northern Volcanic Zone

6. Deflation of the Askja caldera continues during 2009-2014 at a rate of -0.990.01
−0.01x106

m3/yr, in line with the decaying trend noted by previous studies. Its interaction
with other deformation processes causes the highest strain in the NVZ.

7. Deflation continued below Krafla and Bjarnarflag during that time period.

8. There are indications for deflation happening in the Þeistareykir central volcano.
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Figure 3.7. Horizontal velocities for A) Mogi sources model, B) GIA model, C) plate
spreading model, D) GPS observations, E) all model components (A,B,C), and F)
residuals between D and E. Model items shown include plate spreading segments (green
lines) and Mogi sources (blue circles). In F), the grid in the Kverkfjöll fissure swarm
shows the approximate location of the 2007-2008 intrusion as inferred by Hooper et al.
(2011). Background: glacier (white area), calderas (comb lines), central volcanoes
(dashed lines), fissure swarms (gray area). Original figure is presented in Paper II.
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4 Paper III: Krafla and Bjarnarflag geother-
mal areas

4.1 Summary

Krafla volcanic system has been an area of interest for geophysical studies since the
Krafla rifting episode 1975-84. As a result, numerous geodetic field surveys have
been conducted in the area to observe the deformation. However studies usually focus
exclusively on the volcanic and/or rifting deformation, and have not considered the
details of the deformation due to geothermal processes (Foulger et al., 1992; Heki et al.,
1993; Sigmundsson et al., 1997b; Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2006; Metzger and Jónsson,
2014; Ali et al., 2014). In the past, an important monitoring tool for the Krafla and
Bjarnarflag geothermal areas has been leveling (Sturkell et al., 2008). Here, we provide
an extensive study of the deformation in the Krafla and Bjarnarflag geothermal areas
between 1993-2015. InSAR, GPS, and leveling observations are used to constrain the
deformation rates and pattern at both geothermal areas. Analytical modeling is then
used to study the temporal evolution of the deformation.

4.2 Main results

• The local deformation signal at geothermal areas needs to be isolated from the
regional deformation field.

• The regional deformation field includes contributions from various deformation
processes: plate spreading, deep magma movements, and deflation along the
Krafla fissure swarm.

• The deflation along the Krafla fissure swarm can be attributed to various process:
i) Thermal contraction along the Krafla fissure swarm. ii) Post-rifting adjust-
ment. iii) Focused subsidence caused by stretching due to plate spreading over a
structural weaknesses.

• Local subsidence of ∼5 mm/yr is observed at both Krafla and Bjarnarflag geother-
mal areas. The deformation is approximately circular at Krafla (∼5 km diameter)
while is elongated at the Bjarnarflag (∼4 km by ∼2 km).

• Ground subsidence and geothermal fluid extraction occur in a similar location at
Krafla. At Bjarnarflag, the deformation maximum is localized to the west of the
array of boreholes, possibly indicating a travel path for geothermal fluids.
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4 Paper III: Krafla and Bjarnarflag geothermal areas

• The observed deformation at the geothermal areas can be approximated by an
array of pressure sources located at about 1 km depth along each borehole and
with volume change 0.1–1x10−5 the volume of geothermal fluid extracted/injected
during the same time period.

• Deflation of shallow magma reservoir below the center of Krafla caldera that was
ongoing since 1989, is not resolved after 1993-2003.

Figure 4.8. 1993-2003 observations (left), model predictions (center) and residuals
(right). Model includes plate spreading, deflation along the fissure swarm, deep
inflation north of the Krafla caldera, deep deflation below the Krafla caldera, and
shallow deflation sources below Krafla and Bjarnarflag geothermal areas and
Leirhnjúkur. Background: Krafla caldera (comb lines), 1974-1985 lavas (gray area),
main road a (black line). Original figure presented in Paper III.
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5 General conclusions
Space geodesy techniques have successfully been used to observe various deformation
processes taking place in Iceland: sub-annual loading variations, secular plate spreading,
GIA, and deformation due to volcanic and geothermal sources.

The permanent deformation recording by the continuous GPS network of Iceland
has enabled us to observe a seasonal cycle in the deformation in Iceland. This annual
cycle is caused by variations on a yearly basis in the various loads affecting Iceland’s
surface. Glacier mass-balance and snow on non-glaciated areas are the main contributor
to the seasonal deformation cycle over Iceland. Glaciers and ground loading from
snow begins in the fall and reaches a maximum between March and June depending on
location. The unloading then happens over a period of a few months for non-glaciated
areas, while for glaciers it continues until loading begins again. Atmosphere, ocean and
water reservoir also contribute to the seasonal cycle. Modeling of the Earth’s response
to surface loads suggests a low rigidity anomaly under Iceland compared to the world
average. This can be attributed to Iceland’s tectonic setting.

Campaign and continuous GPS measurements conducted between 2008 and 2014
gave good constraints on the plate spreading in the Northern Volcanic Zone of Iceland.
Using a simple arctangent model, it was possible to infer the approximate location of
the plate spreading central axis. The central axis goes through or close by to the main
central volcanoes in the NVZ with exception of Kverkfjöll: Askja, Fremrinámar, Krafla,
and Theistareykir. The brittle-ductile boundary of the crust is within the 7-9 km depth
range on average. Several other processes have a large influence on deformation in the
area, including ongoing glacial isostatic adjustment and deformation due to volcanic
and geothermal sources.

An extensive dataset of deformation measurements over the Krafla and Bjarnarflag
geothermal areas is available. It shows that both regional and local deformation pro-
cesses are taking place in the Krafla volcanic system. Subsidence of ∼5 mm/yr is
visible at both Krafla and Bjarnarflag geothermal areas. This can be interpreted in
terms of volume change in shallow pressure sources, which relate to 0.1–1x10−5 of the
geothermal fluid extracted/injected during 1993-2015.

Further studies on the deformation processes presented here would benefit from
using numerical model utilizing e.g. the Finite Element Method (FEM), in addition to
analytical modeling. For the seasonal load variations, a FEM model would allow to
modify easily the properties of the crust and mantle beneath Iceland rather than scaling
the Green’s function. Instead of using a arctangent model, plate spreading signal could
be interpreted in terms of variation in the rheological structure (Pedersen et al., 2009)
and/or thermal structure (Islam et al., 2016) of the lithosphere. Post-rifting relaxation
signal following the 1975-1984 Krafla Fires could also be accounted for similarly as
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done by Ali et al. (2014).
The quantity and quality of space geodesy observations are continuously improving.

Galileo (European GNSS) and BeiDou (Chinese GNSS) are set to become operational,
as new satellites are added to their constellation every year. These new satellites will
improve the quality of the space geodetic observations in Iceland, especially Galileo’s
since this GNSS provides a better coverage at high latitude than GPS. The Sentinel-1A
SAR satellite launched in 2014 currently provides a full coverage of Iceland with a
repeat time of 12 days, which will be reduced to 6 days once the Sentinel-1B satellite,
launched last April, will start to deliver data. As the data is freely available, this mission
will be extremely valuable for monitoring purposes. The tremendous amount of data
will also likely be sufficient to provide additional constrains to the seasonal deformation
location.
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S U M M A R Y
Two types of signals are clearly visible in continuous GPS (cGPS) time-series in Iceland, in
particular in the vertical component. The first one is a yearly seasonal cycle, usually sinusoid-
like with a minimum in the spring and a maximum in the fall. The second one is a trend of
uplift, with higher values the closer the cGPS stations are to the centre of Iceland and ice caps.
Here, we study the seasonal cycle signal by deriving its average at 71 GPS sites in Iceland. We
estimate the annual and semi-annual components of the cycle in their horizontal and vertical
components using a least-squares adjustment. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the cycle of the
vertical component at the studied sites ranges from 4 mm near the coastline up to 27 mm
at the centre of the Vatnajökull, the largest ice cap in Iceland. The minimum of the seasonal
cycle occurs earlier in low lying areas than in the central part of Iceland, consistent with snow
load having a large influence on seasonal deformation. Modelling shows that the seasonal
cycle is well explained by accounting for elastically induced surface displacements due to
snow, atmosphere, reservoir lake and ocean variations. Model displacement fields are derived
considering surface loads on a multilayered isotropic spherical Earth. Through forward and
inverse modelling, we were able to reproduce a priori information on the average seasonal
cycle of known loads (atmosphere, snow in non-glaciated areas and lake reservoir) and get an
estimation of other loads (glacier mass balance and ocean). The seasonal glacier mass balance
cycle in glaciated areas and snow load in non-glaciated areas are the main contributions to
the seasonal deformation. For these loads, induced seasonal vertical displacements range from
a few millimetres far from the loads in Iceland, to more than 20 mm at their centres. Lake
reservoir load also has to be taken into account on local scale as it can generate up to 20 mm
of vertical deformation. Atmosphere load and ocean load are observable and generate vertical
displacements in the order of a few millimetres. Inversion results also shows that the Iceland
crust is less rigid than the world average. Interannual deviation from the GPS seasonal cycle
can occur and are caused by unusual weather conditions over extended period of time.

Key words: Time-series analysis; Inverse theory; Satellite geodesy; Kinematics of crustal
and mantle deformation; Rheology: crust and lithosphere; Atlantic Ocean.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

A network of more than 100 continuously recording GPS stations
(cGPS) is currently operated in Iceland. The two IGS (International
GNSS Service) stations, REYK and HOFN, are the longest run-
ning continuous sites, established in 1995 and 1997, respectively. In
1999, six additional sites were added and between 2000 and 2005

the network continued to grow with 16 additional stations. A fast
expansion occurred between 2006 and 2009 with 40 new site in-
stallations (Geirsson et al. 2010). The daily operation of many of
the sites is overseen by the Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMO)
and the National Land Survey of Iceland. Important contributing
institutions to the network include University of Arizona, USA;
University of Savoie, France; Pennsylvania State University, USA;

C© The Authors 2016. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of The Royal Astronomical Society. 1843
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Figure 1. Location of cGPS stations in Iceland installed prior to 2014 August. Red triangles show stations used in this study and dark grey triangles stations
that were not used. Background shows topography and ice caps (white areas). Fissure swarms (transparent grey areas), outline of central volcanoes (dashed
lines) and calderas (comb lines) are after Jóhannesson & Sæmundsson (2009). Name of glaciers are indicated in cyan (D: Drangajökull, S: Snæfelsjökull, L:
Langjökull, M: Mýrdalsjökull, H: Hofsjökull, V: Vatnajökull). Hálslón reservoir is indicated by the blue area next to the blue letters (Ha). Name of selected
GPS sites mentioned in the text are indicated in white (If: ISAF, N: NYLA, V: VOGS, H: HAUD, I: ISAK, S: SKRO, G: GMEY). IMO weather stations
mentioned in text are indicated in black (Re: Reykjavı́k, Hv: Hveravellir, Ak: Akureyri).

ETH Zurich, Switzerland; King Abdullah University of Science and
Technology, Saudi Arabia and Bavarian Academy of Sciences and
Humanities, Germany.

The cGPS network in Iceland records the plate spreading in Ice-
land (Geirsson et al. 2006), as well as an uplift signal that has been
extensively studied with various techniques and is related to glacial
isostatic adjustment due to present-day glacial retreat (Árnadóttir
et al. 2009; Auriac et al. 2013). There is evidence that the uplift
rates due to present-day glacial retreat are accelerating with time
(Compton et al. 2015a). The discrimination between load-variation-
induced deformation and magma-induced deformation is important
in Iceland for hazard assessment (e.g. Pinel et al. 2007). The topic
of this paper is the average seasonal cycle, a term we use to refer
to a cycle that repeats on a yearly basis. We model it as composed
of an annual component with a one year period and a semi-annual
component with a half a year period. The seasonal cycle signal in
Iceland has been studied, considering winter and summer glacier
mass balance by Grapenthin et al. (2006). They considered the sea-
sonal cycle of 18 cGPS stations with long enough time-series at
the time of that study. The cycle was interpreted in terms of annual
load variations at the Icelandic ice caps on a half-space Earth model
with uniform elastic parameters. Here, we use 71 cGPS time-series
of daily positions (Fig. 1). The longest time-series is 17 yr, from
the REYK station in Reykjavı́k. We model the Earth response due
to load changes using a spherical Earth model, instead of a simple
elastic half-space, and we consider various surface loads, similarly
to Heki (2004). Snow remains the most important load but there
is evidence for induced surface displacements due to variations in
atmosphere, ocean and lake reservoir loads as well.

Snow accumulation during winter is known to generate vertical
displacements up to centimetre scale (Heki 2001). Grapenthin et al.
(2006) showed that glacier mass balance can account for a large
part of the seasonal cycle observed in GPS in Iceland. Glaciers are

gaining mass during the winter and spring with snow accumulation
and losing mass during summer and fall with melting. In addition,
glaciers in Iceland had a negative yearly mass balance from 1995 to
1996 (Björnsson et al. 2013) until 2014–2015, when the mass bal-
ance became positive again (Finnur Pálson, private communication,
2015). This is a secular trend and thus does not affect the seasonal
cycle estimation.

Atmospheric pressure loading is known to be able to displace
the Earth’s surface over a centimetre on subdiurnal timescales (van
Dam et al. 1994). GPS solutions over a 24 hr period are sufficient
to average out this deformation (Tregoning & van Dam 2005), even
though correcting for subdaily atmospheric pressure variations at
tidal frequencies would improve the observations results (Trego-
ning & Watson 2009). Here, we used daily solutions for our GPS
time-series so we are not expecting to see any effect of such short
atmospheric pressure change. However, we expect a contribution
from a seasonal atmospheric pressure variation in Iceland.

Ocean tidal loading is known to generate important displacements
at coastal GPS stations on a subdaily and weekly basis. We corrected
for these during the data analysis by using the FES2004 model, a
mesh of global hydrodynamic tide solutions (Lyard et al. 2006).
However, this model does not account for semi-annual, annual and
longer cycles in the tides, nor for non-tidal ocean variation.

Variable mass of water in lakes provides load changes on the
surface of the Earth. A large cycle occurs at some reservoirs for
hydropower stations; they fill up in summer and then lower in the
winter time. Such reservoirs can have an important effect in their
surrounding areas. Hálslón reservoir is the largest reservoir in Ice-
land with an area of approximately 56 km2 and a water volume of
2.1 km3 when full. cGPS stations were installed for monitoring pur-
pose when it was constructed and first filled in 2006. Their data
are of importance for our study as they are the only cGPS north-
east of the Vatnajökull ice cap. The seasonal load variation induced
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by changes in the level of this reservoir show up clearly in the
observations.

In the following, we begin with the calculation and analysis of the
seasonal cycle of the east, north and up displacement time-series of
the cGPS sites. We also present a priori information on the seasonal
cycle within data sets on snow accumulation in non-glaciated areas,
atmospheric pressure and variation of the Hálslón reservoir level.
Additional information about the seasonal load variation and the
elastic properties of the Earth are then derived from the inversion
of the cGPS seasonal cycles. The amount of deformation that each
of the load generates is then computed using a best-fitting Earth
model.

2 DATA

2.1 GPS

Daily GPS solutions were calculated at University of Iceland with
the GAMIT/GLOBK 10.4 GPS analysis software, in the ITRF2008
reference frame using over 100 worldwide reference stations. Only
GPS satellites with a good phase centre location were included
in the processing to prevent any scale error in the GPS solutions
(Zhu et al. 2003). The data were corrected for ocean tidal load-
ing using the FES2004 model (Lyard et al. 2006). Most of the
GPS data used in this study are available as RINEX files at the
FUTUREVOLC data hub (see Acknowledgments). Here, we study
the time period prior to a rifting episode in the Bár�arbunga volcanic
system that began in 2014 August and was associated with large-
scale deformation (Sigmundsson et al. 2014). We visually checked
each of the time-series and excluded the ones with less than two full
years of data or those with data gaps over extended periods of time
each year. We kept 71 stations after this check.

The east, north and up displacement components of each station
were analysed separately for evaluation of seasonal cycle. The en-
tire time-series were used to determine the annual and semi-annual
components of the deformation. We first filtered out all daily so-
lutions that had a standard deviation of more than 5 mm for the
horizontal or more than 10 mm for the vertical. The amplitude of
the seasonal displacements appears to be relatively constant from
year to year. A temporally varying amplitude approach like the one
used by Bennett (2008) is thus not necessary. Trends in time-series
were then estimated using a software developed and used in pre-
vious studies of the seasonal cycle (Heki 2001, 2004). Using least
squares, it calculates the best fit for secular (linear or polynomial),
annual (sinusoidal) and semi-annual (sinusoidal) components. The
displacement D of a GPS station as a function of time t (in decimal
years) can then be written in the form of a linear equation:

D(t) = a + b · t + c sin(2π t) + d cos(2π t)

+ e sin(4π t) + f cos(4π t) (1)

In this case, linear (a and b), annual (c and d) and semi-annual (e
and f) components are taken into account. Additional terms mp for
fitting a polynomial of degree n instead of a line can be added to eq.

(1) as follows:
n∑

p=2
m p · t p . The software also allows for correction

of jumps, changes of trend and exponential transient movements.
This allowed us to remove time-series irregularities due to antenna
change and earthquakes in south Iceland in 2000 and 2008 that
were clearly visible on stations close to the earthquake epicentres
(e.g. Hreinsdóttir et al. 2009; Decriem et al. 2010). Deformation
signals of volcanic origin occurring over extended period of time,

Figure 2. Up component time-series at selected GPS sites. Grey dot shows
observed data (daily estimates of the vertical component), black line shows
a best-fitting curve considering linear, semi-annual and annual components
as in eq. (1). The curve for station SKRO also includes a second-order
polynomial to account for the acceleration of uplift related to ice cap retreat.
Initial linear trend is removed from each time-series. Jumps and/or change of
trend are visible in 2010 for ISAK and HAUD because of the Eyjafjallajökull
eruption and in 2008 for VOGS and ISAK because of the M6.2 south Iceland
earthquakes. Location of each station is shown on Fig. 1.

like the one prior to and associated with the Eyjafjallajökull erup-
tion in 2010 (Sigmundsson et al. 2010), are not easy to correct for.
Therefore, the data influenced by such signals were removed from
the time-series. In these cases, we allowed a jump and/or a change
in trend in the data gaps created. All other small non-periodic de-
viations are minimized during the trend estimation and were thus
considered to not affect significantly the annual and semi-annual cy-
cles estimation. Examples of up component time-series are shown
in Fig. 2.

Results show that, in the vertical component, all cGPS stations
have a seasonal local minimum in the spring, most of them in
May around day 130–140 of the year (Fig. 3). This is similar to
day 140 found by Grapenthin et al. (2006). Seasonal cycles in the
vertical component show that the GPS stations are relatively stable
between September and January, subside from January until May
and then rise from May until September. There is also a systematic
pattern such that the further the stations are from central Iceland,
the earlier they have their minimum. A similar gradient is observed
for the signal amplitude. Stations in central Iceland have the highest
amplitudes especially the ones near Vatnajökull, the largest ice cap
in Iceland, while the ones near the coast have the smallest amplitude.

The above-mentioned systematics are an indication that the snow
and ice load variations are a dominant factor influencing the sea-
sonal cycle observed by the cGPS network. The spatial distribu-
tion of the signal and its minimum in May correlates with snow
accumulation. The timing of the yearly minimum in the verti-
cal component can be attributed to the snow starting to melt
earlier in low lying areas near the coastline areas compared to
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Figure 3. Seasonal cycle of GPS vertical component. (A) Time of mini-
mum and amplitude of the estimated seasonal cycle of the cGPS vertical
components. Circles show cGPS stations: size shows the amplitude of the
seasonal signal and colour shows the day of the year of the minimum (black
means earlier than day of year (doy) 110 and purple means later than doy
155). (B) Seasonal cycle for each cGPS with the same colour scale as in A.
Each seasonal cycle is shown relative to its minimum.

the central part of Iceland. A few stations deviate from that pat-
tern, like GMEY, located on the Grı́msey island and ISAF in the
Westfjords (Fig. 1).

2.2 Snow

The IMO provided snow water equivalent (SWE) load estimation
over non-glaciated areas of Iceland over the period from 2009
October until 2014 July (Nikolai Nawri, IMO, private communi-
cation, 2015). They calculated the snow accumulation using the
Harmonie non-hydrostatic meteorological model (Seity et al. 2011)
to dynamically downscale the ERA-Interim reanalysis, a global data
set of atmospheric parameters from 1979 and continuously updated
in real time (Dee et al. 2011), and validated the results with precip-
itation measurements at gauges. The data were provided as snow
load values in a grid of 2.5 km by 2.5 km pixels. Glacier areas are
not included in this data set because seasonal crustal loading on the
glaciers is also affected by ablation of glacier ice and redistribution
of the ice with the glacier flow. We estimated the snow accumula-
tion seasonal cycle for non-glaciated areas in Iceland using the same
program as for the GPS data. Beforehand, the data were resampled
to a grid of 0.06◦ longitude by 0.03◦ latitude pixels to keep the com-

Figure 4. Seasonal cycle of snow load in centimetres of water equivalent
derived from a data set provided by the Icelandic Meteorological Office.
(A) Time of minimum and amplitude of the estimated seasonal cycle of the
snow load. Circles show data points: size shows the amplitude of the seasonal
signal and colour shows the day of the year of the minimum (black means
earlier than doy 50 and white means later than doy 125). (B) Seasonal cycle
for each location shown in (A) with the same colour scale. Each seasonal
cycle is shown relative to its minimum. The data were resampled at 0.2◦
longitude and 0.1◦ latitude to make the plot clearer.

putational time reasonable. The average standard deviation is about
7.4 cm of water equivalent. Results show that snow load seasonal
cycles have a maximum in April and a minimum in September for
most of Iceland (Fig. 4). There is a correlation between the signal
amplitude and the timing of its maximum and minimum. The cen-
tral part of Iceland has more snow accumulation and the maximum
there occurs later than in low lying areas near the coast. This is
consistent with the phase lag between the coastal cGPS and the
highland cGPS being caused by snow melting earlier in low lying
areas than at higher elevations.

2.3 Atmospheric pressure

We used the ERA-Interim data set (Dee et al. 2011) to estimate
seasonal pressure variation. On the ECMWF (European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) website, we requested daily sea
level pressure measurements from the start of 1995 until the end
of 2014 (see the link shown in Acknowledgments). The data were
provided as atmospheric pressure in pixels of 0.75◦ longitude by
0.75◦ latitude. The ERA-Interim pressure data were compared to
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Figure 5. Seasonal cycle of sea level atmospheric pressure derived from the
ERA-Interim data set. (A) Time of minimum and amplitude of the estimated
seasonal cycle of the atmospheric pressure. Circles show data points: colour
shows the day of the year of the minimum and size shows the amplitude of
the seasonal signal. (B) Seasonal cycle for each location show in (A) with
the same colour scale. Each seasonal cycle is centred on 0.

measurements at three weather stations in Iceland: Reykjavı́k,
Akureyri and Hveravellir (Tómas Jóhannesson, IMO, private com-
munication, 2015—Fig. 1). We found that the two data set were in
good agreement with each other. We then extracted the annual and
semi-annual components of sea level pressure over Iceland using
the same program as for GPS. We got a fairly homogeneous signal
over Iceland with an average amplitude of about 16 hPa, a minimum
in January and a maximum in June (Fig. 5). The average standard
deviation after trend estimation was about 13.5 hPa. This can be ex-
plained by the occurrence of rapid pressure variations up to 80 hPa
on a weekly scale. The atmospheric pressure can be expressed in
water equivalent as 1 hPa equals pressure from a 10 mm thick layer
of water. Atmospheric load applies only on land and not on sea
floor as the ocean surface height compensates automatically any
atmospheric pressure change. However, the atmospheric pressure
data originally come in square pixels of 0.75◦ of latitude/longitude
and is thus covering area of sea around Iceland. Thus, in order to
improve further atmospheric loading calculation, the data were re-
sampled in pixels of 0.2◦ of longitude and 0.1◦ of latitude. The load
in pixels fully over sea areas was set to zero. This minimizes applied
load over water (with pixels overlapping with the coast line), while
allowing a reasonable computing performance.
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Figure 6. Seasonal cycles of ocean gravity date and the Hálslón reser-
voir. (A) Gravity in the Arctic ocean (purple line) and the Atlantic ocean
(green line) at selected coordinates (see the text). (B) Lake level of Hálslón
reservoir.

2.4 Ocean

The FES2004 ocean loading model used during the processing of the
cGPS data does not include semi-annual or annual tide components.
Therefore, there is a need to consider if such variations can have
an influence on the derived time-series. For this, we did not use
tide gauge measurements as such observations cannot be directly
related to ocean load variations as temperature and salinity of the
water have to be taken into account. In order to get an overview
of a possible seasonal cycle in the ocean loading we used monthly
GRACE satellite gravity solutions (Level-2 data, Release 5) by
the Center for Space Research, University of Texas, from 2004 to
2014. We applied the anisotropic fan filter with averaging radius
of 300 km to reduce short wavelength noise (Zhang et al. 2009)
together with the decorrelation filter using polynomials of degree
3 for coefficients with orders 15 or higher to alleviate longitudinal
stripes (Swenson & Wahr 2006). No hydrological model was used.
This approach is similar to the one use by Heki & Matsuo (2010).
We estimated the annual and semi-annual cycle of the gravity at two
location near Iceland: one in the Arctic Ocean (70◦N, 10◦W) and
another in the Atlantic ocean (62◦N, 20◦W). The standard deviation
was about 1.3 µGal. The location in the Arctic ocean has a fairly
important seasonal cycle of about 3 μGal with a minimum around
March and a maximum in the fall (Fig. 6). For the area studied in
the Atlantic, there was no clear seasonal cycle. We converted this
gravity data into water thickness equivalent using equations given
by Wahr et al. (1998).

2.5 Hálslón reservoir

Lake-level measurements of the Hálslón reservoir at the
Kárahnjúkar power plant 2006–2015 were provided by
Landsvirkjun, the Icelandic National Power company. The seasonal
cycle was estimated in the same way as for the other data sets. On
average, the lake-level change is about 40 m per year with a stan-
dard deviation of about 6.4 m after trend estimation from eq. (1)
(Fig. 6). The reservoir normally fills up from mid-May to the end
of September and then drains during the rest of the year.
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Table 1. Earth models and Green’s functions used in this study to get Hálslón load amplitude, while inverting for seven loads (Vatnajökull, Mýrdalsjökull,
Langjökull and Hofsjökull, snow on non-glaciated areas, atmosphere, ocean and Hálslón). Maximum of the GPS up component Weighted root mean squares
(WRMS) is indicated.

Model Rheology Green’s functions Hálslón WRMSmax(U)

Gutenberg–Bullen Alterman et al. (1961) Farrrell (1972) 45.4 ± 2.5 m 1.70 mm
G-B continental Harkrider (1970) Farrrell (1972)a 42.8 ± 2.4 m 1.71 mm
1066A Gilbert & Dziewonski (1975) Okubo & Saito (1983) 24.7 ± 1.5 m 1.84 mm
PREM Dziewonski & Anderson (1981) Guo et al. (2004)b 38.9 ± 2.2 m 1.73 mm
aFor depth greater than 1000 km the Gutenberg–Bullen rheology is used.
bThe ocean and upper crust from the PREM are mixed in one single homogeneous layer.

3 M O D E L L I N G

3.1 Setup

For load variations occurring on a short timescale, we expect the
upper part of the Earth to behave elastically. Considering the dimen-
sions of Iceland (approximately 300 km by 200 km), we used elastic
and isotropic spherical Earth models for modelling of ground dis-
placements induced by surface loading. In order to calculate such
displacements, these models are represented as a Green’s functions
table (as e.g. described by Farrrell (1972) and Guo et al. (2004)).
The models have radially varying elastic properties. The following
models and associated Green’s tables were considered: the PREM,
the Gutenberg–Bullen model, the G-B continental shield model and
the 1066a model (see Table 1 and Fig. 7). For the PREM model,
Guo et al. (2004) mixed the ocean layer and uppermost crustal layer
in a single homogeneous layer with elastic moduli being equal to
those of the original crustal layer.

We used an inversion process to constrain the surface loading and
check the quality of the employed models. We utilized a program
that links displacements and loads through spherical Earth Green’s
functions as described above (Heki 2004). For a given day, it finds
the best-fitting load over a set of given areas by minimizing the
seasonal GPS cycles residuals with least-squares adjustments. We
derived seasonal cycle for the inferred loads through inversion of
the GPS displacements sampled every 5 day of a year from day 1 to
361 (a total of 72 separate inversions for deriving a yearly cycle). All
cGPS seasonal cycles were set relative to day 270 of the year for the
inversion (September 26–27). It was chosen for reference because
it is within the stable part of the seasonal cycle for most of the cGPS
stations; about three months before main snow accumulation begins
in January and after the melting of the previous winter snow.

Surface loads that were inverted for were defined as grids of
square pixels, with each pixel given a load scale factor (the de-
fault value of 1 gives loads directly in centimetres of water equiv-
alent). Here, we considered atmosphere, ocean, the Hálslón reser-
voir, glaciers and snow on non-glaciated areas (Fig . 8). To explain
the observed seasonal cycle, we tried several combination of loads
in these areas. The resulting best-fitting model solves for loads in
three areas: (i) glaciers, as one area with predefined load scale factor
between glaciers, (ii) atmosphere and (iii) ocean. Effects of snow in
non-glaciated areas are considered by removing its effect prior to
the inversion.

Iceland as a whole was considered as the area of uniform atmo-
spheric loading. Ocean was represented by a 200 km buffer area out-
side the coast of Iceland. Hálslón reservoir was represented by the
area it covers when the lake level is at its maximum. Glaciers were
divided into three distinct sets: (i) Vatnajökull, (ii) Mýrdalsjökull
and Eyjafjallajökull and (iii) Langjökull and Hofsjökull (Fig. 1).
Snæfellsjökull and Drangajökull were ignored because of their small
size and the limited cGPS in their surroundings. Mýrdalsjökull and
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Figure 7. Young’s modulus of the upper part of four global Earth mod-
els (1066A, Gutenberg–Bullen, Gutenberg–Bullen continental shield and
PREM) and two best-fitting models for Iceland from earlier studies
(Grapenthin et al. 2006; Auriac et al. 2014).

Eyjafjallajökull were merged into a single area as we expected them
to behave in a similar way. Langjökull and Hofsjökull area were also
merged into a single area because of the unrealistic inversion results
obtained when they were separate loads. In this merged area, the
two glaciers were given a relative load scale factor (1 for Hofsjökull
and 1.32 for Langjökull) proportional to the ratio between their
expected relative mass balance given by Finnur Pálsson (private
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Figure 8. Areas covered by each of the inverted loads. (A) Ocean (grey),
atmosphere (black). (B) Hálslón (black). (C) Snow in non-glaciated areas
(black). (D) Glaciers (black). See Fig. 1 for names of glaciers.

communication, 2015) and Grapenthin et al. (2006). The three
glaciers sets were also merged into one load and given a relative load
scale factor to form additional sets for inversion. Giving Vatnajökull
a load scale factor of 1, we used relative load scale factors of 1.126,
0.833 and 1.667 for Langjökull, Hofsjökull and Mýrdalsjökull re-
spectively. Snow on non-glaciated area was initially defined by sets
of uniform load areas which are defined by specific ranges of alti-
tude or snow accumulation. In the second approach, it was defined
by a unique area on which each pixel was given a load scale factor
proportional to the a priori information on snow load at day 91
(April 1). This day corresponds to the minimum in vertical ground
displacements derived from the forward modelling of the a priori
snow information.

We began by inverting for loads using both the vertical and the
horizontal components of the cGPS seasonal cycles. At each sta-
tion, each component was given a weight inversely proportional to
the squared standard deviation obtained when extracting the annual
and semi-annual components. Furthermore, we experimented with
imposing an additional weight factor of vertical relative to hori-
zontal components. After trying different values for such a weight
factor, we found more realistic inversion results by using only the
vertical component. That approach was used throughout. The hor-
izontal components are more sensitive to the geometry of the load
distribution than the vertical component, but the spatial distribution
of the cGPS stations is not well suited; the highest number of sta-
tions is in the southwest and central part of Iceland, in the middle
of most of the loads. There could also be an underestimation of size
of the horizontal component displacements when using a spherical
elastic Earth model (Chanard et al. 2014; Kristel Chanard, private
communication, 2015).

3.2 Original Earth models

The most simple load we tried inverting for was an uniform load
over all of Iceland with thickness varying according to the time of
year. As such, the inversion was setup to use whole Iceland as an
area, and using the PREM Green’s functions. Results (Fig. 9) show
clear load increase during winter, with a maximum in May. Of the
72 inversions to infer a complete seasonal loading cycle (see above),
the best-fitting model gives a maximum for the GPS up component
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Figure 9. Seasonal cycle for a uniform load over Iceland obtained from
inverting the cGPS vertical seasonal cycles using the unscaled PREM model.
Load is given in centimetres of water equivalent. Seasonal cycle is shown
relative to January 1. Error bars show 1 − σ standard deviation.

weighted root mean squares (WRMS) of about 3.6 mm. It can be
compared to the maximum of 9.5 mm for the up component WRMS
in the data when no models are applied. The timing of the maximum
and the shape of the inverted seasonal cycle is a clear indication
that snow is the main seasonal load in Iceland. The geometry of this
uniform load model is however quite unrealistic as we know that the
distribution of snow fall in Iceland is not uniform over the whole
country. A more detailed model is warranted.

In a more advanced approach, we inverted for combinations of
the specific load areas: glaciers, the Hálslón reservoir, ocean, at-
mosphere and snow on non-glaciated areas. Glacier annual mass
balance and ocean bottom pressure, which both are expected to
have a seasonal cycle, were kept free in all model inversions. On
the other hand, a priori information on the atmospheric load, snow
load in non-glaciated areas and the Hálslón load was included to
some degree in the inversion. When used, the expected displace-
ments from a combination of these loads were subtracted prior to
inversion. With this combination, inversion of the cGPS seasonal
cycles allowed us to get good estimation of the ocean and glacier
loads while being able to check for the consistency of the other
loads with their a priori information.

At first, we investigated for the difference between various Earth
models (Table 1). We used each of them for the inversion of the
same set of loads and compared the results. Deformation induced
by loads concentrated in a small area are expected to be governed by
elastic properties at shallow depth (upper crust), while deformation
induced by loads covering large areas are expected to be affected
by deeper levels (lower part of the crust and the upper mantle).
The Hálslón reservoir has a relatively small area and all the cGPS
in the vicinity are next to the reservoir. Therefore, it probes best
the upper crustal elastic parameters. The Hálslón seasonal load was
very stable through all inversions with a minimum around mid-April
and a maximum at the beginning of September. Its load estimate is
fairly independent from the other estimated loads. Table 1 shows
that the Gutenberg–Bullen model, the G-B continental shield model
and the PREM model give similar inversion results in terms of rms
and load value for Hálslón. The 1066A model results in a much
smaller load value for Hálslón than the others. Comparison of the
elastic moduli of the Earth models shows that the 1066A model
has a Young modulus of about 37.5 GPa in the 11 topmost km of
the crust (Fig. 7), lower than the other Earth models. Below that
the 1066A model switches to a high Young modulus of about 170
GPa. All the other models have higher Young’s modulus near the
surface (70–85 GPa) and then progressively change towards higher
values with depth, reaching the value of 170 GPa at 25–40 km depth.
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Figure 10. Seasonal cycles for Hálslón obtained from a priori information
and from inverting the cGPS vertical seasonal cycles using the unscaled
PREM model. Load is given in metres of water equivalent. Seasonal cycles
are relative to day 270 of the year. Error bars show 1 − σ standard deviation.

Although the properties of the topmost layer of the 1066A model
are really similar to the one used by Grapenthin et al. (2006), it
appears to be too soft to explain the Hálslón loading. When using the
PREM model, the Hálslón seasonal cycle is very similar to the actual
lake-level seasonal cycle. However, it is shifted by about 30 d earlier
(Fig. 10). The seasonal cycle at cGPS sites near the Hálslón reservoir
has important contributions not only from the reservoir, but also
from glacial and snow loads that actually dominate the signal. Thus,
the temporal shift may relate to some loss of information caused
by using a combination of sine and cosine functions to describe
the stations deformation seasonal cycle. Another possibility could
relate to variation in the ground water level in the surrounding areas
but further studies of that are needed.

When using any of the unscaled Earth models, glaciers, snow
and atmosphere loads were overestimated (when compared to the
a priori information available), implying that all of them were too
rigid. All models have a similar Young’s modulus below 40 km, a
depth that will govern the influence of very extensive loads (Fig. 7).
The particular location of Iceland, a hotspot on the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge (e.g. Sigmundsson 2006), suggests that the upper mantle and
crustal rigidity may be lower than the world average. The global
models used in this study may therefore not be fully suited to de-
scribe the particular elastic moduli under Iceland. Here, we take
the approach of scaling the inferred displacements from the origi-
nal PREM Green’s functions table to account for this difference in
elastic moduli. This is a simple approximation for considering devi-

ations from the PREM model for loads of limited size over Iceland.
However, it implies a constant scaling of the elastic properties in the
PREM model without possibilities to induce variations at specific
depths.

3.3 Scaled PREM model

We started by running numerous inversions with various combina-
tions of the loads using the original PREM model and compared
the results. We found a scale factor of 2.3 ± 0.6 on values in the
PREM Green’s function table was necessary so that the glaciers
load (Vatnajökull in particular) inferred from inversions was simi-
lar to available a priori information. A priori load information and
selected inversions results are compared in Table 2 (see Appendix
A for the loads seasonal cycles derived from selected inversions).

Because we only used the vertical component of the cGPS sea-
sonal cycle in the inversion, ocean and atmosphere are strongly
anticorrelated. The inverted atmosphere load seasonal cycle is sim-
ilar to the seasonal cycle derived from the ERA-Interim data set. It
has a minimum at the start of the year and a maximum three month
later. Ocean inversion results show a load amplitude of 6 cm of
water equivalent, with a trend similar to the GRACE data for the
Arctic ocean. Even with such a small amplitude, ocean load has to
be considered because it improves the atmospheric load results by
minimizing its loading during fall.

The Hálslón seasonal cycle is similar to the previous results,
except its amplitude was minimized because of the scale factor
applied to the PREM.

When estimated independently, Mýrdalsjökull and Vatnajökull
areas give fairly similar load seasonal cycles trough all inversions:
loading from November until June and fast unloading the rest of the
year. Vatnajökull had an amplitude of 170 ± 11 cm of SWE while
Mýrdalsjökull had an amplitude of 172 ± 25 cm of SWE (m3glaciers

in Table 2). The Langjökull and Hofsjökull load was very sensitive
to the other loads in the inversion process. Results show that this
load has a similar trend as the Mýrdalsjökull and Vatnajökull loads.
However, the load maximum happens earlier in the spring and the
load amplitude is almost twice as large as the expected one. The
location of these ice caps in the central part of Iceland and the ab-
sence of cGPS north of them could be an explanation. Because of
this inconsistency in the load estimates when glaciers are indepen-
dent, we consider the most appropriate approach to take all the ice

Table 2. Comparison of the amplitude of inverted loads seasonal cycles with other data sets.

Source Vatnajökull Mýrdalsjökull Langjökull Hofsjökull Snow Atmosphere Hálslón Ocean

Grapenthin et al. (2006) 150 ∼250 165 125 – – – –
Personal communicationa 151 ± 26 – 170 ± 37 – – – – –
This study (IMO model) – – – – 0.243 ± 40 – – –
This study (ERA-Interim) – – – – – 14.4 ± 13.5 – –
This study (Landsvirkjun) – – – – – – 4172 ± 636 –
mBest (Fig. 11) *147 ± 10 *245 ± 17 *165 ± 11 *122 ± 8 r 23.4 ± 3.2 – 6.3 ± 1.6
mrAtmo (Fig. A1) *152 ± 7 *253 ± 12 *171 ± 8 *127 ± 6 r r – 11 ± 1
mSnow (Fig. A2) *156 ± 10 *260 ± 16 *176 ± 11 *130 ± 8 0.59 ± 0.06b 11 ± 5.8 – 6.2 ± 1.3
mHalslon (Fig. A3) *149 ± 10 *249 ± 17 *168 ± 11 *125 ± 8 r 23.5 ± 3.5 1764 ± 97 6.5 ± 1.6
m2Glaciers (Fig. A4) 162 ± 11 *186 ± 26 *127 ± 18 *93 ± 13 r 23.6 ± 3.2 – 6.3 ± 1.6
m3Glaciers (Fig. A5) 170 ± 11 172 ± 25 *311 ± 57 *236 ± 43 r 24.1 ± 4.3 – 4.4 ± 1.3
aPersonal communication with Finnur Pálsson, University of Iceland. Based on annual summer and winter mass balance measurements between 2014 and
2015.
bFraction of the a priori snow load information on day 91 relative to day 270.
∗This glacier load is proportional to the other glacier loads marked with *. Proportion between glaciers is derived from the a priori information on their load
amplitudes (see the text).
r: Displacements derived from the a priori load information were removed before inversion.
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Figure 11. Seasonal cycle for glaciers, atmosphere and ocean loads obtained
from inverting the cGPS vertical seasonal cycles using the PREM Green’s
function scaled by 2.3. Glaciers loads were inverted as a unique load with
a preset internal load scale factor according to the ratio of their a priori
mass balances (see the text). Effects from snow load in non-glaciated areas
are removed before inversion and stations close to Hálslón are not included.
Load is given in centimetres of water equivalent. Seasonal cycle is relative
to the January 1. Error bars show 1 − σ standard deviation. Load results
and their associated areas (Fig. 8) are available at the FUTUREVOLC data
hub (see Acknowledgments).

caps as one load, with preset relative load factors between the ice
caps (as described above).

Inversion for the snow load in non-glaciated areas gave best
results when each pixel of the snow area was given a scale factor
proportional to the a priori information on snow load at day 91.
Attempts were also made to invert for snow load by dividing the
area into subareas with a similar range of altitude or similar range of
snow load in April. The altitude range from 1050 to 2000 m and the
range from 700 to 1050 were the most relevant but inversion results
were not satisfactory. An explanation may be that although the snow
accumulation data show some correlation with altitude, there is
important difference between the west and east of Iceland. The snow
load ranges, considering the relative amount of snow in the areas at
day 91, gave better results than the altitude ranges. However, both
altitudes ranges and snowfall ranges show a larger load amplitude at
medium altitude/snowfall ranges than high altitude/snowfall ranges.
This could be caused by the limited number of cGPS at high altitude
and in areas with heavy snow accumulation.

Best load results were obtained when inverting for three loads:
(i) glaciers (as one load with predefined load scale factor between
glaciers), (ii) atmosphere and (iii) ocean loads, with snow load in
non-glaciated area removed beforehand and excluding sites near
Hálslón (Fig. 11, mBest in Table 2). This model gives a realistic
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Figure 12. Comparison between vertical seasonal cycles: estimated from
cGPS time-series (thick black line), calculated from the 1-load model (blue
dashed line) and calculated from the mBest model (red line). Errors bars
show 1 − σ standard deviation of the GPS stations seasonal cycle. cGPS
sites are the same as in Fig. 2.

glacier load seasonal cycle and reproduces well the a priori in-
formation on the seasonal cycle of the atmosphere load with the
exception of a larger amplitude. Ocean load was considered be-
cause its removal would strongly affect the atmospheric load am-
plitude and seasonal cycle aspect. The maximum WRMS are found
in spring when the displacements are at their maximum: 1.46, 1.61
and 1.93 mm for the east, north and up components, respectively.
Fig. 12 compares the up component seasonal cycle derived from
time-series at given cGPS sites with the inversion results from the
uniform load model and the mBest model. The mBest model is a clear
improvement over the uniform load model and reproduces fairly
well the cGPS seasonal cycles. The derived seasonal cycles from
this inversion is within the standard deviation of the cGPS seasonal
cycles and maximum residual is less than 2 mm.

3.4 Load contribution to observed displacements

We estimated the contribution of each load considered in the
mBest inversion, in which the scaled version of the PREM Green’s
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Figure 13. Inferred seasonal cycle of the vertical deformation induced by
snow loading in non-glaciated area (as shown on Fig. 4) at each cGPS site
using the PREM Green’s function scaled by 2.3. (A) Time of minimum
and amplitude of the estimated seasonal cycle of the vertical deformation.
Circles show data points: size shows the amplitude of the seasonal signal
and colour shows the day of the year of the minimum. (B) Seasonal cycle at
each cGPS site with the same colour scale as in (A). Each seasonal cycle is
shown relative to its maximum.

function was used. Prior to inversion, we removed the contribution of
the snow on non-glaciated area based on its a priori information. In-
duced seasonal vertical displacements due to snow on non-glaciated
areas are highest in the central part of north Iceland, with ampli-
tudes up to 14 mm (Fig. 13). Amplitudes range from 5 to 10 mm
near the glaciers as well as in the centre and in the NW of Iceland,
but only 1–2 mm on the Reykjanes peninsula. Induced horizontal
displacements are towards an area east of Hofsjökull with ampli-
tudes of about 2 mm near the coast and close to zero in the central
part of Iceland. Glaciers, atmosphere and ocean load seasonal cycle
were derived from the inversion. Glacier loading induces vertical
displacement of 22 mm at a site in the centre of the Vatnajökull ice
cap. Amplitude of the vertical displacements then decreases with
distance away from the ice caps, down to 1 mm in the Westfjords.
Horizontal displacements are towards the centre of the Vatnajökull
ice cap, with exception of sites really close to some of the other ice
caps. Displacements range from less than 1 mm in the Westfjords
and the Reykjanes peninsula, up to more than 3 mm at the sites
near the edge of the Vatnajökull ice cap. Atmospheric loading in-
duces vertical displacements with amplitudes of 7–8 mm inland and
3–4 mm near the coast line. Horizontal displacements are towards
the east side of Hofsjökull from where their amplitudes start increas-

ing gradually with the distance away from it, up to 2 mm for sites
near the coastline. The ocean contribution is fairly homogeneous
over Iceland with vertical displacements of a 3 mm near the coast
and 2 mm inland. This is about an order of magnitude smaller than
the contribution of the snow load and an order of magnitude smaller
than the seasonal cGPS vertical cycle. The horizontal displacements
are insignificant.

The atmosphere load seasonal cycle derived from inversion re-
produces very well the one derived from a priori information but
it has a larger amplitude. The seasonal cycle derived from a priori
information would generate a similar pattern of deformation but
with reduced amplitude: 1–2 to 3–4 mm in the vertical and less than
a millimetre in the horizontal.

The Hálslón load was not considered in the previous inversion as
we excluded the nearby cGPS sites. However, it still generates local
but important deformation on its surrounding areas. Inversion with
the non-modified PREM Green’s function table gives a reservoir
seasonal cycle fairly similar to what the a priori data are showing
(Table 1). Using this model, the nearby cGPS move up to more than
20 mm in the vertical and 5 mm in the horizontal, depending on
their distance to the reservoir.

4 D I S C U S S I O N

The data presented here and our modelling show that snow loading
on glaciers (glacier mass balance) as well as non-glaciated areas
are the main contributor to the seasonal deformation in Iceland.
We present an improved model of the effect of snow loading when
compared to the work of Grapenthin et al. (2006), who only consid-
ered glacier mass balance. There is no sign of non-elastic ground
response to seasonal loading. Snow loading in areas outside glaciers
has a major influence on ground deformation seasonal cycle in other
places than Iceland. The effect has, for example, been well docu-
mented in Japan (Heki 2004) and Alaska (Fu et al. 2012). The timing
of the snow loading is different in these areas: maximum in March
in Japan, April in Alaska and in May in Iceland. The minimum in
the vertical seasonal cycle in these areas occurs at a very similar
time as the snow load maximum in its surroundings. Similarly, sta-
tions close to glaciers are continuously showing signs of loading or
unloading while stations further away show it mostly for the local
snow time period (Fig. 2). Deviation from this pattern in the timing
of the minimum is observed at a number of cGPS stations (Fig. 3).
Sites near Hálslón are strongly influenced by the reservoir loading
which has the opposite phase to the snow loading. The ISAF station
in the Westfjords area in the NW-Iceland has the earliest minimum
of all stations. It can be explained by the fact that this station is
the furthest away from the main ice caps, Vatnajökull in particular,
making their loading influence small compared to the Westfjords
snow influence. The GMEY station, located on the Grı́msey island
in the Arctic Ocean, has its minimum as late as the station in the
middle of Vatnajökull, which is the most affected by glacier loading.
Local ocean loading may be an explanation for this late minimum.

Deviations from the estimated seasonal cycle are observed in each
data set. These deviations can last from a few weeks to more than
a year. Starting in mid-2007 and stopping around fall 2008, there
is an important downward deviation seen on most cGPS, especially
in SW-Iceland (Fig. 14). The pattern can be explained by additional
loading occurring in the second half of 2007 and the unloading
in the middle of 2008. According to the Icelandic Meteorological
Office (2015), the second half of 2007 was among the wettest ever
registered in the south and west of Iceland, and 2008 began with
heavy precipitation. The following summer was very dry. We infer
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Figure 14. Deviation of GPS vertical time-series from best-fitting curves
using eq. (1) in the 2007–2008 period. Grey lines show deviation for each
selected GPS stations, thick black line shows average deviation. Bottom-left
corner: map of Iceland with red triangle showing location of selected GPS
sites.
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Figure 15. Same as Fig. 14 for the period from middle of 2008 to middle
of 2011.

that this unusual precipitation pattern did induce extra loading by
snow and/or ground water and caused more ground subsidence than
usual. The unloading occurred at the same time as the usual snow
melt. This reinforces our idea that this deviation was the effect of
unusually high snow accumulation.

Another important period of (downward) vertical deviation oc-
curs from the beginning of 2009 until the end 2010. It is clearly
visible on stations in the central part of Iceland (Fig. 15), and can
even be detected on most of cGPS stations. The signal, and inferred
additional loading, happens mainly during the second quarter of
2009 and the unloading starts at the beginning of 2010 and lasts
until the end of the same year. The observed average displacement
from the unloading almost reaches a centimetre and is twice as large
as the average loading displacement. As reported by the Icelandic
Meteorological Office (2015), the second quarter of 2009 was par-
ticularly wet. We think that this weather led to extra snowfall on
the ice caps, inducing extra loading. The IMO says that 2010 was
one of the warmest and driest year on record and the snowfall was
unusually light. The snow load data from IMO show also low accu-
mulation in winter 2009–2010. This could be related to the winter
2009–2010 record-breaking Arctic oscillation which led to unusual
weather conditions in the Arctic region (Matsuo & Heki 2012). At
the same time, glacier mass balance measurements show a very high
mass loss in 2010 with melting enhanced by volcanic ash from the
2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption (Björnsson et al. 2013). This indi-

cates that the unloading was caused by a lack of snow during winter
in addition to an unusually high mass loss from the glaciers. Some
other deviations from the seasonal GPS cycle seem to be related to
atmospheric pressure deviation.

In order to validate the approximation of describing load seasonal
variation by a combination of two sine and two cosine functions,
we compared the inversion results after the removal of the snow
load effect estimated in two different ways. In the first one, we used
the snow load values given by the sine and cosine functions to cal-
culate the induced displacements and remove them before running
the inversion. In the second case, the snow load values were given
by a 5-day average over the course of one year. Inversion results
showed very little differences in both the trend and amplitude of
the loads. This indicates that there was no issue with describing
the snow load seasonal variation with sine and cosine functions.
This approximation can, however, be bypassed when inverting di-
rectly for the observed time-series instead of an averaged year (e.g.
Compton et al. 2015b).

Inversion statistics show a strong anticorrelation between the
ocean load and the atmosphere load. This is a consequence of using
only the vertical GPS component in the inversion of such large
uniform loads. The ocean seasonal cycle derived from the inversion
has a trend similar to the seasonal gravity anomaly in the Arctic
Ocean. Using the horizontal component of the deformation in the
inversion would help to discriminate the atmosphere and ocean
loads. We could also get additional information about the ocean load
distribution around Iceland and compare it with the non-uniform
load distribution shown by the GRACE data.

A summary of the inversion setups and results is shown in Table 2.
Model mrAtmo shows that removing the estimated atmospheric load
displacements before inversion influences the ocean load estimation
but has very little influence on the glaciers load estimation. Estimat-
ing the snow load instead of removing its effect derived from a pri-
ori information before inversion influences mainly the atmospheric
load estimation (model mSnow). Excluding the cGPS sites near the
Hálslón water reservoir does not change the inversion results for
the other loads (model mHalslon). Glacier inversion results are very
sensitive to inverting for independent sets of glaciers instead of a
unique scaled one. In model m2Glaciers, the Vatnajökull load remains
close its a priori information while the Mýrdalsjökull, Langjökull
and Hofsjökull loads are underestimated. This could be an indica-
tion that the crust and mantle are more rigid under Mýrdalsjökull,
Langjökull and Hofsjökull than under Vatnajökull. However, model
m3Glaciers shows us that when Vatnajökull and Mýrdalsjökull are
separate they have similar load estimate (overestimation for Vat-
najökull and underestimation for Mýrdalsjökull) while Langjökull
and Hofsjökull are overestimated by a factor of two.

The temporal pattern of the inferred glacier load seasonal cycle
has the expected trend: fast unloading in summer and gradual snow
loading through the winter and the spring. However, all the glacier
loads are overestimated without applying a scale factor of 2.3 to
the PREM Green’s function table. This in an indication that the up-
per rigidity of the model is too high compared to the actual values
beneath Iceland. The ratio between the inverted and expected load
amplitude is different between ice caps when they are estimated
independently. This could be caused by lateral variation of Earth
elastic properties or an issue with the distribution of the cGPS sta-
tions around the ice caps. The latter issue is most likely an important
factor in the overestimation of the Langjökull and Hofsjökull load.
Moreover, the sensitivity of this load to the snow load and atmo-
spheric load reflects that its central location in Iceland is influencing
the inversion process.
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According to the inversion results, the PREM fails to describe
properly the Icelandic crust and upper-mantle elastic properties.
The top part, constrained by smaller loads like Hálslón, shows elas-
tic properties close to the Icelandic ones but slightly too soft. The
deeper part of the model, constrained by the glacier load, shows
that the model is too rigid: a 2.3 ± 0.6 scale factor needs to be ap-
plied to the PREM Green’s function. This indicates a lower rigidity
under Iceland than elsewhere which can be explained by the tec-
tonic setting of Iceland: a hotspot on an active mid-oceanic ridge.
This generates anomalously high temperatures in the mantle, which
are then likely to lower its rigidity (Jackson et al. 2007). Increased
mantle melting caused by the mantle plume (Ito et al. 1999) could
also contribute to lower the overall rigidity under Iceland. Lower
elastic moduli than the world average is not restricted to hotspots
can also be found in some other tectonic settings (e.g. Ito & Si-
mons 2011). A lateral variation of the elastic moduli is also to be
expected in Iceland (Wolfe et al. 1997; Bjarnason & Schmeling
2009), and could be considered in further modelling. The approach
taken here to scale the PREM Green’s functions is simple and im-
plies constant scaling of elastic properties at depths sensitive to
the loading. A more correct approach would be to recompute the
Green’s functions for a revised Earth model considering not only
constant scaling of elastic properties, but also variable scaling for
specific depth intervals. Such a study was beyond the scope of our
work but is worth further investigation. The revised Earth model
would make it viable to invert directly from the time-series instead
of their inferred seasonal cycle terms. The current deviation of the
cGPS seasonal cycle could then be directly explained during the
inversion process. Considering the use of the horizontal component
of the seasonal cycles would also help the discrimination of loads
influence, especially the atmospheric and oceanic ones.

5 C O N C LU S I O N S

Time-series of position of 71 cGPS stations in Iceland include an
annual and semi-annual cycle, ranging in amplitude in the vertical
from 4 mm near the coastline up to 27 mm at the centre of the Vat-
najökull ice cap, and up to 6 mm in the horizontal. The cycle is well
explained as an Earth response to loads considering a combination
of the annual mass balance of glaciers, snow load on non-glaciated
areas, Hálslón lake reservoir changes, response to on-land seasonal
variation in pressure and oceanic loading. Using a layered isotropic
spherical Earth model and inverting the cGPS vertical seasonal cy-
cle in terms of the load components, a priori information on load
seasonal cycles (snow, atmosphere and Hálslón) can be reproduced
and an estimate of the seasonal cycle of other loads (glaciers and
ocean) can be derived. Displacements induced by variations in the
smallest load, Hálslón, are well fit using the PREM Earth model. For
wider loads, best results are obtained when using the PREM scaled
by a factor of 2.3, consistent with the low effective rigidity at depth
under Iceland. Using this scale factor and removing the effects of
snow loading in non-glaciated areas, and excluding stations close
to Hálslón, allows a realistic inversion for glaciers, atmospheric and
ocean loads. It shows that seasonal glacier mass balance and snow
on non-glaciated areas contributes the most to the seasonal defor-
mation, over 10 mm in many locations in Iceland, but also that the
rest of the deformations can be explained by a combination of at-
mosphere, ocean and reservoir loads. Interannual deviations in the
observed ground displacements are correlated with unusual tem-
perature, precipitation and atmospheric pressure. A revised Earth
model, with more realistic variation in elastic moduli, is needed
to further improve the quality of the inversion results. This model,

combined with more extended GPS observations, could make it
possible to derive daily estimates of the various loads considered
here (glaciers, snow, atmosphere, ocean and Hálslón).
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A P P E N D I X A : S E A S O NA L C YC L E E S T I M AT E S A N D O T H E R I N V E R S I O N S R E S U LT S

Table A1. Best-fitting annual and semi-annual components of the seasonal cycle for each cGPS sites.

Annual Semi-annual Annual Semi-annual
Site Cosine Sine Cosine Sine Site Cosine Sine Cosine Sine

AKUR 0.80 ± 0.14 −4.52 ± 0.14 0.68 ± 0.14 2.14 ± 0.14 KALF 4.20 ± 0.21 −4.11 ± 0.23 −0.21 ± 0.21 1.71 ± 0.22
ARHO 1.50 ± 0.12 −2.02 ± 0.12 0.33 ± 0.12 2.08 ± 0.12 KALT 1.68 ± 0.11 −1.73 ± 0.11 0.60 ± 0.11 1.31 ± 0.11
BALD 5.32 ± 0.18 −5.39 ± 0.17 −0.02 ± 0.17 1.60 ± 0.18 KARV 3.65 ± 0.18 0.28 ± 0.19 −0.33 ± 0.18 1.13 ± 0.18
BRUJ 5.54 ± 0.24 −5.06 ± 0.21 −0.26 ± 0.22 1.06 ± 0.22 KIDC 5.30 ± 0.15 −5.32 ± 0.15 0.02 ± 0.15 1.46 ± 0.15
BUDH 3.75 ± 0.13 −4.07 ± 0.13 0.42 ± 0.12 1.70 ± 0.13 KIDJ 1.89 ± 0.09 −1.91 ± 0.09 0.57 ± 0.09 1.30 ± 0.09
DYNC 6.22 ± 0.18 −7.84 ± 0.18 −1.25 ± 0.17 1.27 ± 0.18 KOSK 0.15 ± 0.16 −1.65 ± 0.17 −0.05 ± 0.17 2.51 ± 0.16
FEDG 3.58 ± 0.24 −4.32 ± 0.24 0.55 ± 0.23 1.48 ± 0.24 KRIV 1.32 ± 0.13 −1.18 ± 0.13 0.71 ± 0.13 1.12 ± 0.12
FITC 3.14 ± 0.19 −7.04 ± 0.18 0.38 ± 0.18 1.40 ± 0.18 KVIS 1.73 ± 0.17 −2.71 ± 0.18 0.37 ± 0.18 2.21 ± 0.17
FJOC 5.03 ± 0.18 −5.38 ± 0.17 0.06 ± 0.17 1.93 ± 0.17 KVSK 5.66 ± 0.30 −6.10 ± 0.28 0.63 ± 0.29 1.57 ± 0.29
FTEY 1.51 ± 0.16 −4.29 ± 0.18 0.76 ± 0.17 2.83 ± 0.16 LFEL 3.62 ± 0.17 −4.12 ± 0.17 0.90 ± 0.17 1.41 ± 0.17
GAKE 1.27 ± 0.19 −1.72 ± 0.20 0.24 ± 0.19 2.52 ± 0.19 MJSK 5.08 ± 0.23 −4.74 ± 0.24 0.48 ± 0.23 3.02 ± 0.23
GFUM 5.38 ± 0.51 −9.29 ± 0.37 −4.69 ± 0.44 2.15 ± 0.36 MOHA 0.89 ± 0.21 −0.25 ± 0.20 1.14 ± 0.20 0.43 ± 0.20
GLER 2.64 ± 0.16 −2.63 ± 0.17 −0.03 ± 0.15 1.33 ± 0.16 MYVA 2.87 ± 0.19 −2.79 ± 0.18 1.25 ± 0.18 2.43 ± 0.19
GMEY 1.76 ± 0.15 −0.86 ± 0.15 −0.43 ± 0.15 0.76 ± 0.15 NYLA 1.01 ± 0.11 −0.80 ± 0.10 0.32 ± 0.10 1.29 ± 0.10
GOLA 5.02 ± 0.19 −4.49 ± 0.19 −0.43 ± 0.18 1.24 ± 0.19 OFEL 5.67 ± 0.34 −5.14 ± 0.33 0.04 ± 0.33 2.14 ± 0.33
GRAN 0.43 ± 0.21 −3.48 ± 0.22 −0.68 ± 0.21 1.63 ± 0.21 OLKE 0.42 ± 0.10 −2.34 ± 0.10 0.41 ± 0.09 0.89 ± 0.10
GRVA 4.42 ± 0.18 −5.60 ± 0.17 0.64 ± 0.17 2.18 ± 0.17 REYK 1.84 ± 0.09 −2.30 ± 0.09 0.80 ± 0.09 1.16 ± 0.09
HAMR 2.11 ± 0.25 −2.11 ± 0.23 0.06 ± 0.24 1.24 ± 0.24 RFEL 3.61 ± 0.23 −3.25 ± 0.22 0.24 ± 0.22 1.42 ± 0.22
HAUC 6.23 ± 0.14 −6.39 ± 0.14 0.42 ± 0.14 1.60 ± 0.14 RHOF 1.42 ± 0.12 −1.43 ± 0.11 0.34 ± 0.11 0.96 ± 0.12
HAUD 2.39 ± 0.13 −3.39 ± 0.14 0.35 ± 0.13 1.73 ± 0.13 SARP 1.68 ± 0.21 −2.36 ± 0.20 0.73 ± 0.20 1.34 ± 0.21
HEDI 1.21 ± 0.17 −2.27 ± 0.17 0.43 ± 0.17 1.64 ± 0.17 SAUD 5.47 ± 0.14 1.96 ± 0.14 1.19 ± 0.14 0.17 ± 0.14
HEID 1.93 ± 0.20 −4.11 ± 0.20 0.91 ± 0.20 2.10 ± 0.20 SAUR 2.05 ± 0.11 −3.13 ± 0.11 0.28 ± 0.10 1.54 ± 0.11
HEKR 4.54 ± 0.19 −4.13 ± 0.20 0.57 ± 0.20 1.12 ± 0.19 SAVI 3.21 ± 0.17 −3.03 ± 0.18 −0.12 ± 0.18 2.16 ± 0.18
HESA 2.59 ± 0.19 −4.80 ± 0.20 0.83 ± 0.19 1.59 ± 0.20 SELC 2.03 ± 0.23 −0.88 ± 0.21 0.47 ± 0.22 1.15 ± 0.20
HLFJ 2.19 ± 0.12 −3.20 ± 0.12 0.32 ± 0.12 1.39 ± 0.12 SELF 2.65 ± 0.09 −1.80 ± 0.09 0.65 ± 0.09 1.39 ± 0.09
HLID 1.28 ± 0.11 −2.43 ± 0.11 0.76 ± 0.11 1.47 ± 0.11 SIFJ 3.99 ± 0.19 −2.77 ± 0.19 0.27 ± 0.19 1.83 ± 0.19
HOFN 3.04 ± 0.10 −3.35 ± 0.10 0.12 ± 0.10 1.32 ± 0.10 SKDA 2.69 ± 0.17 −3.78 ± 0.17 1.27 ± 0.17 1.46 ± 0.17
HOTJ 1.84 ± 0.18 −3.14 ± 0.18 1.01 ± 0.18 2.41 ± 0.18 SKOG 3.64 ± 0.27 −4.35 ± 0.27 0.03 ± 0.26 1.60 ± 0.27
HVEL 3.51 ± 0.19 −3.55 ± 0.18 0.06 ± 0.18 2.29 ± 0.18 SKRO 5.22 ± 0.13 −5.65 ± 0.12 0.23 ± 0.12 1.36 ± 0.13
HVER 1.09 ± 0.10 −2.38 ± 0.10 0.53 ± 0.10 1.38 ± 0.10 STKA 5.23 ± 0.13 −4.50 ± 0.13 0.84 ± 0.13 1.41 ± 0.13
HVOL 3.14 ± 0.12 −4.54 ± 0.12 0.08 ± 0.12 1.35 ± 0.12 STOR 2.55 ± 0.10 −2.56 ± 0.10 0.52 ± 0.10 1.50 ± 0.10
INSK 4.31 ± 0.25 −3.91 ± 0.24 0.68 ± 0.23 2.18 ± 0.22 THEY 3.04 ± 0.15 −2.94 ± 0.15 0.34 ± 0.15 1.16 ± 0.15
INTA 4.98 ± 0.16 −0.54 ± 0.17 0.20 ± 0.16 0.66 ± 0.17 THRC 2.52 ± 0.26 −3.77 ± 0.26 1.45 ± 0.25 2.57 ± 0.26
ISAF 0.71 ± 0.24 −3.05 ± 0.22 1.56 ± 0.23 1.33 ± 0.23 VMEY 1.50 ± 0.08 −1.94 ± 0.08 0.08 ± 0.08 1.13 ± 0.08
ISAK 3.23 ± 0.11 −3.71 ± 0.11 0.14 ± 0.11 1.47 ± 0.11 VOGS 0.98 ± 0.09 −1.32 ± 0.09 0.44 ± 0.09 1.24 ± 0.09
JOKU 6.04 ± 0.16 −6.72 ± 0.16 0.49 ± 0.16 2.24 ± 0.16
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Figure A1. Seasonal cycle for glaciers and ocean loads obtained from inverting the cGPS vertical seasonal cycles using the PREM Green’s function scaled by
2.3. Glaciers loads were inverted as a unique load in which each glacier load was scaled according to the ratio of their a priori relative mass balances (see the
text). Effects from atmosphere and snow load in non-glaciated areas are removed before the inversion and stations close to Hálslón are not included. Load is
given in centimetres of water equivalent. Seasonal cycle is relative to January 1. Error bars show 1 − σ standard deviation.
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Figure A2. Seasonal cycle for glaciers, atmosphere, ocean and snow loads obtained from inverting the cGPS vertical seasonal cycles using the PREM Green’s
function scaled by 2.3. Glaciers loads were inverted as a unique load in which each glacier load was scaled according to the ratio of their a priori relative mass
balances (see the text). Snow load is given as a fraction of the a priori snow load on day 91 (see the text). Stations close to Hálslón are not included in the
inversion. Load is given in centimetres of water equivalent. Seasonal cycle is relative to January 1. Error bars show 1 − σ standard deviation.
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Figure A3. Seasonal cycle for glaciers, atmosphere, ocean and Hálslón loads obtained from inverting the cGPS vertical seasonal cycles using the PREM
Green’s function scaled by 2.3. Glaciers loads were inverted as a unique load in which each glacier load was scaled according to the ratio of their a priori
relative mass balances (see the text). Effects from snow load in non-glaciated areas are removed before the inversion. Load is given in centimetres of water
equivalent. Seasonal cycle is relative to January 1. Error bars show 1 − σ standard deviation.
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Figure A4. Seasonal cycle for glaciers, atmosphere, ocean and Hálslón loads obtained from inverting the cGPS vertical seasonal cycles using the PREM
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Abstract.

GPS measurements spanning 2008 to 2014 are used to derive the surface ve-

locity field across the Northern Volcanic Zone (NVZ) of Iceland, a subaerial part

of the divergent boundary between the North-American and Eurasian plates. No

volcanic activity nor magmatic intrusions were detected in the zone during this

time period. We infer an extensional rate of 17.4+0.2
−0.3 mm/yr in direction 292.0+0.5

−0.6

◦, consistent with the results of previous studies and current plate motion mod-

els including MORVEL2010 and GEODVEL2010. The horizontal velocity field

reveals a ∼50-km wide stretching zone caused by the divergent plate movements.

Glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) induces uplift of over 20 mm/yr at the north-

ern edge of Vatnajökull ice cap and 3-4 mm/yr horizontal motion directed away

from the ice cap. Deformation in the NVZ between 2008 and 2014 can be ex-

plained by a combination of models: i) Mogi sources for volcanic and geother-

mal deformation at the Askja and Krafla volcanoes, ii) a scaled version of a ve-

locity field derived from a glacial isostatic model, and iii) a simple arctangent-

based model for secular plate spreading. We find the approximate location of

the plate boundary spreading axis as well as its locking depth. The spreading

axis is centered along each of the main central volcanoes in the NVZ with the

exception of Kverkfjöll: Theistareykir, Krafla, Fremrinámar, and Askja. It also

does not appear to follow the general direction of each fissure swarm but rather

to change direction at the central volcanoes. The locking depth is on average

within the 7-9 km range.
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1. Introduction

The Northern Volcanic Zone (NVZ) in Iceland is a subaerial part of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

The full spreading rate between the North American and Eurasian plates is accommodated by

the zone, making it well suited for geodetic studies of divergent plate boundaries. Apart from

Iceland, the only other subaerial region with a similar tectonic setting is the Afar region in East

Africa. The NVZ is bounded to the north by the offshore Tjörnes Fracture Zone (TFZ) and

to the south by the Vatnajökull ice cap (Fig. 1). The zone is about 175 km long and has an

approximately 50 km wide band of fissures, arranged into overlapping swarms. The TFZ to

the north of the NVZ has two main segments: the Húsavík-Flatey Fault (HFF) and the Grímsey

Oblique Rift (GOR) [Einarsson, 2008; Metzger et al., 2012]. In southern Iceland, the plate

boundary is more complex, divided up in two overlapping rifts: the Western Volcanic Zone

(WVZ) and the Eastern Volcanic Zone (EVZ) [e.g., LaFemina et al., 2005; Árnadóttir et al.,

2009].

The NVZ is divided into volcanic systems arranged "en echelon", the main ones being The-

istareykir (Þeistareykir in Icelandic), Krafla, Fremrinámar, Askja, and Kverkfjöll (Fig. 1) [Sæ-

mundsson, 1974; Hjartardóttir et al., 2015]. A volcanic system is composed of a central volcano

and its associated fissure swarm. The fissure swarms are elongated, about 20 km wide or nar-

rower and several tens of km long, over 100 km in the case of Askja. They are the surface

expression of repeated dike intrusions at depth. A central volcano is here used in the sense

of Walker [1963], a basaltic volcanic edifice with a small component of silicic products. It

may have prominent features like a shield volcano (Fremrinámar), several overlapping calderas

(Askja), or a caldera surrounded by rhyolitic domes (Krafla).
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Major rifting events along the divergent plate boundary prior to 2014 include the 1874-1876

Askja rifting episode and the 1975-1984 Krafla Fires. More recently, in 2007-2008, two non-

rifting magma intrusion events occurred in the NVZ. Inflation was observed at the Theistareykir

central volcano which has been modeled using a spherical source of pressure change at 8.5 km

depth with a volume increase of 4.31.9
−1.2 × 106 m3 [Metzger and Jónsson, 2014]. A dike was

intruded at a depth of 10-18 km near Upptyppingar (South-East of Askja) from April 2007 to

March 2008 with an approximate volume 42− 47× 106 m3 and a geometry eventually influ-

enced by glacial isostatic adjustment due to the retreat of the Vatnajökull ice cap [Hooper et al.,

2011]. In August 2014, a rifting event began in the Bárðarbunga volcanic system with a major

dike intrusion and an associated effusive eruption south of Askja [Sigmundsson et al., 2015].

The eruption continued until the end of February 2015 and produced a total erupted volume of

1.6±0.3 km3 [Gíslason et al., 2015].

Here we focus on the time period from summer 2008 to early August 2014, in order to study

the style of plate spreading and investigate its current central axis. Although this period is free

of magma intrusions and rifting events, there are important deformation signals in addition to

the background plate spreading. Glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) generates a deformation

signal over most of Iceland in response to the retreat of Icelandic ice caps that has been ongoing

since at least 1890 [Björnsson et al., 2013]. As the ice caps retreat, the Earth produces a visco-

elastic response to the unloading in the form of uplift and horizontal movements away from the

diminishing load. GIA induces an important vertical motion in the southern part of the NVZ

and its effects extend all the way to its northern part [e.g., Auriac et al., 2013; Auriac, 2014].

Compton et al. [2015] show that the GIA in Iceland is accelerating with time.
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Other deformation sources in the NVZ 2008-2014 are of volcanic or geothermal origin. Sub-

sidence in the Askja caldera has been ongoing at least since 1983 and is decaying with time

[Sturkell et al., 2006]. This could be caused by combination of magma drainage and cooling

and contraction of a shallow magma reservoir under the caldera [e.g., de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen

et al., 2005]. The deformation pattern is more complex in the Krafla region: i) a localized de-

flation deformation signal caused by processes in the Krafla and Bjarnarflag (9 km SW of the

center of Krafla caldera) geothermal areas where power plants operate [Sturkell et al., 2008], ii)

a very wide inflation signal that can be explained by viscoelastic relaxation following the Krafla

Fires rifting episode 1975-1984 [Ali et al., 2014] or can be attributed to magma accumulation

at 21.5+0.8
−0.7 km depth [de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2004; Metzger and Jónsson, 2014]. Ped-

ersen et al. [2009] used finite element modeling with weaker crust under the Krafla and Askja

fissure swarms to explain 1993-2002 InSAR observations over the entire NVZ, especially the

contraction/subsidence signals along the Krafla and Askja fissure swarms.

Various plate motion models provide estimates of plate spreading direction and full

plate velocity across the NVZ. Here we consider three plate motion models: NUVEL-1A,

MORVEL2010, and GEODVEL2010 (Table 1). Plate velocities of the NUVEL-1A model are

derived from seafloor spreading rates, transform fault azimuths, and earthquake slip vectors

[DeMets et al., 1994]. The MORVEL2010 is a continuation of the NUVEL-1A model, but uses

GPS velocities in addition to the geological data [DeMets et al., 2010]. The GEODVEL2010

model uses space geodetic observations from four techniques (GPS, VLBI, SLR, and DORIS)

to estimate the angular velocities of plates [Argus et al., 2010]. The three plate motion models

give full plate spreading velocity in the 16.6-18.3 mm/yr range, and plate spreading azimuth in

the 285.4-287.3◦ range.
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Several simple analytical models have been used to predict the secular horizontal velocity

field at divergent plate boundaries in Iceland. i) Accumulation of episodic rifting event over a

viscous layer [e.g., Heki et al., 1993]. Each individual rifting event creates a "pulse" of outward

deformation which is transmitted away from the plate boundary and attenuated by the viscosity

of the lower crust. The deformation "pulses" from previous rifting episodes mingle together to

form a background plate spreading velocity field with the shape of an error function. This model

requires the knowledge of the viscosity of the lower crust, the average opening of each rifting

event, and the average time between each rifting event. ii) Buried dislocation model: an opening

Okada dislocation [Okada, 1992] from locking depth to an infinite depth [e.g., LaFemina et al.,

2005; Árnadóttir et al., 2006]. The dislocation opens at the same rate as the full plate motion.

It is also necessary to know the locking depth of the plate boundary, which is taken to represent

the depth of the brittle-ductile boundary in the crust. The brittle part of the crust is locked

while the ductile part opens up freely. iii) Back-slip model: a closing Okada dislocation from

surface to locking depth along the plate boundary, superimposed on full plate motion velocities

[e.g., Ali et al., 2014; Metzger and Jónsson, 2014]. The dislocation closes at the same rate

as the full plate motion. Each side of the dislocation is given an initial velocity equal to half

the full plate motion. This model gives similar results for the horizontal displacements as the

buried dislocation model with the exception of points far away from the plate boundary: in the

buried dislocation the velocity of these points tend to zero (as the depth of the dislocation isn’t

truly infinite) while in the back-slip model they tend to full plate motion. iv) A model that

describes the velocity transition zone as an arctangent function [e.g., Heimisson et al., 2015;

Islam and Sturkell, 2015], similar to a screw dislocation model for transform faults [Savage

and Burford, 1973]. Similarly to models ii) and iii), its parameters are the full plate motion
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and a parameter that defines the width of the arctangent transition zone, which we refer to as

the locking depth (see further in Section 4.3). This model has the advantage of being easy to

calculate and implement as it is a simple arctangent function.

In this paper, we present new GPS observations and inferred velocities, as well as their in-

terpolation over the NVZ. These are used to derive strain fields over that area. We then model

the whole NVZ velocity field with a combination of models: Mogi sources for volcanic and

geothermal deformation, GIA velocity field, and an arctangent-based plate spreading model.

2. GPS data and analysis

Large-scale GPS surveys in the NVZ began in 1986 and 1987 [Foulger et al., 1987; Jahn et al.,

1990] with the occupation of former theodolite benchmarks and additional new sites. Surveys

in the area were conducted every few years until 2006 and then yearly. Additional benchmarks

have been installed with time to improve spatial coverage. The network is mainly concentrated

around Krafla and Theistareykir in the north and Askja and Upptyppingar in the south as a

result of the past activity in the NVZ: the 1975-1984 Krafla rifting episode [Einarsson, 1991a;

Heki et al., 1993; Buck et al., 2006], the 2007-2008 Theistareykir intrusion [Metzger et al.,

2012], the Askja caldera deflation [e.g., Sturkell et al., 2006] and the 2007-2008 Upptyppingar

intrusion [Hooper et al., 2011]. The geothermal power plants at Krafla and Bjarnarflag, as well

as the construction of a new power plant in Theistareykir has motivated focus on deformation

studies in these areas since 2011. Hálslón, Iceland’s largest lake reservoir (surface area: 57

km2, capacity: 2.1 km3) for a hydropower station, is located in the south-eastern part of the

NVZ prompting monitoring since its formation in 2006.

Continuous GPS stations (cGPS) are unevenly distributed in the NVZ. Prior to mid-2014,

none of them were located close to the volcanic systems in the central and southern part of the
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zone. Most of the cGPS were installed in the Tjörnes peninsula by ETH Zurich for studying

the Húsavík-Flatey fault (HFF) [Metzger et al., 2011]. A cGPS site, operated by the Bavarian

Academy of Sciences and Humanities (Germany) and Landmælingar (National Land Survey of

Iceland) has been running SW of Krafla since 2006 in the Reykjahlíð village. Three more sites

were installed later on in the area in collaboration with the Landsvirkjun power company: at

the Krafla caldera and Theistareykir in 2011, and Bjarnarflag in 2012. Four continuous sites

established in 2006 are located next to Hálslón to monitor deformation in the area.

GPS data from more than 200 sites in the NVZ have been analyzed at University of Iceland

using GAMIT/GLOBK 10.6 evaluating site positions and velocities in the ITRF2008 reference

frame using over 100 worldwide reference stations. The output time series were then processed

with the Tsview software [Herring and McClusky, 2009] to derive velocities with realistic sig-

mas at each GPS site (Supporting Information Table S1). Because of the 2007-2008 intrusive

events, we focus on a time period starting in summer 2008 and until August 2014, before the

beginning of the 2014-2015 Bárðarbunga rifting event [Sigmundsson et al., 2015]. According

to time series analysis, velocities are fairly stable over the whole NVZ during that time period

(see Fig. 2 for examples of time series). Possible contribution of the seasonal deformation cy-

cle [Grapenthin et al., 2006; Drouin et al., 2016] to the velocity estimates is mitigated by the

fact that measurements were conducted at the same period each year (between end of June and

beginning of September). We selected GPS velocities which were obtained from time series

containing measurements spanning at least three years. We obtain a dataset of East, North and

Up velocities at 132 sites. Fig. 3 shows the horizontal and vertical velocity fields relative to the

stable Eurasian plate.
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We interpolated the GPS velocities using Regularized Spline with Tension [Mitášová and

Mitáš, 1993] to get a better spatial overview of the deformation field (Fig. 4). Weighting each

GPS velocity by its standard deviation and using of tension of 100 we got WRMS of 0.46 mm,

0.34 mm, and 0.98 mm for the East, North, and Up component respectively, when comparing

the interpolated velocity field to observed values at the GPS sites.

3. Velocity field and strain

Stable parts of the Eurasian and North-American plates show up as areas of relatively uniform

motion on each side of the plate boundary in both the East and the North component. The

transition zone between the two plates is relatively well defined, but deformation in the zone

is also affected by other deformation sources such as contraction toward the Askja and Krafla

calderas. GIA is clearly visible in the vertical deformation field: it produces over 20 mm/yr

uplift at the margin of Vatnajökull but decays to insignificant values near the coast (Fig. 4C). It is

associated with a horizontal northward dominated motion away from the ice cap. Subsidence in

the Askja volcanic system is well resolved, with a maximum at the Askja caldera and extending

further north along the Askja fissure swarm. It is the largest subsidence signal in the whole

NVZ especially when taking into account the GIA contribution, which results in about 15-20

mm/yr uplift in the area surrounding Askja. Subsidence also occurs in Krafla caldera and along

its fissure swarm. A third area of subsidence is in the Theistareykir volcanic system, in a similar

location to the 2007-2008 intrusive event. The uplift north of Krafla is considered to be a

continuation of the broad deformation signal observed in the area since a least 1992. It could

relate to magma accumulation in the deeper part of the crust [de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2004;

Metzger and Jónsson, 2014] or post-rifting relaxation [Ali et al., 2014].
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Horizontal strain rate fields were derived from the interpolated horizontal velocity fields

(shown in Fig. 4A and 4B). We considered three types of strain rate (Fig. 5):

areal = (δVE/δE +δVN/δN)/2 (1)

shear = (δVE/δN +δVN/δE)/2 (2)

invariant = [(δVE/δE)2 +(δVN/δN)2 +(δVE/δN)2 +(δVN/δE)2]
1
2 (3)

We applied the above equations to our velocity fields using the GMT routine grdmath [Wessel

and Smith, 1998]. Results are given in strain per year, as they are a combination of GPS East

and North velocities (VE and VN) over distance in the East and North directions (E and N).

The areal strain field shows the areas that are expanding (positive values) or contracting (neg-

ative values). The shear strain is a good indicator of areas that may be subject to strike-slip

faulting. The invariant strain is strictly positive and gives us the areas that are stable (strain

close to zero) and the ones that are affected by strain (non-zero values).

The plate interiors on each side of the plate boundary are stable and show invariant strain rates

close to zero. Invariant strain rates over 0.5 µstrain/yr concentrate in about 50 km wide band

between the stable plate interiors on each side, indicating stretching across the plate boundary

caused by the plate spreading. Krafla and Askja volcanic systems are the areas of highest

invariant strain rates.

The largest negative areal strain (contraction) in the NVZ is located in the Askja caldera and is

surrounded by expansion, witnessed by the positive areal strain. This pattern is consistent with

a source of decreasing pressure beneath the Askja caldera. A similar but less obvious pattern is

visible at and near Krafla, with contraction in the Krafla caldera and Bjarnarflag (9 km SW of the

center of Krafla caldera). It coincides with the location of geothermal fields in the area and may

relate to natural geothermal processes and/or influence of geothermal utilization at the Krafla
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and Bjarnarflag geothermal power plants. The elongated contraction along the Krafla fissure

swarm with associated extension on its sides reflects deflation of the area. Theistareykir affected

by slight contraction that may be related to cooling or adjustments following the 2007-2008

intrusion. Dilatation occurs between Askja and Vatnajökull where later the 2014 Bárðarbunga

dike was injected and the associated eruption occurred (Fig. 1) [Sigmundsson et al., 2015].

The highest shear strain (positive/negative) occurs where shallow deformation sources inter-

act with the regional deformation. This is the reason why shear strain is prominent in the vicinity

of Askja and Krafla central volcanoes. This shear strain could contribute to the seismicity in the

Askja area, notably east of the caldera where left-lateral strike-slip events have been observed

[Green et al., 2014]. However, there is almost no seismicity associated with the other region

of high shear strain, west of Krafla central volcano. This low seismicity could be an effect the

stress shadow induced by the 1975–1984 Krafla rifting episode [Maccaferri et al., 2013].

4. Modeling

In order to determine the location of the plate boundary central axis in the NVZ, we take

the following approach. We first correct our velocity fields for known sources of volcanic and

geothermal deformation in the NVZ. We also determine the best-fitting GIA for the NVZ and

correct our velocities for it. The GPS velocities corrected for both known sources of volcanic

and geothermal deformation and the GIA are then used to estimate the best-fitting location and

locking depth of the plate spreading axis in the NVZ. Finally, a general inversion is run to

probe best location and locking depth of a simplified plate spreading axis, reestimate some of

parameters of the known sources of deformation, and estimate the volume change and source

depth below Krafla and Bjarnarflag geothermal areas.
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4.1. Volcanic and geothermal deformation sources

We correct the GPS velocities for known sources of volcanic and geothermal deformation

assuming point sources as listed in Table 2. The Askja caldera deflation has been extensively

studied using leveling, GPS and InSAR [Camitz et al., 1995; Sturkell and Sigmundsson, 2000;

Pagli et al., 2006; Sturkell et al., 2006; de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2012]. In each of these

studies, a deflating point source of pressure [Mogi, 1958] centered in the caldera appears to

explain a large part of the deformation signal. Sturkell et al. [2006] used two Mogi sources, a

shallow and a deep source centered in the caldera, to reproduce the subsidence observed in 1993-

1998 GPS measurements. They also showed that the deflation signal is decaying exponentially

with time. A single Mogi source at a depth of 3.5 km with a volume change of -1.4x106 m3/yr

was found to best fit 2000–2009 InSAR observations [de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2012]. Here

we use a single Mogi source at the same location and depth as de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al.

[2012] but with a reduced volume change of -1.08x106 m3/yr to minimize the horizontal residual

velocities perpendicular to the direction of plate spreading.

To model deformation in Krafla, Metzger and Jónsson [2014] used (i) a back-slip model to

explain the steady plate spreading, (ii) a shallow Mogi source to model the Krafla subsidence,

and (iii) a deep Mogi source to reproduce the broad deformation signal centered north of Krafla.

Ali et al. [2014] used a similar approach but replaced the deep source by a post-rifting viscoelas-

tic relaxation following the Krafla Fires. Both studies use InSAR data and cover approximately

the same time period (1992-2009 and 1993-2008, respectively). In our velocities, we observe

local contraction deformation patterns in the Krafla and Bjarnarflag areas (Fig. 5A). This is

similar to the deformation noted by Sturkell et al. [2008] who modeled it with three shallow

deflating Mogi sources. The first one is located at 2.5 km depth under Leirhnjúkur, in the center
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of the Krafla caldera, to account for deflation of a shallow magma chamber. The second source

is located at 1.5 km depth under Leirbotnar to model the subsidence of the Krafla geothermal

area. The third source is located at 1.5 km depth under Bjarnarflag to account for subsidence

at the geothermal area. Here, we corrected our velocities using the locations and deflation rates

from Sturkell et al. [2008] 2000-2005 forward model.

For the broad deformation signal, we included the deep inflating Mogi source north of Krafla

in the same location as Metzger and Jónsson [2014] found for the 1992-2009 period (their model

C-3). However, the inflation rate they found appears to be an overestimate for our time period.

After including all the deep inflating source and the three shallow deflating sources, there were

still significant of remaining horizontal velocities not consistent with plate spreading, indicating

north-south contraction towards Krafla caldera. Therefore we decided to evaluate if a reduction

in pressure deep under the Krafla caldera could be the cause. We tested a second deep Mogi

source in our model, located directly under Leirhnjúkur at the same depth as the deep inflation

north of Krafla. These two deep pressure sources explain well the southward motion of sites

directly north of the Krafla caldera and also the northward motion of the point south of Krafla.

It also makes the horizontal motion of sites east of Krafla consistent with the general plate

spreading direction. We use these two deep sources in our modeling but also evaluate models

where these are not included in order to test their influence on the interpretation of the plate

spreading signal. At Theistareykir, we included a deflating Mogi source at the same location

and depth as found by Metzger and Jónsson [2014] for the 2007-2008 inflation event, to account

for a possible deflation signal in the Theistareykir central volcano (Fig. 4). Volume changes for

the deep inflation north of Krafla, the deep deflation below the Krafla caldera, and the deflation
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at Theistareykir were estimated via a grid search approach to minimize the residual velocities

perpendicular to the direction of plate spreading (Table 2).

4.2. Glacial isostatic adjustments

GIA has a clear effect on the velocity field, with an uplift signal of over 20 mm/yr at the

northern edge of the Vatnajökull glacier and horizontal motion away from the ice cap. Here we

correct our velocities using a GIA model from Auriac [2014] as a base. This model predicts

horizontal and vertical deformation for all of Iceland for the 2008-2010 period. However, this

model is based on InSAR and GPS observations mostly prior to our study period. It also does not

account for the observed relatively rapid acceleration of GIA with time [Compton et al., 2015].

We find it underestimates the horizontal and vertical GIA signal in our data. We, however,

expect the GIA signal to have similar spatial signature as indicated by the modeling of Auriac

[2014], but eventually occurring at different rates. In order to derive a simple model to account

for GIA in our dataset, we decided to search for scale factors of the modelled velocity fields

that best fits our observations. We initially searched for a unique scale factor for both horizontal

and vertical velocity fields but residuals showed an overestimation of the vertical signal and

underestimation of the horizontal signal. Another study of the GIA signal in Iceland also noted

a discrepancy between model fit of vertical versus horizontal displacements, in a similar manner

as we find [Árnadóttir et al., 2009]. Thus, we decided to search for a best fitting horizontal scale

factor and a best fitting vertical scale factor.

We first searched for the best scaling factor for the vertical component of the deformation.

Our hypothesis is that the 60 GPS sites outside of the plate boundary deformation zone (ie,

longitude < -17.2◦E or longitude > -16.5◦E) should have no vertical velocity after removal of

the GIA effect. We calculated the vertical velocities corrected from the GIA model with a scale
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factor ranging from 0.5 to 5 with steps of 0.1. We found a minimum of 2.8 mm/yr in the average

absolute vertical velocities for a scale factor of 1.8 (Fig. 6). This scaled vertical velocity field

explains fairly well the upward velocities in the southern part of the NVZ but overestimates

them somewhat in the northern part of the NVZ (by about 5 mm/yr on average).

The best fitting horizontal scale factor was determined in two different ways, by making

two different hypotheses about the velocity field in the NVZ. First, the plate spreading direc-

tion should be almost identical for sites in the NVZ as the zone is small when compared to

its distance from the Euler pole of rotation between the North-American and Eurasian plates.

According to both the MORVEL2010 and GEODVEL2010 poles of rotation (Table 1), the dif-

ference in plate spreading direction between 66.539◦N (northernmost site: GMEY) and 64.674

◦N (southernmost site: KVEF) is less than 0.5 degrees. For all 17 GPS sites on the stable Amer-

ican plate (ie, longitude < -17.2◦E ), we calculated the standard deviation of the azimuth given

by their velocities corrected from the GIA model with a scale factor ranging from 0.5 to 5 with

steps of 0.1. We found a clear minimum at a scale factor of 3.3 (Fig. 6), which correspond to

an average azimuth of 289.8◦ with a standard deviation of 2.3◦.

In a second approach, we considered the Kverkfjöll fissure swarms to be within the stable part

of the Eurasian plate and should thus have horizontal velocity as small as possible. For all 29

sites within this fissure swarms, we calculated the average of the absolute horizontal velocities

corrected from the GIA model with a scale factor ranging from 0.5 to 5 with steps of 0.1. We

found a clear minimum at 3.1 (Fig. 6), which correspond to an average velocity of 1.3 mm/yr.

This scale factor is very similar to the value of 3.3 found with "constant azimuth" approach.

We averaged both, giving a horizontal scale factor of 3.2 that we used to correct for GIA effect

(Fig. 7).
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4.3. Plate spreading

The horizontal velocity field in the NVZ is dominated by the plate spreading signal. A model

which can accommodate well the transition zone between the North-American plate and the

Eurasian plate is thus warranted. Analytical and numerical models of deformation at a divergent

plate boundary show that velocity profiles across the transition zone have a similar shape to an

arctangent function or an error function [Heimisson et al., 2015; Islam et al., 2016; Heki et al.,

1993]. The arctangent model avoids the zero gradient in the horizontal velocity field (and zero

strain) at the central axis present in the buried dislocation model and gives more similar results

to finite element modeling of a stretched elastic slab [Heimisson et al., 2015]. It is also a simpler

representation than the accumulation of episodic rifting events over a viscous layer and is the

less computationally intensive of all models. Based on model comparisons by Heimisson et al.

[2015], we use the arctangent model to fit the observed horizontal velocity field:

VA =
Vplate

π
× arctan(

dA

D
) (4)

In this model, VA is the velocity perpendicular to the plate boundary at a point A at distance dA

from the plate boundary, Vplate is the relative full plate velocity (also known as intra-plate veloc-

ity), and D controls the width of the transition zone of the arctangent function. The parameter

D is linked to the brittle-ductile boundary of the crust at the plate boundary, the locking depth,

and is expressed in the same unit as the distance dA [Heimisson et al., 2015].

We calculate model displacements across the whole NVZ by utilizing equation (4) as fol-

lows. The arctangent model is a two dimensional model derived for an infinitely long segment

perpendicular to the plate spreading direction. Here we extend its use and apply a model con-

sidering a series of interconnected segments, each of limited length, and of variable orientation

with respect to the plate spreading direction. We defined a plate spreading central axis segment
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(PSCAS) as a straight line between two points which generate a plate spreading velocity field

accordingly to equation (4). The distance dA is then the distance between the point A and the

spreading PSCAS along the plate spreading direction. The calculated VA velocity is also in the

plate direction and is then projected onto the East and North directions to derive the horizontal

velocity components. In this approach a point that doesn’t intersect the PSCAS along the plate

spreading direction is not affected by this PSCAS. The model constructs a continuous velocity

field over the NVZ: the plate boundary axis is a continuous succession of PSCAS, each segment

starting were a previous one ends.

Full plate velocity and plate spreading direction estimates were derived from horizontal ve-

locities at key continuous GPS sites far away from the plate boundary, as well as three plate

motion models: NUVEL-1A, MORVEL2010, and GEODVEL2010 (Table 1). We calculated

the full plate velocity using the GIA-corrected horizontal velocities at four continuous GPS

sites: AKUR and KIDC on the North-American plate, and RHOF and HEID on the Eurasian

plate (see Fig. 1 for their locations). These four sites are considered to be on the stable part

of their respective plate (no significant horizontal strain identified in their surroundings, see

Fig. 5C). The average velocity difference between the GPS sites gives a full plate velocity of

17.4+0.2
−0.3 mm/yr in direction 292.0+0.5

−0.6
◦ across the NVZ. This full plate motion estimate is later

referred to as AK-RH, giving reference to the name of the GPS stations used for its determina-

tion. Full plate velocity and plate spreading direction was also directly derived at all GPS sites

for each plate motion model (NUVEL-1A, MORVEL2010, and GEODVEL2010) using the an-

gular distance between the GPS sites and the Euler pole of rotation for the North-American and

Eurasian plates. Table 1 shows a comparison between the plate motions models.
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In the northern part of the NVZ, the Húsavík-Flatey fault (HFF) and the Grímsey oblique rift

(GOR) segments are clearly outlined by the earthquake activity (Fig. 1). Here we use the same

location for the HFF and GOR as Metzger and Jónsson [2014] considering they used a more

complete dataset than ours for this area in their study. Earthquake activity is sparse in most of

the NVZ and cannot be used to infer the location of the plate boundary axis.

An inversion process was set up to determine the plate boundary axis location from the GPS

velocities and equation (4). The following process was repeated for each of the plate motion

models considered and for a number X of GPS sites (X ranging from 10 to 40). i) The X closest

sites to the pole of rotation were selected for the first inversion: ii) An average plate spreading

direction and full plate velocity for the selected sites was derived from a plate motion model.

iii) Average latitude of the selected sites was computed. iv) The three remaining parameters:

locking depth, longitude of the mid-point, and azimuth of PSCAS were determined through a

simulated annealing inversion. The 95% confidence intervals of these parameters were deter-

mined through analysis of 1000 inversions following the bootstrap procedure [Efron, 1979]. For

each bootstrap inversion, a new dataset was generated by randomly varying the observations of

the original dataset withing 1-sigma. Then the closest GPS site to the pole of rotation was re-

moved from the selection and the next not already selected site added. The same inversion was

run for these X sites, and so forth until the last inversion with the X furthest sites in the NVZ

from the pole of rotation. After running all the inversions, we ended up with a series of best fit-

ting PSCAS over the NVZ. The path formed by the midpoint of each PSCAS is then considered

to show the location of the plate boundary axis.

We tested different values for the number of sites X to select in this process. When X is

small, the resulting plate boundary axis location becomes noisy and there is a risk that only
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sites on one side of the plate boundary are selected which will bias the inferred location of the

plate boundary axis. When X is large, the output plate boundary is smooth and we may lose

information about variation of the plate boundary axis location and depth. We compare the

influence of the plate motion model on the resulting plate boundary axis as well as the effect

of the number X of sites selected on the resulting plate boundary axis (Fig. 9). The choice of

a plate motion model has little influence on the resulting plate boundary axis and its locking

depth. The AK-RH model with 20 GPS sites appears to give the best compromise between all

results.

4.4. General model

Here we adjusted our model to better explain the deformation field in the NVZ for the 2008-

2014 period. Some of the source parameters listed in Table 3 might have changed between

the period of our study and the periods at which these parameters were estimated. We thus

re-evaluated the volume change of each of the following sources: Theistareykir, Kraflanorth
deep ,

Krafladeep Leirhnjúkur, Leirbotnar, Bjarnarflag, Askja. For inversion, we used a similar ap-

proach as for the plate spreading axis and locking depth: 1000 simulated annealing runs to

estimate the best fitting parameters and their uncertainties. The plate boundary is simplified to

a reduced number of PSCAS using least squares adjustment (Figure 10). We assumed that the

longitude of the plate boundary is linear to the latitude between key latitudes, at which the plate

boundary changes direction. The average residual in the vertical velocity for the best fit verti-

cal GIA model at sites outside the plate boundaries are quite large, of the order of 2.8 mm/yr.

Thus only the horizontal residuals were considered when estimating the fit to this model. The

Askja source volume change was inverted separately as it is located far away from the other

point sources and thus independent from them. The Krafla sources are numerous (6 sources,
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all with fixed location) compared to the number of GPS sites in the area. As such they are

poorly constrained by the inversion and their resulting uncertainties are large. Table 3 gives all

general parameters, Mogi sources, and PSCAS used in our final model. Figure 10 shows the

contribution of each component of the model to horizontal velocity field in the NVZ.

This final model can explain about 80% of the observed horizontal velocities and 50% of the

observed vertical velocities in the NVZ (Table 4). It has WRMS of 1.55, 0.90, and 3.81 mm/yr

for the East, North, and Up component respectively. This can be compared to the WRMS of

the data itself: 8.39, 5.23, and 7.77 mm/yr for the East, North, and Up component respectively.

Most of the East velocities are explained by the plate spreading, while the North velocities have

a more significant contribution of the GIA and Mogi sources. As the arctangent plate spreading

model explains horizontal velocities only, the modeled vertical velocities are only due to the

GIA and the Mogi sources.

Results for a similar modeling approach as described above but without the two deep sources

in the Krafla volcanic system are shown in Supporting Information Figures S1-S2 and Table S2.

5. Discussion

We find that the plate boundary axis traverses or lies close to all recently active central volca-

noes in the NVZ, with exception of Kverkfjöll (Fig. 9). Uncertainties show that the minimum

locking depth is well constrained unlike the maximum locking depth. The locking depth is on

average within the 7-9 km depth range, the only exception being south of Askja were the inferred

locking depth is on average at 5 km depth. Soosalu et al. [2009] found earthquakes cutting off

at 5 km depth in the Askja caldera and at 7–8 km depth north of it, marking the brittle-ductile

boundary. These are similar depths as the 5 km and 8-9 km locking depth we find for both these

areas, thus validating the use of our plate spreading model to infer the locking depth of the plate
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boundary. The 8-9 km depth is likely to be to be slightly over-estimated in our model because of

contraction in the northern part of Askja fissure swarm which we didn’t correct for (Fig. 10). A

local contraction near the central part of the plate boundary not considered in a model will tend

to make the locking depth deeper than its true value in the inversion process because observed

velocities close to the plate boundary are lower than in absence of such a contraction. The same

effect can be seen south of the Krafla caldera where contraction cannot be fully explained by our

model (Fig. 10). Nevertheless, it appears that the locking depth tends to be shallower under the

central volcanoes than in between (Fig. 9, model using 10 sites at a time). The locking depth is

at about 5 km for Askja, Fremrinámar, and Krafla central volcanoes and at 6 km under the East

boundary of the Theistareykir central volcano. For comparison, Árnadóttir et al. [2009] found

an average locking depth of 5.1+1.9
−1.9 km for the NVZ. For the section of the plate boundary we

investigated, we observe that the plate boundary axis changes direction at the central volcanoes

and is fairly straight in between.

The southern end of the plate spreading axis of our study area points toward Bárðarbunga

central volcano. It appears to follow the general trend given by the Askja and Bárðarbunga

fissure swarms and is parallel to the northernmost path of the dike intruded in August-September

2014 [Sigmundsson et al., 2015; Heimisson et al., 2015].

Figure 9 shows that the choice of a plate motion model has little influence on the resulting

plate boundary axis and its locking depth. Using a few continuous GPS sites on each side of

the plate boundary (AK-RH model) is thus sufficient to infer the relative full plate velocity and

azimuth of the plate motion. The 292.0+0.5
−0.6

◦ azimuth is about 5 and 7 degrees larger than the

GEODVEL2010 and MORVEL2010 respectively but similar to the one found by Metzger et al.

[2012].
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The scaling we applied to the GIA velocity fields from Auriac et al. [2014] shows that the

GIA contribution is larger than the model presented by these authors. Part of this difference

may arise because the GIA model is mostly inferred from geodetic data from an earlier time

period than 2008-2014, and the GIA signal is accelerating with time [Compton et al., 2015].

The difference between the horizontal and vertical scale factors is furthermore an indication

that horizontal velocities are not properly estimated in loading models [Árnadóttir et al., 2009;

Drouin et al., 2016]. On a larger scale, this underestimate disappears when mantle volume

variations due to mineral phase transitions are considered in the loading model [Chanard et al.,

2015]. On a more local scale it may relate to layering of the Earth structure not considered in

the GIA model [Martens et al., 2016] or on inappropriate assumption of incompressibility in the

Earth model [Árnadóttir et al., 2009]. Even though the scaling of the GIA velocity fields give

good results, some residuals are likely to be caused by the GIA model. For instance, the scaled

vertical velocity field explains fairly well the upward velocities in the southern part of the NVZ

but overestimates them in the northern part of the NVZ (by < 5 mm/yr). A better GIA model is

warranted for more detailed studies of the deformation in the NVZ.

The deflation of Askja caldera is the clearest signal related to a magmatic system in the

NVZ resolved by GPS during the 2008-2014 period (Fig. 5). The inverted volume change

of -0.990.01
−0.01x106 m3/yr agrees with previous estimates for a Mogi source deflating at a rate

that decays with time: -1.8x106 m3/yr for the 1973–2003 period [Sturkell et al., 2006] and -

1.4+0.2
−0.3x106 m3/yr for the 2000–2009 period [de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2012]. Horizontal

residuals show contraction directly north of Askja (Fig. 10) and could be associated with sub-

sidence along the fissure swarm as noted by Pedersen et al. [2009]. Horizontal residuals at the

DYNC continuous site, the largest for our time period, (see Fig. 1 for location) could be caused
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by a similar contraction in the Bárðarbunga fissure swarm or, as it is directly next to the edge

of the ice cap, by a local GIA signal near an outlet glacier. Residuals at the three sites directly

next to Öskjuvatn (Askja caldera lake) show contraction toward the lake. This may be an in-

dication of variable lake load or reflect an indication of changes in a geothermal system at the

lake bottom [Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2013].

The Herðubreið area (NE of Askja) is known to have high seismic activity since at least 1975,

when it became possible to locate earthquakes in this area with reasonable accuracy [Einars-

son, 1991b]. Green et al. [2014] suggested that this area is subject to bookshelf faulting to

accommodate the transition between the Askja fissure swarm and the Kverkfjöll fissure swarm.

According to our results this area is subject to both significant extensional and negative shear

strains (Fig. 5). Left-lateral strike-slip faulting events were observed by Green et al. for the

2009-2012 time period in the area. However, there is no indication that extension occurred

across the Kverkfjöll fissure swarm during our study period. Therefore there is no evidence in

our data that the Herðubreið area is at present a significant transition zone between two exten-

sional zones. However there are some residuals at GPS sites within the Kverkfjöll fissure swarm

that could be caused by model shortcomings or by an unmodeled deformation process follow-

ing the 2007-2008 intrusion. For the latter hypothesis, the residual deformation pattern may

indicate a viscous response of the lower crust or upper mantle after the 2007-2008 Upptypingar

intrusion [Hooper et al., 2011] as the residuals follow approximately the direction of displace-

ments during the intrusion. Sites close to the maximum of deformation during the 2007-2008

Upptypingar intrusion have residuals slightly different from other sites in the Kverkfjöll fissure

swarm and may indicate a local contraction signal.
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Local contractions are visible toward Krafla and Bjarnarflag geothermal areas (Fig. 4). Both

local deformation fields can be accommodated by three shallow deflating Mogi sources at the

same location and depth as found by Sturkell et al. [2008]. Inversion results are relatively poorly

constrained but tend to indicate that the relative deflation rate of these sources during 2008-2014

is similar as found in an earlier period by Sturkell et al. [2008].

The inclusion of a deep deflation source below Krafla caldera at the same depth as the inflation

north of Krafla may indicate magma migration at depth or a pressure re-equilibrium process in

ductile crust. Such a conceptual model can explain the southward motion of sites north of the

caldera and the northward motion of sites south of the caldera. It also partly explains the uplift

signal north of Krafla caldera and subsidence signal south of it. After applying these sources,

residuals are small but tend to indicate deflation toward the Krafla fissure swarm. We tried to

include a deflation signal along the fissure swarm [Pedersen et al., 2009; Metzger and Jónsson,

2014; Ali et al., 2014] but this didn’t significantly improve the fit to the horizontal GPS data.

Post-rifting relaxation could also be causing part of the observe deformation signal [Ali et al.,

2014], InSAR data is warranted to better constrain such deformation processes.

Excluding the deep deflation and inflation sources has little influence on the plate axis location

(see Supporting Information). However, in such a model the best-fitting locking depth of the

plate boundary is deeper south of Krafla caldera and shallower north of it compared to when

the deep sources are included. A local contraction signal would cause the inversion to find a

deeper locking depth and a local extension signal would cause the inversion to find a shallower

locking depth. These contraction and extension signals are accommodated by the two deep

Mogi sources when they are included in the model, leading to a more constant locking depth

(Fig. 9). Excluding the two deep pressure sources slightly improves the WRMS in the East
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component (1.50 mm/yr instead of 1.55) but the WRMS in the North and Up components is

degraded (1.23 mm/yr instead of 0.90, and 4.49 mm/yr instead of 3.81).

Figure 4 shows subsidence at the Theistareykir central volcano in the area of the 2007-2008

intrusion. From the general inversion, this deformation could be caused by a deflating source

in the same location as the inflation source used by Metzger and Jónsson [2014] to model the

2007-2008 intrusion. The inferred volume change of -0.5+0.4
−1.9x106 m3/yr could be an indication

of pressure change in a magma source and/or cooling of the 2007-2008 intrusion. However the

volume change has a large uncertainty and warrants a more detailed study.

The current GPS network isn’t optimal to constrain the plate spreading in the NVZ. While the

central region of the plate boundary is relatively well covered by GPS sites, more observations

are needed further away from the plate spreading axis. It is worth noting the complexity of the

deformation observed in the Krafla volcanic system compared to the deformation in the Askja

volcanic system. The relatively dense GPS network in the Krafla volcanic system is still too

sparse to map in detail the ongoing deformation in the area and provide enough observations

for inversion. Adding InSAR measurements to our dataset would provide better constrains for

local deformation models.

6. Conclusion

We derived the ground deformation velocity field over the NVZ from campaign and contin-

uous GPS measurements spanning summer 2008 to early August 2014. The majority of the

observed deformation can be explained by a simple arctangent plate spreading model, a GIA

velocity field due to melting glaciers, and inflating and deflating point pressure sources for mag-

matic and geothermal sources. We showed that extension across a single plate boundary axis

can reproduce well the secular plate spreading velocity field. The plate boundary axis goes
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through all of the central volcanoes in the NVZ (Theistareykir, Krafla, Fremrinámar, Askja)

with the exception of the Kverkfjöll central volcano. It changes it course at central volcanoes

and is fairly straight in between. The plate spreading axis at the southern end of our study area

points toward Bárðarbunga central volcano. The plate boundary appears to be locked down to

about 5 km under Askja, Fremrinámar, and Krafla central volcanoes and down to 7-9 km in

between them. Askja caldera subsidence is still ongoing, with an inferred volume change rate

of -0.990.01
−0.01x106 m3/yr. When compared to earlier observations, the subsidence rate appears

to continue to decay with time. There is contraction and subsidence associated with Krafla and

Bjarnarflag geothermal fields. Deformation north of Krafla can be explained by a deep inflation

source coupled with a deep deflation source at the same depth level and about 7-km to the south.

There is also indication of a deflating source under Theistareykir central volcano in a similar

location as an intrusion that occurred there 2007-2008.
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Figure 1. Volcanic systems (names indicated along their fissure swarms), GPS stations (red triangles),

continuous GPS stations (red triangles and white hexagons) and seismicity (purple dots) in the Northern

Volcanic Zone during the study period (2008-2014). Background shows glaciers (white), water (blue)

and shaded terrain (from green to brown for low to high). The elements of volcanic systems include

central volcanoes (dashed lines), calderas (comb lines), and fissure swarms (transparent gray areas)

[Hjartardóttir et al., 2015]. Campaign GPS sites with time series shown in Fig. 2 and continuous GPS

sites used to derive the AK-RH plate motion have their names indicated (underlined in white). Hálslón

reservoir and Upptyppingar (Upp.) are also indicated. The 2014 Bárðarbunga dyke intrusion segments

inferred by Sigmundsson et al. [2015] are shown in dark red. Earthquakes locations were provided by

the Icelandic Meteorological Office.
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Figure 2. Time-series 2008-2014 of North, East and Up displacements components at selected GPS

sites in the NVZ (see Fig. 1 for location). Data show 24 hours solutions in the ITRF2008 reference

frame. Error bars show 1-sigma uncertainties. Indicated velocities are given in mm/yr.
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Figure 3. A) Horizontal and B) Vertical GPS velocities 2008-2014 relative to the stable Eurasian plate.

Ellipses (horizontal) and error bars (vertical) show 1-sigma uncertainties. Background : glacier (white

area), calderas (comb lines), central volcanoes (dashed lines), fissure swarms (dark gray areas).
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Figure 4. Interpolation of GPS velocities relative to the stable Eurasian plate shown in Fig. 3 using

regularized spline with tension [Mitášová and Mitáš, 1993]. WRMS of 0.46 mm, 0.34 mm, and 0.98

mm for the East, North, and Up components are obtained when comparing the interpoleted velocities

to the observed velocties at each GPS site. Black triangles show GPS sites. Background: glacier (white

area), calderas (comb lines), central volcanoes (dashed lines), fissure swarms (dotted lines).
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Figure 5. Strain derived from interpolated horizontal GPS velocities (Fig. 4 A. and B.). A) Areal

strain shows expanding (red) and contracting areas (blue/purple). B) Shear strain shows areas likely to

be subject to right-lateral (red) or left-lateral (blue) strike-slip faulting. C) Invariant strain shows low

deformation areas (purple) and high deformation areas (red). Black triangles show GPS sites. Back-

ground: glacier (white area), calderas (comb lines), central volcanoes (dashed lines), fissure swarms

(dotted lines).
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scale factor according to this assumption (see text).
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Figure 7. East, North, Up GIA velocity fields from Auriac [2014] with a 3.2 scale factor applied to

the horizontal components and 1.8 scale factor applied to the vertical component. Glaciers are outlined

in white. Contour lines on velocities are spaced according to the graduation of the color scales (every 2

mm/yr in East, 2 mm/yr in North, and 5 mm/yr in Up).
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Figure 8. Example of a GPS profile across the plate boundary. Plot shows East and North GPS

velocities (crosses) and their 1-sigma error bars at 20 sites, best fitting plate spreading model using

AK-HR full plate velocity (black line) and plate axis (dashed line). Location of 14 of the GPS sites are

indicated with black/white triangles on Fig. 9.
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Figure 9. Inferred location (A) and locking depth (B) of the plate boundary, based on different

plate velocity models. Each colored line is composed of points derived from the best-fitting plate

spreading segment using 20 GPS sites and given plate spreading parameters: AK-RH (red), NUVEL-

1A (yellow), MORVEL2010 (green) and GEODVEL2010 (blue). Each gray line shows the best fitting

plate spreading axis using 10 (dotted line), 30 (short-dashed line), and 40 (long-dashed line) GPS sites

and the AK-RH plate spreading parameters. Red-shaded area shows 95% confidence interval for the

AK-RH model using 20 sites at time. Triangles show used GPS sites within the displayed area, larger

triangles show sites used in Fig. 8. Background: glacier (white area), calderas (comb lines), central

volcanoes (dashed lines), fissure swarms (gray area).
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Figure 10. Horizontal velocities for A) Mogi sources, B) GIA models, C) plate spreading, D) GPS

measurements, E) all model components (A,B,C), and F) residuals. Model items shown include plate

spreading segments (green lines) and Mogi sources (blue circles). In F), the grid in the Kverkfjöll

fissure swarm shows the approximate location of the 2007-2008 intrusion as inferred by Hooper et al.

[2011]. Background similar as Fig. 9.
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Table 1. Differences in the Eurasian/North-America Euler pole of rotation, angular velocity, and plate

motion for three plate motion models. Plate motion is calculated at the average location of all GPS

sites used in this study (-16.732◦E 65.442◦N). The AK-RH plate motion model, derived from velocities

at four continuous GPS sites in the NVZ, is shown for comparison. NUVEL-1A, MORVEL2010, and

GEODVEL2010 uncertainties show range of possible value over the entire NVZ. AK-RH uncertainties

are derived from the uncertainties of GPS observations used for the model calculation.
Euler pole Average full plate motion across the NVZ

Model Longitude Latitude Angular velocity East North Speed Azimuth
[◦E] [◦N] [◦.Myr−1] [mm/yr] [mm/yr] [mm/yr] [◦]

NUVEL-1A 135.8 62.4 0.21 -17.7+0.4
−0.3 5.1+0.1

−0.3 18.4+0.2
−0.3 286.0+0.7

−1.1
MORVEL2010 131.1 71.9 0.228 -17.8+0.4

−0.4 4.5+0.1
−0.3 18.3+0.2

−0.3 284.1+0.7
−1.1

GEODVEL2010 139.6 61.8 0.210 -16.1+0.4
−0.4 4.2+0.1

−0.2 16.6+0.3
−0.3 284.6+0.6

−0.9
AK-RH - - - -16.1+0.2

−0.2 6.5+0.1
−0.1 17.4+0.2

−0.3 292.0+0.5
−0.6

Table 2. List of models removed prior to localization of the plate spreading axis. Shaded cells shows

parameters which have been determined through forward modeling to minimize the horizontal residuals

perpendicular to the plate spreading direction.
Mogi sources Lon.[◦E] Lat.[◦N] Depth[km] ∆Volume[m3/yr]
dAsk ja -16.778 65.050 3.5 -1.08x106

sLeirhn jukur -16.7975 65.7150 2.5 -0.09x106

sLeirbotnar -16.76718 65.70751 1.5 -0.04x106

sB jarnar f lag -16.86294 65.63937 1.5 -0.04x106

mKra f lanorth
deep -16.730 65.832 21.5 5.3x106

Kra f ladeep -16.7975 65.7150 21.5 -10.9x106

mT heistareykir -17.008 65.889 8.5 -0.4x106

d from de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al. [2012]

s from Sturkell et al. [2008]

m from Metzger and Jónsson [2014] (model C-3)
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Table 3. List of parameters of the general model. Shaded cells shows parameters which have been

re-evaluated through inversion after removing plate spreading velocities.
General parameters Value General parameters Value
Azplate : Plate spreading azimuth 112.0◦ HGIA : Horizontal GIA scale factor 3.2
Vplate : Plate spreading full velocity 17.4 mm/yr VGIA : Vertical GIA scale factor 1.8
mVGOR : GOR plate spreading velocity 66% of Vplate ν : Poisson’s ratio 0.25
mVHFF : HFF plate spreading velocity 34% of Vplate
Mogi sources Lon.[◦E] Lat.[◦N] Depth[km] ∆Volume[m3/yr]
mT heistareykir -17.008 65.889 8.5 -0.5+0.4

−1.9x106

mKra f lanorth
deep -16.730 65.832 21.5 5.6+10.8

−4.0 x106

Kra f ladeep -16.7975 65.7150 21.5 -11.2+3.7
−21.3x106

sLeirhn jukur -16.7975 65.7150 2.5 -0.17+0.15
−0.36x106

sLeirbotnar -16.76718 65.70751 1.5 -0.08+0.06
−0.22x106

sB jarnar f lag -16.86294 65.63937 1.5 -0.07+0.05
−0.18x106

dAsk ja -16.778 65.050 3.5 -0.99+0.01
−0.01x106

Spreading segments Lon.[◦E] Lat.[◦N] Lon.[◦E] Lat.[◦N] Locking
depth[km]

mHFF1 -18.901 66.602 -18.649 67.102 6.3
mHFF2 -18.800 66.302 -18.901 66.602 6.3
mHFF3 -17.349 66.047 -18.800 66.302 6.3
mHFF4 -16.726 65.884 -17.349 66.047 6.3
mGOR1 -18.100 66.651 -18.649 67.102 4.5
mGOR2 -16.580 66.242 -18.100 66.651 4.5
mGOR3 -16.726 65.884 -16.580 66.242 4.5
Kra f la -16.798 65.70 -16.726 65.884 6
Fremirinamar -16.592 65.37 -16.798 65.70 8
Ask jaNorth -16.756 65.05 -16.592 65.37 8
Ask jaSouth -17.464 64.60 -16.756 65.05 5

m from Metzger and Jónsson [2014] (model C-3)

s from Sturkell et al. [2008]

d from de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al. [2012]

Table 4. Cumulative contribution of each part of the model. WRMS are indicated in mm/yr. Percent-

age indicates how much of the WRMS is explained by the model (1−WRMSmodel/WRMSdata).
East North Up

Model WRMS % WRMS % WRMS %
Data 8.39 0 5.23 0 7.77 0
+GIA 8.60 -2.5 3.74 28.5 5.08 34.6
+Plate spreading 1.85 77.9 1.66 68.2 5.08 34.6
+Mogi sources 1.55 81.5 0.90 82.7 3.81 51.0
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Contents of this file

1. Tables S1 to S2

2. Figures S1 to S2

Introduction

Table S1 presents the 2008-2014 GPS velocities used in this study.

Figure S1-S2 and Table S2 present the results of an alternative model for the deformation in

the NVZ 2008-2014. This models includes plate spreading, GIA, and deflation sources below

Askja, Bjarnarflag, Leirbotnar, Leirhnjúkur, and Theistareykir. It differs from the model pre-

sented in the main text by not including a deep inflation and a deep deflation pressure sources

below the Krafla volcanic system.
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Table S1. Summer 2008 - beginning of August 2014 GPS velocities GPS in the ITRF08 reference

system and relative to the stable Eurasian plate.
Site Lon.[◦E] Lat.[◦N] East[mm/yr] North[mm/yr] Up[mm/yr]
A404 -16.73146 65.06004 -13.29±0.33 3.76±0.17 -9.13±1.09
ADAD -16.06731 65.17058 0.54±0.30 2.36±0.15 11.06±0.98
ADDA -17.36474 65.87335 -15.90±0.46 6.37±0.34 1.48±1.31
AKUR -18.12248 65.68542 -16.80±0.12 7.29±0.10 2.52±0.41
ALDY -16.06354 65.04800 0.87±0.13 3.68±0.18 11.73±1.76
ALFD -16.03419 64.98415 1.24±0.18 6.06±0.55 15.59±1.47
ARHO -17.10904 66.19307 -9.90±0.06 3.65±0.12 -0.12±0.27
AUSB -16.53632 65.71412 -2.68±0.23 0.80±0.14 2.69±1.80
BALD -15.74923 64.92426 2.69±0.18 3.67±0.24 16.30±0.42
BATS -16.71909 65.04360 -14.86±0.33 4.92±0.25 -4.71±1.14
BAUG -17.33482 66.03781 -14.55±0.31 6.52±0.19 -1.01±0.81
BFJA -16.77072 65.36935 -11.57±0.37 7.49±0.40 4.68±0.43
BJAC -16.82537 65.60530 -10.93±0.30 9.15±0.24 -4.57±0.97
BLAS -16.87685 65.96293 -13.30±0.25 3.58±0.34 -7.32±1.17
BOND -16.89934 65.87420 -12.37±0.18 5.02±0.14 5.45±1.55
BRUJ -16.08848 64.82926 3.77±0.20 4.32±0.24 28.27±1.61
DDAL -16.93522 65.07747 -6.06±0.62 8.34±0.34 13.69±4.08
DREK -16.58963 65.04436 -5.98±0.30 6.83±0.22 8.68±1.89
DYNC -17.36625 64.79062 -7.57±0.20 8.79±0.57 17.74±0.96
DYNG -16.65177 65.05631 -8.39±0.17 6.11±0.20 4.12±0.44
EILI -16.58021 65.80050 -4.05±0.23 0.18±0.20 5.92±1.76
FADA -16.02401 64.94760 1.82±0.15 4.84±0.23 19.52±1.42
FJAL -17.03292 65.01124 -7.69±0.26 9.35±0.28 10.95±1.57
FJOC -18.00605 64.87493 -14.57±0.20 11.65±0.23 22.86±0.84
FTEY -17.84792 66.16032 -13.22±0.13 5.66±0.11 -1.08±0.28
GAES -16.84489 65.79325 -7.69±0.32 0.42±0.21 1.78±1.92
GAKE -16.76466 66.07809 -6.27±0.15 4.71±0.19 0.22±0.78
GEIF -17.25134 65.79112 -16.85±0.15 6.76±0.05 -0.19±1.11
GJAV -16.72193 65.84549 -7.83±0.36 0.85±0.07 1.26±1.97
GMEY -18.01901 66.53897 -10.37±0.25 2.75±0.12 -4.25±0.25
GRAE -17.01681 65.52242 -12.69±0.15 8.60±0.31 3.23±1.15
GRAF -16.09005 65.28706 0.28±0.10 2.37±0.24 7.02±0.76
GRAN -17.57861 65.91866 -17.22±0.28 6.42±0.08 0.27±0.23
GRJO -16.65221 65.84671 -4.99±0.27 -0.14±0.22 1.80±1.59
GRUN -15.53917 65.22813 1.18±0.13 2.42±0.51 9.25±1.56
HAHV -15.80896 64.94877 2.12±0.20 3.58±0.35 14.70±0.60
HAMH -17.05957 65.85531 -14.18±0.38 7.50±0.33 -0.67±0.74
HAST -16.44621 65.92881 -0.67±0.46 1.58±0.55 2.83±2.06
HATT -16.01110 64.92373 2.33±0.28 5.18±0.32 19.07±1.67
HAUC -18.34482 64.71148 -15.34±0.16 8.20±0.27 30.38±0.40
HEBD -16.39670 65.18150 -4.85±0.22 4.87±0.24 4.38±1.35
HEBL -16.20979 65.18001 -0.26±0.27 3.21±0.13 9.12±1.46
HEDI -17.30945 66.08072 -13.33±0.19 4.96±0.11 0.80±0.60
HEFL -16.31717 65.33407 -3.05±0.12 2.96±0.16 6.02±0.13
HEID -14.54095 65.38084 1.05±0.10 0.67±0.09 2.08±0.40
HEIL -16.78246 65.45912 -10.81±0.33 8.02±0.06 5.22±0.36
HELL -17.04041 65.96203 -12.46±0.32 3.14±0.52 -4.26±2.33
HITR -16.98710 65.86977 -14.38±0.26 6.31±0.32 -6.42±1.48
HOTJ -17.24426 66.16166 -11.19±0.11 4.35±0.18 -2.15±0.49
HOTT -16.52408 65.04866 -4.27±0.29 6.62±0.49 8.39±0.64
HOVA -17.14862 65.96841 -14.01±0.36 3.90±0.09 -2.20±1.30
HRHA -16.74253 65.80183 -9.18±0.38 0.36±0.50 2.69±1.72
HRIM -16.92398 64.95041 -6.91±0.20 11.03±0.35 16.09±1.33
HRUT -16.67576 65.15561 -7.23±0.21 5.33±0.37 0.07±2.53
HSHO -16.84595 65.72801 -5.94±0.58 2.22±0.04 2.71±0.92
HVAF -16.71244 65.30781 -10.12±0.26 5.98±0.19 5.64±1.63
HVAN -16.38567 64.80638 1.89±0.16 3.98±0.27 23.94±0.90
HVIT -16.77528 65.69022 -8.29±0.25 6.65±0.28 -8.55±1.05
INTA -15.78280 64.94001 2.42±0.09 3.15±0.09 15.60±0.42
ISHO -17.40961 65.21642 -13.40±0.36 9.02±0.07 7.83±0.77
KARV -15.83951 64.93342 2.40±0.21 3.61±0.25 19.98±1.21
KEDY -16.48181 65.35043 -5.44±0.16 3.46±0.42 4.67±1.40
KIDC -17.94243 65.01922 -14.71±0.14 11.02±0.14 16.73±0.80
KOLL -16.57192 65.28781 -6.71±0.18 4.87±0.37 2.67±0.47
KOSK -16.44343 66.30325 -2.43±0.06 -0.96±0.12 0.24±0.24
KRAC -16.77491 65.69450 -7.63±0.13 6.66±0.14 -5.45±0.56

Site Lon.[◦E] Lat.[◦N] East[mm/yr] North[mm/yr] Up[mm/yr]
KRBR -16.17161 65.09499 0.49±0.26 3.72±0.18 10.08±0.64
KRET -16.27801 64.94254 1.68±0.35 4.83±0.29 17.06±0.62
KRME -16.15975 65.47078 0.40±0.28 1.75±0.15 4.25±0.99
KVEF -16.68889 64.67411 -0.12±0.20 6.13±0.32 29.50±0.47
KVER -16.65192 64.74536 0.49±0.18 5.03±0.31 26.40±1.69
KVIH -16.96151 65.82058 -12.26±0.49 4.19±0.41 -0.53±5.84
KVIS -17.27171 66.10075 -12.74±0.16 4.50±0.09 -0.05±0.31
L699 -16.79194 65.65019 -10.61±0.37 7.03±0.75 -7.95±1.79
LIND -16.31107 64.88165 1.96±0.14 4.82±0.14 20.20±0.73
LOKA -16.81945 65.15717 -7.02±0.21 5.47±0.60 3.99±1.30
LV20 -16.84492 65.63282 -10.48±0.07 8.78±0.56 -11.09±0.81
MASK -16.76625 65.04674 -7.17±0.17 7.08±0.37 -13.54±1.68
MIDA -16.57580 65.89175 -2.92±0.36 1.51±0.24 3.67±0.63
MILL -16.37496 65.07069 -1.70±0.32 5.54±0.13 14.09±2.34
MOFL -16.66674 64.98397 -4.64±0.18 9.53±0.21 10.28±1.21
MULA -16.89501 65.63982 -8.01±0.18 7.65±0.33 -3.62±1.46
MYNN -15.90404 65.18685 0.82±0.23 2.64±0.17 10.33±0.67
MYVA -16.89135 65.64232 -7.27±0.11 6.55±0.13 -1.14±0.48
MYVN -16.93480 65.65405 -8.49±0.23 5.92±0.30 -1.62±2.32
NAUT -16.56409 65.02092 -3.52±0.17 7.31±0.48 12.02±0.61
NOME -16.34167 65.77323 0.36±0.36 -0.33±0.28 3.42±1.74
NOMO -16.69328 65.87919 -4.78±0.51 1.54±0.14 6.43±0.71
OLAF -16.78288 65.04239 -1.98±0.26 11.06±0.38 -11.95±1.41
RAHO -16.77623 65.70951 -5.36±0.37 5.17±0.34 -5.26±3.03
RAND -16.99340 65.79436 -13.84±0.48 4.59±0.44 -1.60±1.96
RANI -16.45215 64.85162 0.88±0.13 4.86±0.24 23.46±0.87
RAUD -16.69323 65.06824 -10.27±0.28 5.70±0.40 0.63±0.78
RAUH -16.97372 65.95851 -11.68±0.99 3.11±0.47 -0.98±1.69
RHOF -15.94671 66.46112 -1.02±0.11 -0.64±0.10 -0.20±0.40
RIFN -16.38797 64.92456 0.89±0.26 5.66±0.12 18.67±0.92
RODG -16.86961 64.98289 -5.49±0.15 11.85±0.16 8.92±2.37
SAMU -16.73380 65.76332 -9.16±0.30 1.45±0.15 1.72±0.92
SANF -16.82017 65.86989 -7.05±0.39 2.05±0.19 4.94±1.60
SAUD -15.88371 64.89840 2.85±0.08 4.01±0.06 17.94±0.33
SAVI -17.37610 65.99319 -16.53±0.32 6.27±0.14 0.70±0.28
SELL -17.03146 65.35105 -13.44±0.21 8.71±0.13 7.07±0.20
SIFJ -18.89935 66.13804 -16.72±0.11 4.66±0.09 -2.65±0.29
SIGH -16.58373 65.41098 -7.02±0.25 4.52±0.09 4.48±0.54
SJUK -17.33982 66.04892 -13.51±0.33 5.82±0.36 -3.07±0.60
SKHO -17.01884 65.90973 -13.18±0.17 3.51±0.32 -1.21±3.11
SKIL -16.96677 65.92666 -13.30±0.38 3.58±0.57 -7.32±1.33
SKRO -18.37820 64.55683 -15.44±0.26 4.87±0.11 33.04±0.40
STAM -16.80889 64.99727 -5.31±0.22 13.89±0.31 7.00±0.86
STOK -16.84053 65.76134 -7.91±0.28 2.39±0.11 5.75±3.25
SVAD -16.57164 65.12018 -7.32±0.20 6.06±0.59 7.67±3.30
TABR -16.52379 65.58049 -4.76±0.18 2.84±0.08 2.33±0.08
TANN -16.75628 65.08128 -7.38±0.52 2.41±0.45 -13.76±0.76
TH17 -16.96485 65.89834 -14.16±0.31 3.79±0.37 -11.35±0.88
THER -16.96364 65.88470 -12.19±0.52 4.51±0.19 0.67±0.94
THOR -16.67507 64.93335 -3.21±0.26 8.03±0.19 18.16±2.26
THRC -17.01134 65.89677 -13.19±0.11 4.95±0.12 -3.58±1.06
TOGL -16.31181 65.11013 -1.63±0.18 4.74±0.29 9.19±0.93
TR12 -16.93304 65.88398 -13.98±0.80 6.61±0.98 -0.78±4.66
TR32 -16.84322 65.79558 -8.65±0.11 0.70±0.32 -2.00±3.78
TR34 -16.92597 65.79237 -12.17±0.44 2.27±0.39 -3.35±5.08
TR39 -16.83778 65.83696 -9.33±0.30 1.94±0.85 0.99±3.12
UPP1 -16.27194 65.06244 -0.63±0.28 4.57±0.31 12.94±1.06
UPP2 -16.30650 65.02923 -0.03±0.21 4.85±0.50 10.48±1.13
UPP3 -16.25612 64.99465 1.34±0.27 4.63±0.28 18.09±1.19
UPP4 -16.18150 65.03244 1.91±0.23 3.90±0.34 11.86±1.39
VATN -16.81559 65.01372 -3.98±0.19 15.13±0.27 4.67±3.49
VEGG -16.30457 65.37539 -1.65±0.18 1.82±0.11 8.79±0.70
VIKD -15.95077 65.07123 1.78±0.31 3.30±0.13 12.42±0.82
VIKR -16.72405 65.06827 -10.59±0.72 3.66±0.12 0.36±2.64
VITI -16.75818 65.72252 -8.65±0.32 -0.04±0.36 -3.82±1.42
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Table S2. Cumulative contribution of each part of the model. WRMS are indicated in mm/yr.

Percentage indicates how much of the WRMS is explained by the model (1−WRMSmodel/WRMSdata).

Only Askja, Leirhnjúkur, Leirbotnar, and Bjarnarblag Mogi sources of pressure were considered in this

model (parameters in Table 2 of main text).
East North Up

Model WRMS % WRMS % WRMS %
Data 8.39 0 5.23 0 7.77 0
+GIA 8.60 -2.5 3.74 28.5 5.08 34.6
+Plate spreading 1.83 78.2 1.61 69.2 5.08 34.6
+Mogi sources 1.50 82.1 1.23 76.5 4.49 42.2
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Figure S1. Inferred location (A) and locking depth (B) of the plate boundary, based on different

plate velocity models. Each colored line is composed of points derived from the best-fitting plate

spreading segment using 20 GPS sites and given plate spreading parameters: AK-RH (red), NUVEL-

1A (yellow), MORVEL2010 (green) and GEODVEL2010 (blue). Each gray line shows the best fitting

plate spreading axis using 10 (dotted line), 30 (short-dashed line), and 40 (long-dashed line) GPS sites

and the AK-RH plate spreading parameters. Red-shaded area shows 95% confidence interval for the

AK-RH model using 20 sites at time. Background: glacier (white area), calderas (comb lines), central

volcanoes (dashed lines), fissure swarms (gray area).
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Figure S2. Horizontal velocities for A) Mogi sources, B) GIA models, C) plate spreading, D) GPS

measurements, E) all model components (A,B,C), and F) residuals. Model items shown include plate

spreading segments (green lines) and Mogi sources (blue circles). Background similar as Fig. 10 in

main text.
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Abstract

The Krafla volcanic system has geothermal areas within the Krafla caldera and at Bjarnarflag

in the Krafla fissure swarm, 9-km south of the Krafla caldera. Arrays of boreholes extract

geothermal fluids for power plants in both areas. We collected and analyzed InSAR, GPS,

and leveling data spanning 1993-2015 in order to investigate crustal deformation in these

areas. The volcanic zone hosting the geothermal areas is also subject to large scale regional

deformation processes, including plate spreading and deflation of the Krafla volcanic sys-

tem. These deformation processes have to be taken into account in order to isolate the

geothermal deformation signal. Plate spreading produces the largest horizontal displace-

ments, but the regional deformation pattern also suggests readjustment of the Krafla sys-

tem at depth after the 1975-1984 Krafla rifting episode. Observed deformation can be fit

by an inflation source at about 20 km depth north of Krafla and a deflation source at similar

depth directly below the Krafla caldera. Deflation signal along the fissure swarm can be re-

produced by a 1-km wide sill at 4 km depth closing by 2-4 cm per year. These sources are

considered to approximate the combined effects of vertical deformation associated with

plate spreading and post-rifting response. Local deformation at the geothermal areas is

well resolved in addition to these signals. InSAR shows that deformation at Bjarnarflag is

elongated along the direction of the Krafla fissure swarm (∼4 km by ∼2 km) while it is cir-

cular at Krafla (∼5 km diameter). Rates of deflation at Krafla and Bjarnarflag geothermal

areas have been relatively steady. In each case, an average volume decrease of less than

10−5 m3/yr is found at sources located at ∼1.5 km depth, when interpreted by a spheri-

∗Corresponding author
Email addresses: vjp1@hi.is (Vincent Drouin), fs@hi.is (Freysteinn Sigmundsson)
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cal point source of pressure. This volume change represents about 4x10−6 of the volume

of geothermal fluid extracted per year at each areas, indicating important renewal of the

geothermal reservoir by water flow.

Keywords:

InSAR, geothermal system, power plant

1. Introduction

Geothermal energy accounted for 29%, ∼665 MW, of the annual energy generation of

Iceland in 2014 (Statistics Iceland, 2016). Extraction of geothermal fluids can generate

subsidence in the surroundings of power plants as conditions in geothermal reservoirs are

modified. Here we study the ground deformation at two geothermal areas within the Krafla

volcanic system, NE Iceland, where two power plants are operated.

There is a growing interest in geothermal energy due to its renewability (Axelsson

et al., 2015). The rechargeability of a geothermal reservoir depends on the influx of ground

water from surrounding areas and the influx of heat to the reservoir. In a fully sustainable

production scenario the volume of geothermal fluid extracted by the power plant is in bal-

ance with the influx of water and heat. If the volume of geothermal fluid extracted exceeds

the rechargeability of the geothermal reservoir, the reservoir may become depleted. Lack

of complete recharge of geothermal reservoirs during utilization can results in ground sub-

sidence. Subsidence ’bowls’ may form around arrays of utilized boreholes (e.g., Hole

et al., 2007; Keiding et al., 2010) and can extend along faults (e.g., Ali et al., 2016). In

extreme cases in sedimentary settings, the cumulative subsidence can exceed 10 m after

long periods of utilization (Bromley et al., 2013).

The Krafla volcanic system (Fig. 1) is one of the main volcanic systems in the North-

ern Volcanic Zone (NVZ) of Iceland (Sæmundsson, 1974; Hjartardóttir et al., 2015). It

has a central volcano with a 9 x 7 km caldera bordered by ryholithic domes. Its fissure

swarm, the surface expression of rifting with repeated dike intrusions, extends 40 km to

the south and 50 km to north from the center of the caldera (Hjartardóttir et al., 2012). The

Krafla volcanic system has two known extended periods of high eruptive activity during

the Holocene (Sæmundsson, 1991). The current period started around 2600–2800 years

BP. Prior to it, the eruptive activity was concentrated in the Fremrinámar volcanic system,

whose central volcano lies 35 km south of Krafla caldera.

Two rifting events are known to have taken place in the Krafla volcanic system in

2
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historical times (last 1100 years): the 1724–29 Mývatn Fires (Thoroddsen, 1907–1915)

and the 1975-84 Krafla Fires (Einarsson, 1991; Buck et al., 2006). During the latter, at

least 20 dikes were intruded, with nine resulting in fissure eruptions. Dikes were intruded

20 km to the south and 60 km to the north of a shallow magma chamber under the Krafla

caldera. The pressure center of the chamber inferred from inflation/deflation patterns is

near Mt. Leirhnjúkur in the center of the caldera. All the eruptive activity took place

within and to the north of the caldera. The maximum cumulative opening due to diking

was 8-9 m, north of the caldera (Tryggvason, 1984). Gradual uplift of the Leirhnjúkur

area continued until 1989, five years after the last eruption, due to pressure increase in

the shallow magma chamber. The area then began to subside, at an average rate of ∼5

cm/yr from 1989 to 1992. The subsidence rate has decayed exponentially since, with

the estimated subsidence rate lower than 3 mm/yr in 2006 (Sturkell et al., 2008). After

1995, the maximum rate of subsidence shifted from directly above the shallow magma

chamber, towards the array of boreholes in the Leirbotnar area within the Krafla caldera

(Fig. 1). Subsidence has also been observed around the array of boreholes at Bjarnarflag

geothermal area (Sturkell et al., 2008).

There are a number of other large scale deformation signals influencing in the Krafla re-

gion, most importantly the plate spreading across the NVZ. According to the MORVEL2010

plate-motion model, the North-American plate and the Eurasian plate separate at the rate

of about 18 mm/yr in a direction N104.5◦E (DeMets et al., 2010). A similar rate is in-

ferred from GPS observations (Drouin et al., 2016b). Additionally, a broad uplift pattern

has been detected north and north-east of Krafla. Candidate explanations include magma

accumulation near the crust/mantle boundary (de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2004; Metzger

and Jónsson, 2014) and/or post-rifting relaxation (Ali et al., 2014). Inflation occurred in

2007-2008 in the Þeistareykir central volcano (20 km NW of Krafla) suggesting magma

intrusion (Metzger et al., 2012). Glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) caused by retreat of

ice caps in Iceland since ∼1890 is also influencing the area (Árnadóttir et al., 2009; Auriac

et al., 2014; Compton et al., 2015; Drouin et al., 2016b). However, the GIA contribution in

the Krafla area is on the order of a few mm/yr in the vertical and less than 1 mm/yr in the

horizontal (Drouin et al., 2016b). In addition to these sources, deflation along the Krafla

fissure swarm has been identified from geodetic observations (Sigmundsson et al., 1997;

Metzger and Jónsson, 2014).

There are two main geothermal fields in the Krafla volcanic system: one near the center
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of the Krafla caldera, the another 9 km south, at Námafjall (Fig. 1). Landsvirkjun, the

national power company of Iceland, operates a geothermal power plant in both geothermal

fields. The main one, located in the Krafla caldera, began its operation in 1977 with an

initial production of 30 MW. Most of the boreholes used by the Krafla power plant are

located in the Leirbotnar area within the caldera (Fig. 1), later referred to as the Krafla

geothermal area. In 1996 a second turbine was installed, with the power plant reaching its

nominal capacity of 60 MW in 1997. Its main purpose is to provide electricity for towns

in north-east Iceland. The other power plant is located at Bjarnarflag, on the west flank

of the Námafjall volcanic ridge. Its operation began in 1969 and has an installed capacity

limited at 3 MW. It is mainly used to provide hot water to the town of Reykjahlíð and a

nearby geothermal pool. Both power plants have been continuously operating since they

entered production, even during the 1975-1984 Krafla rifting episode.

Water and steam extraction rate has been fairly stable at the Bjarnarflag power plant

since 1977, with an average of 2500-3500 kT (kilotons) per year (Fig. 2). At the Krafla

power plant, water extraction rate doubled after 1995 to supply the second turbine. Since

2000, on average 9000 kT of water and steam have been extracted per year. Re-injection

of water started in 1999, and the rate of injection has been increasing with time. In 2014,

it was more than 4000 kT per year.

2. Geodetic data

In 1938, a triangulation network was set up across the NVZ centered at Krafla volcano

to test Wegener’s continental drift hypothesis (Niemczyk, 1943; Tryggvason, 1984). The

100 km long network was not measured again until 1965, using electronic distance mea-

surements (EDM) and triangulation, and repeated every few years for the next two decades

together with observations along leveling profiles (Gerke, 1974; Wendt et al., 1985). Dur-

ing the Krafla rifting episode 1975-84, terrestrial geodesy techniques (leveling, theodolite

and electronic distance measurements, tiltmeters) were extensively used for measuring the

ground deformation (Tryggvason, 1984). New space geodesy techniques were introduced

early in the region: Global Positioning System (GPS) geodesy in the late 1980’s (Foul-

ger et al., 1992; Heki et al., 1993) and interferometric analysis of synthetic aperture radar

images (InSAR) from satellites in the early 1990’s (Sigmundsson et al., 1997). Since

the 1990’s, GPS and InSAR measurements have been favored over the historical terres-

trial geodetic techniques. The geodetic dataset for the period 1993-2015 consists mostly
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of repeated GPS measurements and SAR acquisitions, as well as some leveling surveys.

With the exception of continuous GPS stations that log data all year around, measure-

ments reported here were acquired during the summer months, from the end of June to

mid-September. Geodetic observations acquired at the same time of the year mitigate the

influence of the seasonal deformation cycle in Iceland on time series analysis of the var-

ious datasets (Grapenthin et al., 2006; Drouin et al., 2016a). In the following, data time

intervals refer to intervals from summer to summer (e.g., 1993-2003 should be interpreted

as summer 1993 to summer 2003).

2.1. Leveling

Following the Krafla rifting episode 1975-84, leveling surveys were conducted to mon-

itor the Krafla and Bjarnarflag geothermal areas in 1989, 1995, 2000, 2005 (Sturkell et al.,

2008), and 2010 (Theodórsson and Búi, 2011). Measurements concentrate on six main lev-

eling lines across the Bjarnarflag geothermal area and Krafla caldera, all linked together.

Leveling benchmarks are spaced between 250 and 2000 meters from each other. Here we

use the data from 1995, 2000, 2005, and 2010 provided by Landsvirkjun.

Average vertical velocities are obtained by differentiating the height measurements at

each site between two surveys and dividing them by the time separation between the two

measurements. Leveling velocities are relative by nature; one station in the network is used

as a reference. Under the condition that the difference between the geoid and the ellipsoid

is uniform over the area of interest, GPS vertical velocities known at some of the stations

can be used to reference the entire network to a global frame. The 1995 to 2005 and 2005

to 2010 velocities inferred from leveling are showin in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Local

subsidence of about 5-7 mm/yr is observed at both Krafla and Bjarnarflag geothermal areas

when compared to their surroundings.

2.2. GPS

The first Iceland country-wide GPS survey was conducted in 1986 and included a few

sites near Krafla (Foulger et al., 1993). Large-scale GPS surveys of the NVZ began in

1987 for monitoring tectonic displacements and other deformation processes (Jahn et al.,

1990). Additional surveys were conducted in the NVZ in 1990 and 1992 to study post-

rifting relaxation after the Krafla rifting episode (Foulger et al., 1992; Heki et al., 1993;

Hofton and Foulger, 1996). From 1992, surveys were conducted in the area every few
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years until 2002. Since then, the area has been measured on a yearly basis, although

only with sparse observations until 2012. An extensive gravimetry survey was conducted

by ISOR, the Icelandic Geosurvey in 2012. The University of Iceland carried out the

precise GPS geodetic measurements at the gravity sites. In the following years, dense

GPS measurements were acquired by University of Iceland in collaboration with the Delft

University of Technology, Netherlands.

Within the Krafla caldera, the GPS sites HVIT, RAHO, and VITI have been measured

the most regularly for the longest time (see Fig. 1 for location). The oldest and closest

site to the Bjarnarflag geothermal area is NAMA, located on Mt. Námafjall. It has been

measured sporadically since 1986. The near-surroundings of the Bjarnarflag power plant

only started to be monitored with GPS in detail in summer 2012, but have been measured

every summer since.

The first continuous GPS station in the Krafla region, MYVA, was installed in 2006 in

the village of Reykjahlíð, SW of Krafla. It is operated by the Bavarian Academy of Sci-

ences and Humanities (Germany) in collaboration with Landmælingar Íslands (National

Land Survey of Iceland). Two additional continuous GPS stations were installed by the

University of Iceland in collaboration with the Landsvirkjun power company in 2011 and

2012: KRAC (next to Krafla power plant) and BJAC (south of the Bjarnarflag area).

GPS data from over 80 GPS sites in the Krafla area have been analyzed at University

of Iceland using GAMIT/GLOBK 10.6. Sites positions were evaluated in the ITRF2008

reference frame using over 100 worldwide reference stations in a similar manner as de-

scribed by Drouin et al. (2016b). The resulting time series cover the time period from

summer 2002 to summer 2015. The time series were then analyzed with the Tsview soft-

ware (Herring and McClusky, 2009) to derive velocities with realistic uncertainties at each

GPS site. Using this approach, we derived three-dimensional displacement velocities at

each site measured at least twice during the chosen time intervals. Velocities are refer-

enced to the stable Eurasian plate and show a clear westward motion of about 10 mm/yr

as well as subsidence for all sites in the Krafla volcanic system (see Figs. 5 and 6).

2.3. InSAR

The Northern Volcanic Zone of Iceland is well suited for InSAR measurements as

vegetation there is sparse or non-existent. However, the area is usually covered with snow

from fall to late spring. Thus only images acquired in July, August, and September have
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good enough coherence to be used for interferometric analysis.

SAR images began to be acquired over North Iceland in 1992 by the ERS-1 satel-

lite mission. Images over the Krafla volcanic system were first used by Sigmundsson

et al. (1997) to observe magma chamber deflation and post-rifting deformation processes.

Since then many SAR satellite missions have acquired data over the area. Here we have

use images from ERS, Envisat (Envi), TerraSAR-X (TSX), and Radarsat-2 (RS2) mis-

sions. Most of the images were granted by the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites

(CEOS) through the Icelandic Volcanoes Supersite project, following the nomination of

Iceland as a Permanent Geohazard Supersite in 2013 (FUTUREVOLC, 2016).

InSAR measures one-dimensional ground displacement in the line-of-sight (LOS) of

the satellite, i.e. along the ground-satellite direction. Satellite tracks are categorized in

ascending tracks (satellite approaching the North Pole region, following approximately a

south-north direction) or descending tracks (satellite approaching the South Pole region,

following approximately a north-south direction). SAR instruments on board satellites

can be right-looking (images acquired on the right of the satellite direction) or left-looking

(images are acquired on the left of the satellite direction). All tracks analyzed here are

right-looking. Five tracks are descending (ERS T9, T52, T281; Envisat T230; TerraSAR-

X T49) and four ascending (Envisat T281; TerraSAR-X T56, T147; Radarsat-2). In ad-

dition to the track and look direction, the look angle (angle from the vertical) at which

the images are acquired will determine the LOS. All satellites have almost north-south

tracks in Iceland, which makes InSAR fairly insensitive to deformation in the north direc-

tion. A satellite acquiring images with a small look angle will be mostly sensitive to the

vertical motion while acquisitions with a large look angle will sense more the horizontal

E-W motion. It is beneficial to have both ascending and descending tracks covering the

same area, as the contribution of displacements along the east-west direction to the LOS

displacements will be reversed.

Data from each InSAR track were processed with the StaMPS software using the per-

manent scatters (PS) and small baseline combined processing (Hooper, 2008). With the

exception of TSX track T49 and T56, all tracks were cropped to our area of interest to

keep the processing time reasonable. Topographic effects were corrected using a digital

elevation model (DEM) provided by DLR, the German Space Agency. This DEM is a

preliminary product from the TanDEM-X mission and has a spatial resolution of 12 m and

a vertical precision of less than 10 m.
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For each time series, we obtained images of the LOS displacements for the satellite

acquisitions included in the processing. An average LOS velocity field was also derived

for each time series.

2.4. Time intervals

In order to make best use of our data and investigate possible temporal variation in the

deformation field, we divided our dataset into four time intervals: 1993-2003, 2004-2010,

2009-2014, and 2012-2015. These time intervals were mainly chosen according to the

time spanned by the various InSAR satellites (see Fig. 2). Table 1 gives an overview of

the data for each of the time intervals.

Figures 3 to 6 give an overview of the observed ground deformation and the geothermal

fluid utilization for each time interval. Profiles across the InSAR velocity fields reveal a 5-

km wide subsidence signal in Krafla and 2-km wide subsidence signal in Bjarnarflag when

compared to the area in between (Figs. 3 to 6). The InSAR velocity fields also show that

the local deformation pattern appears to be circular at Krafla while it is elongated along

the fissure swarm at Bjarnarflag.

The 1993-2003 and 2009-2014 time intervals have the best InSAR time series: over

10 images, which are fairly well distributed over long time periods. Other time intervals

have less than 10 images per time series, which are poorly distributed over the time period

(2004-2010) or spanning a short time interval (2012-2015). The 2012-2015 time interval

has the most extensive GPS dataset. However, the 2009-2014 time interval covers a longer

time and has thus longer time series, which gives more reliable velocities. Too few GPS

measurements were conducted in the 2004-2010 time interval to contribute significantly

to the deformation observation dataset. Leveling observations cover only the 1993-2003

and 2004-2010 time intervals. Both datasets are believed to be of equal quality. Overall

the 1993-2003 and 2009-2014 time intervals have better deformation datasets than the

2004-2010 and 2012-2015 time intervals.

2.5. Areas of high deformation gradient

Average LOS velocity fields derived from InSAR time series provide a good coverage

of the deforming areas. We search for areas of high deformation gradients by applying the

following formula on each of the inferred LOS average velocity fields:

S =
√
(δLOS/δE)2 +(δLOS/δN)2
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The gradient magnitude S is obtained by taking the derivative of the LOS velocity field

along East and North directions using GMT routine grdmath (Wessel and Smith, 1998). To

minimize noise and emphasize the fast deforming areas, all LOS velocity fields were also

stacked together before calculating the gradient magnitude (Fig. 7). Gaps in the velocity

fields were filled using Delaunay triangulation.

Steep topography feature are sources of error during InSAR processing because they

cause layovers and shadows in the SAR images. Thus high gradient magnitude near steep

topography may be an error rather than an indication of fast deforming area. On the other

hand, high gradient magnitude on relatively flat areas can be considered good indicator of

areas with high deformation gradients.

We infer a few areas of reliable high gradients: around Leirhnjúkur, north of the Krafla

geothermal field, west of Hvíthólar, and west of Bjarnarflag geothermal field (Fig. 7).

In Krafla, high InSAR gradients concentrate along the eruptive vents of the Krafla rift-

ing episode but also east of them, across Leirbotnar. In Bjarnarflag, the high gradients

area outlines an elongated high deformation area 600-800 meters west of the power plant.

Although it follows the general direction given by the fissure swarm, no surface fault is

directly associated with this high InSAR gradient area.

3. Model

In order to study the deformation due to local processes at Krafla and Bjarnarflag

geothermal areas, there is need to isolate the deformation signal from the more regional

deformation due to plate spreading and other long wavelength deformation processes.

3.1. Regional deformation in the Krafla volcanic system

The Krafla volcanic system is subject to large-scale deformation sources in addition to

deformation related to the shallow Krafla magma chamber and local geothermal processes.

The regional horizontal displacement field is dominated by spreading across the divergent

plate boundary in North Iceland. The geothermal areas are located close to the present

central axis of the plate spreading in the Northern Volcanic Zone (Drouin et al., 2016b).

It has been suggested that the observed regional deformation pattern reflects a combi-

nation of plate spreading and deep magma accumulation near the crust/mantle boundary

(de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2004; Metzger and Jónsson, 2014). An alternate model by
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Ali et al. (2014) suggests post-rifting relaxation signal instead of deep magma accumula-

tion to explain the observations. These studies constrain their model using GPS velocities

and/or InSAR time series only from a descending satellite track.

Here, we use TSX T49 descending track, TSX T56 ascending track, and GPS veloci-

ties, all spanning 2009-2014, to constrain the long wavelength deformation patterns. We

compared this dataset to the model by Metzger and Jónsson (2014). It includes a back-

slip plate spreading model, centered on the Krafla fissure swarm, and a deep Mogi point

pressure source (Mogi, 1958) north of Krafla. Although having a spreading segment axis

aligned along the Krafla fissure swarm (as suggested by previous studies) provides a fairly

good fit to our GPS data and descending InSAR data, it doesn’t explain well the ascending

InSAR data. Furthermore, using horizontal GPS velocities, Drouin et al. (2016b) infer that

the plate spreading central axis doesn’t appear to follow the direction given by the Krafla

fissure swarm south of the caldera.

An elongated deflation signal along the fissure swarm is clearly observed in the InSAR

time series. Here, we propose that this elongated signal reflects a combination of stretching

of the plate boundary across a weak zone of the Krafla fissure swarm (structural weakness)

and readjustment of the fissure swarm after the Krafla Fires, both by thermal processes

as well as stress relaxation. The repeated dike intrusions during the 1975-1984 rifting

episode may have opened fractures, thus allowing more water to enter deep into the fissure

swarm, resulting in increased thermal cooling of the surrounding rocks. Stress relaxation

following the Krafla rifting episode and plate spreading across a crustal weakness zone

(recently activated fissure swarm) could also contribute to this subsidence signal along the

Krafla fissure swam.

We implement an inversion process to put constraints on the sources causing these de-

formation processes (parameters are shown in Table 2). Secular plate spreading is modeled

as by Drouin et al. (2016b). Local deformation signals due to the Krafla magma chamber

and the Krafla and Bjarnarflag geothermal sources are modeled as by Sturkell et al. (2008),

considering three separate point sources of pressure, fixing their locations. We included

a deep point source of pressure increase in the same location and depth as Metzger and

Jónsson (2014) but searched for its best fitting volume change. Furthermore, we place a

deep point source of pressure decrease under the Krafla caldera in the location suggested

by Drouin et al. (2016b) and search for its best fitting volume change. This two deep

sources setup explains well the observed northward horizontal displacements in our study
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area and may indicate readjustments at depth following the Krafla rifting episode. The

subsidence and contraction along the Krafla fissure swarm is modeled as a single horizon-

tal contracting sill (Okada, 1992). The length and direction of the dislocation is inferred

from the zone where dikes were intruded during the Krafla rifting episode (Tryggvason,

1984). Its depth, width, and closing rate are kept free. Figure 8 shows the location of the

sources utilized in the inversion as well as the results of the inversion. InSAR velocity

fields were resampled to a 0.01◦E by 0.005◦N grid prior to inversion to keep the compu-

tational time reasonable. We use a grid search approach to find the best fitting parameters

for the model by minimizing the weighted residual sum of squares, WRSS = (rT r), where

r = (vobs − vmod)/σ . The vobs are the observed GPS and InSAR LOS velocities, σ the as-

sociated data uncertainties and vmod the model predictions. . We allow for a constant offset

for each InSAR LOS velocity field and the Up component GPS velocity field. InSAR LOS

velocity fields have a relative reference and thus it is appropriate to consider an offset for

them before estimating the fit to the model. Vertical GPS velocities are absolute, but in

our model we didn’t account for the GIA signal, which generates uplift of few mm/yr in

the area (Drouin et al., 2016b). GIA can be accounted for by considering an offset for the

vertical GPS velocities in our modeling. Table 2 shows the results of the inversion. We

found that the contracting sill is located at about 3.3 km depth, is 0.6 km wide, and closes

at a rate of approximately 28 mm/yr for 2009-2014. On the surface, this model results in

about 10 mm/yr subsidence along segment of the Krafla fissure swarm that was active in

1975-1984. The constant offset for GPS vertical velocities is estimated 4.9 mm/yr, similar

to the uplift expected from the GIA in this area for the time period of our study (Drouin

et al., 2016b).

3.2. Geothermal areas

Here we focus on a smaller area to look for temporal variation of the deformation

(Figs. 3 to 6). We use inversion to infer changes in both the regional deformation sig-

nal and the deformation processes in the geothermal areas for each time interval. For

the regional deformation field, we looked for possible variations from our previous re-

sults over the Krafla volcanic system 2009-2014. We use the same model setup for the

regional sources as described previously (Table 2) but keep free the closing rate of the

sill, the volume change of the deep inflation, and the volume change of the deep defla-

tion. The smaller area of interest allows us to remove the plate spreading segments GOR3
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and HFF4 from the model, and to fix the locking depth of the plate spreading segments

Krafla and Fremrinamar to 7 km, the approximate value for this area according to Drouin

et al. (2016b) Fig. 9. The InSAR velocity fields were resampled to keep the computational

time reasonable and reduce the effects of correlation between the individual PS scatter-

ers. Points within 2 km from Bjarnarflag (16.85◦W, 65.64◦N) and 4.5 km from Krafla

(16.77◦W, 65.70◦N) were resampled to a 200 m grid while points outside were resampled

to a 400 m grid. Thus more points are considered in the areas over the main geothermal

deformation signal compared to the areas outside them. This is a simple method of In-

SAR data resampling, comparable to the other resampling method such as the quadtree

approach (Fukushima et al., 2005) that considers highest density of points in areas that

show the largest deformation signal. Each resampled InSAR point has the average LOS

velocity and location from all points included in the "pixel". The LOS standard deviation

is computed for each resampled point and this is considered the uncertainty of that point.

A minimum uncertainty of 0.1 mm/yr is fixed for points that have a still lower value re-

sulting from this approach. The standard deviation is then used to weight each InSAR

observation during the inversion process.

3.2.1. Simple model for geothermal sources

When modeling the local deformation signal at Krafla and Bjarnarflag, we initially

used source coordinates from Sturkell et al. (2008). The model includes three deflating

Mogi sources: at 1.5 km depth under Bjarnarflag geothermal area, at 1.5 km depth under

Leirbotnar geothermal area, and at 2.5 km depth under Leirhnjúkur (approximate loca-

tion of the pressure center of the shallow basaltic magma chamber under Krafla caldera).

We first used a grid search approach to find the best fitting parameters for the regional

deformation model (see previously) and the best fitting volume change for Leirhnjúkur,

Leirbotnar, and Bjarnarflag pressure source. In the second step, we fixed the three shallow

pressure sources and ran 1000 bootstrap inversions to determine a more accurate volume

change for the deep sources, the closing rate of the sill, and their uncertainties. Then we

fixed the regional deformation model and ran 1000 bootstrap inversions to determine more

accurately the volume change of the shallow pressure sources and their uncertainties. For

each bootstrap inversion, observations are resampled randomly within their 1-sigma un-

certainties and simulated annealing is used to determine the best fitting volume changes.

As previously, we allow for an offset for each InSAR velocity field and the leveling veloc-
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ities. The vertical GPS velocities are corrected for the 4.9 mm/yr offset corresponding to

the GIA uplift, the value found previously when inverting the regional deformation field.

Figure 9 and Table 3 give an overview of the results from this two step inversion.

Comparison between observations and best fitting models for each time interval are shown

in Figs. A.10 to A.13. The closing rate of the sill appears to diminish steadily with time

from 1993 to 2015. The strength of the deep inflation source also decays with time, and

is insignificant in the last time interval. The strength of the deflation of the deep source

below Krafla caldera is decaying with time with exception of the last interval.

In this model, there is almost no detectable deflation signal associated with the shal-

low magma chamber for the entire time period. Most of the deflation signal is being

accommodated by the closing sill and the geothermal sources. Leirbotnar has the largest

volume change of all the shallow sources for the 1993-2003 time interval. As it is close to

the Leirhnjúkur source, the Leirbotnar source may fit part of the volcanic deflation signal

which is expected for that time period. The model with two point sources at Leirbotnar

and Leirhnjúkur may thus not be able to properly map the relative volume changes of these

sources. A single Mogi source at 65.706◦N, 16.766◦W and a depth of 2.3+1.6
−1.1 km, and with

a volume change of -19+14
−6 x104 m3/yr provides an overall better fit to the observations. We

repeated the same inversion process as described earlier by replacing the Leirhnjúkur and

Leirbotnar sources with a single source at the best fit location and kept its volume change

free. Inversion results give very similar regional deformation parameters and Bjarnarflag

volume changes to the ones presented in Figure 9. The volume change of the single source

in Krafla is found to be about 4-6x104 m3/yr for the time intervals after 1993-2003.

3.2.2. Deformation based on extraction and injection of geothermal fluids

The extraction/injection data and the known location of each borehole provides an

opportunity to link the observed deformation with the volume of geothermal fluid ex-

tracted/injected at Krafla and Bjarnarflag. Instead of using a single Mogi source for each

of the geothermal areas as above, here we used the extraction and injection rates at each

of the boreholes to predict the deformation field. In this model, we include an array of

Mogi sources, with one Mogi source for each borehole utilized.To keep the model simple,

we assume the extraction/injection of geothermal fluid happens at the similar level in the

geothermal reservoir and thus choose to have the same depth for each of the Mogi sources.

In this approach, there is a Mogi source at each location where boreholes intersect the
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given depth. A total of 35 Mogi sources are considered, about 25 of them being concen-

trated in a 3 km by 2 km area in Leirbotnar. The volume change of each source is set

proportional to the water extracted/injected at the borehole it models.

We set up a grid search to find the depth and which proportion of the extracted/injected

volume best explains the surface deformation. Following trial and error, we consid-

ered a depth range from 500 m to 2500 m, in steps of 200 m, and a proportion of ex-

tracted/injected volume in the range from 0 to 30x10−6 in steps of 2x10−6. The volume

change of the pressure source below Leirhnjúkur was kept free to account for possible

changes in the magma chamber. We searched for the best depth and proportion for each

period at Krafla only, Bjarnarflag only, and both Krafla and Bjarnarflag simultaneously.

Results are very similar for Krafla only and for both Krafla and Bjarnarflag simultaneously.

For 1993-2003, the best depth is close to 2100 m and the best proportion is 30x10−6. For

other time intervals, the best depth is about 900-1300 m and the best proportion about

6-10x10−6. Results for Bjarnarflag only indicate a best depth a 2500 m (the search range

upper boundary) for each time period and a variable best fitting proportion.

Figures B.14 to B.17 shows results using a depth of 1000 m for Mogi sources and a

volume change equal to 8x10−6 of the extracted/injected geothermal fluids. The regional

deformation parameters and the Leirhnjúkur volume change were inverted for using the

same approach as in section 3.2.1. The regional deformation is very similar to previous

inversion results (Fig. B.18) and the Leirhnjúkur source appears to deflate only during

1993-2003.

4. Discussion

Observations and models confirm significant deformation due to geothermal processes

both in the Krafla and Bjarnarflag areas. Within our study period, the deformation rate

at Krafla was highest in the early 1990’s, but became relatively stable after around 2000

(InSAR time series in Fig. 3–6). This observation is also confirmed by inversion results

(Figs 9). In Bjarnarflag, observations (Figs. 3–6) indicate that the rate of deflation may

have increased somewhat during the study period. This trend is also visible in the inversion

results (Figs 9).

With the exception of the 1993-2003 time interval, the inferred volume changes are

similar for both the Krafla and Bjarnarflag geothermal areas (Fig. 9). However, more than

twice the amount of geothermal fluid was being extracted at Krafla since 2004 (Fig. 2).
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Re-injection of geothermal fluid at borehole KJ-26 in Leirbotnar became significant after

2003, which may explain the reduced deflation signal at Krafla. This could also indicate

a faster recharge (inflow of surrounding water) in the Krafla geothermal reservoir than in

the Bjarnarflag geothermal reservoir. Another explanation could be that the deflation of

the Bjarnarflag geothermal areas is increasing with time (Fig. 9) due to process other than

geothermal fluid extraction. A third explanation could relate to the fact that the shape

of the deforming area is different at Krafla and Bjarnarflag, but a similar point pressure

source model is used for both areas in the inversion process. This could also influence the

volume inversion results.

When using the information about geothermal fluid extraction/injection, we find a

greater depth and higher proportion for the first time interval (1993-2003) than for the

following time intervals. This could be caused by the model being unable to explain well

the geothermal deformation or may indicate that the model is trying to account for some

background volcanic deformation signal. This could also show the response of the Krafla

geothermal reservoir to the increase of geothermal fluid extraction by factor of two during

1993-2003. For Bjarnarflag, this model has a maximum of subsidence below the array

of boreholes while the observed maximum is located further to the west. In the case that

the observed deformation is solely the effect of geothermal extraction in Bjarnarflag, this

would imply a path for geothermal fluid to travel from beneath the high deformation area

to the array of boreholes.

The elongated pattern of contraction and subsidence along of the Krafla fissure swarm

could be caused by a combination of processes: i) thermal contraction along the Krafla

fissure swarm (Sigmundsson et al., 1997), ii) post-rifting adjustment (Ali et al., 2014),

and iii) local subsidence caused by plate spreading over a structural weakness in the crust

(Pedersen et al., 2009; Islam et al., 2016). The simple analytical models presented here

cannot differentiate between the possible contribution of each of these sources. This sig-

nal appears to slowly decay with time, consistent with expected behavior of post-rifting

adjustment and also eventually from a thermal contraction signal.

For 2009-2014, the best fitting closing rate along the fissure swarm inferred from the

regional deformation field (∼28 mm/yr, Table 2) is smaller than the best fitting closing

rate inferred from the local deformation field (∼41 mm/yr, Table 3). The difference be-

tween these two values indicates that additional contraction along the fissure swarm may

occur locally in the Krafla and Bjarnarflag areas. It can’t be excluded that part of this
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additional contraction signal along the fissure swarm would be influenced by geothermal

fluid extraction. Most of the fractures crossing the geothermal reservoir are expected to

follow the direction of the fissure swarm, and the geothermal fluid extraction is supposed

to occur along these fractures. Therefore part of the deflation signal might follow the

fissure swarm. However, no model is presented here to explore this possibility. A numeri-

cal modeling approach would be required (e.g., finite element modeling) to allow a lower

permeability along the fissure swarm than outside it.

Considering the volume of geothermal fluids extracted/injected, deformation at Krafla

power plant is fairly similar to a geothermal power plant located in Hellisheiði (SW Ice-

land). Hellisheiði power plant started to operate in 2006. The current subsidence rate

is about 20 mm/yr for an extraction rate of about 40 kT/yr and injection rate of about 20

kT/yr (Budzińska, 2014). This is about a 1 mm/yr of subsidence per kT/yr of net extraction

(extraction - injection) in the geothermal reservoir, close to what we observe in Krafla.

The approach we suggest here to define areas of high deformation gradients (Fig. 7) re-

veals that in addition to Leirhnjúkur, Leirbotnar, and the western boundary of Bjarnarflag,

there is a high deformation area west of Hvíthólar. No boreholes have been extracting or

injecting water in this area, and no activity was recorded there during the Krafla rifting

episode but it was difficult to access. The gradient of deformation in this area appears to

have decayed with time, making future ground studies less likely to provide information

about the deformation process taking place. Existing InSAR data is thus probably the best

source of information about this signal.

The model presented here provides a reasonably good fit to the observed deformation.

However, a few points would need to be address in further studies of the area. InSAR

residuals (Figs. A.10-A.13) show a similar pattern depending if the satellite track is as-

cending or descending. In ascending InSAR time series (Envi T230, TSX T56, TSX T147,

and RS2), residuals show a NE-SW gradient. In ascending InSAR time series (ERS T9,

T52, T281, Envi T281, TSX T49, there is a negative residuals area east of the central axis

of the fissure swarm. These residuals indicate that some deformation processes are not

properly accounted for in the current model. The deep inflation and the deep deflation

below the Krafla volcanic system explain the observations reasonably well, especially in

the North direction. However, this two sources model is likely to be a simplification of a

more complex regional deformation processes. Post-rifting relaxation is expected to have

generated observable deformation between 1993-2015 (Ali et al., 2014). The deep infla-
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tion and deflation model presented here could indicate magma migration at depth and/or

pressure re-equilibrium of the magma system after the intrusions occurring between 1975-

1984. A detailed numerical model of the 1975-1984 rifting episode and post-rifting signal,

considering variable material properties, would be required to validate these hypotheses.

There is an increasing demand for geothermal energy in Iceland. A new power plant

is under construction in Þeistareykir, 20 km NW of the Krafla caldera. It will have an

initial production capacity of 90 MW, and is designed for up to 200 MW. GPS and InSAR

have been acquired over the area for over 20 years, and plans are to monitor closely the

ground deformation when the new power plant enters in production. The GPS network

was densified in 2010 and a new continuous GPS station (THRC) was installed in the

region in 2011.

Finite element modeling, taking into account the topography, the rheology, and the

thermal structure in the Krafla area, as well as time-dependent processes, is warranted

for further study of the various deformation processes taking place in the area. How-

ever, deformation measurements alone are not sufficient to constrain all the parameters of

this model. Therefore, there is a need in further modeling to consider additional datasets

providing complementary constrains e.g., seismic tomography, MT, gravimetry surveys,

boreholes recordings, and petrology. Such model would be better suited to search for the

processes responsible for the deflation signal along the fissure swarm and if any part of

this signal could be caused by geothermal fluid extraction.

5. Conclusions

Leveling, GPS, and InSAR observations between 1993 and 2015 show that, in addition

to the complex regional deformation, local surface displacements occur at two geothermal

areas in the Krafla volcanic system. After discriminating between regional and geothermal

processes, we infer that geothermal processes cause subsidence in both areas at an average

rate 5 mm/yr. An elongated contraction and subsidence signal along the Krafla fissure

swarm indicates eventual thermal contraction, readjustment following the Krafla rifting

episode, and/or plate spreading over a weakness in the crust. Apart from the plate spread-

ing, the regional deformation field decays with time and thus may reflect a post-rifting

relaxation signal. There is no post-2003 evidence for significant pressure change in the

magma chamber below Leirhnjúkur which was active during the Krafla rifting episode. A

single Mogi source at each geothermal area appears to give similar results to a modeling
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approach using an array of Mogi sources (one source for each borehole). When using a

model with a Mogi source at each borehole, the ratio between the source volume change

and the actual geothermal fluid extracted volume is about 0.1–1x10−5 or less, and the

inferred depth of extraction is about 1 km.
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Table 1: Dataset for each time intervals. For 2004-2010 and 2009-2014 time intervals, only GPS sites with

at least 3 years between their first and last measurements during these time intervals were considered. For

2012-2015, only GPS sites with at least 2 years between their first and last measurements were considered.

1993-2004 2004-2010 2009-2014 2012-2015

GPS - 2004-2010 2009-2014 2012-2015

leveling 1995-2005 2005-2010 - -

InSAR ERS T9, T52, T281 Envi T230, T281 TSX T49, T56 TSX T147, RS2

Table 2: Best fitting model parameters of the regional deformation signal 2009-2014. Parameters indicated

with * were inverted for (see text). Full description of the spreading segment models and their parameters

are given in Drouin et al. (2016b).

Mogi sources Lon.[◦E] Lat.[◦N] Depth[km] ∆Volume[m3/yr]

Deepin f lation -16.730 65.832 21.5 6.0x106*

Deepde f lation -16.7975 65.7150 21.5 -9.0x106*

Leirhnjukur -16.7975 65.7150 2.5 -0.09x106

Leirbotnar -16.76718 65.70751 1.5 -0.04x106

Bjarnarflag -16.86294 65.63937 1.5 -0.04x106

Spreading segments Lon.[◦E] Lat.[◦N] Lon.[◦E] Lat.[◦N] Locking depth[km]

HFF4 -16.726 65.884 -17.349 66.047 6.3

GOR3 -16.726 65.884 -16.580 66.242 4.5

Krafla -16.798 65.70 -16.726 65.884 6

Fremirinamar -16.592 65.37 -16.798 65.70 8

Okada sill Lon.[◦E] Lat.[◦N] Lon.[◦E] Lat.[◦N] Depth[km] Width[km] Closing rate[mm/yr]

Fissure swarm -16.893 65.544 -16.549 66.190 3.3* 0.6* -28*

Table 3: Best fitting model parameters for each time intervals. Sources details are given in Table 2. The

search range used in inversion for each parameters is also indicated.

Sources Parameters Search range 1993-2004 2004-2010 2009-2014 2012-2015

Deepin f lation Volume change [x106 m3/yr] 0 to 40 29+7
−12 14+9

−7 6+6
−4 1+5

−1

Deepde f lation Volume change [x106 m3/yr] 0 to -40 -32+18
−8 -22+10

−10 -17+10
−6 -21+8

−4

Fissure swarm Opening [mm/yr] 0 to -100 -52+12
−12 -45+14

−16 -41+10
−11 -33+12

−28

Leirhnjukur Volume change [x104 m3/yr] 0 to -15 -2.2+1.9
−8.0 -0.6+0.4

−5.2 -0.7+0.4
−4.9 -0.7+0.4

−2.9

Leirbotnar Volume change [x104 m3/yr] 0 to -15 -10.3+3.5
−1.5 -2.6+2.0

−2.8 -4.2+2.9
−2.9 -5.8+3.6

−2.8

Bjarnarflag Volume change [x104 m3/yr] 0 to -15 -2.4+1.4
−2.4 -5.6+2.5

−2.8 -4.2+2.2
−3.5 -10.3+3.2

−3.2
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Figure 1: A) Footprint of SAR satellites tracks in the Northern Volcanic Zone of Iceland. Background

shows glaciers (white), water (blue) and shaded terrain (from green to brown for low to high). The elements

of volcanic systems include central volcanoes (dashed lines) and their fissure swarms (transparent gray

areas) B) Krafla and Bjarnarflag area. Leveling benchmark (black and white circles), GPS benchmarks

(black triangles), continuous GPS sites (black triangles and white hexagons), and boreholes (white and

purple hexagons). Background similar as in panel B with addition of Krafla caldera (comb lines), eruptive

fissures (red lines), and 1975-84 lavas (gray area). C) Krafla area. Boreholes which were used for production

between 1993 and 2015 are shown with purple hexagons, and those which were not used during this period

are shown with pink hexagons. Titled boreholes path are shown with purple lines. D) Same as C for the

Bjarnarflag area.
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Figure 2: Overview of data collected at Krafla and Bjarnarflag areas since 1993. A) Number of leveling sites

surveyed each year. B) Number of GPS sites surveyed each year. C) InSAR time series coverage for each

track. D) Water and steam extraction and injection at Krafla and Bjarnarflag power plants.
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Figure 3: Overview of ground deformations measurements between 1993 and 2003. A) Vertical velocities

derived from leveling measurements between 1995 and 2005. Extraction (red) and injection (blue) rates

for boreholes between summer 1993 and summer 2004. Background shows topography, caldera rim (comb

line), 1975-1984 lava field (grey area), and main road (black line). B) ERS T9 InSAR time series. Left:

Average LOS velocity for each PS. Profiles (dotted lines), sampling area for time series shown on the right

(black circle), and satellite look direction (arrow) are indicated. Up: profiles across the Krafla geothermal

area (blue), the Bjarnaflag area (green), and between (red). Right: time series of average LOS displacement

at Krafla (blue) and Bjarnarflag (red). C) ERS T52 InSAR time series. D) ERS T281 InSAR time series.
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Figure 3: Second part
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Figure 4: Overview of ground deformations measurements between 2004 and 2010. Data presented in the

same way as in Fig. 3, with addition of GPS vertical velocities (green arrows) and horizontal velocities

(purple arrows) shown in A).
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Figure 4: Second part
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Figure 5: Overview of ground deformations measurements between 2009 and 2014. Data presented in the

same way as in Fig. 4.
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Figure 5: Second part
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Figure 6: Overview of ground deformations measurements between 2012 and 2015. Data presented in the

same way as in Fig. 4.
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Figure 6: Second part
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Figure 7: (Top) Areas of high deformation gradient derived from stacking all InSAR time series. Contour

lines show topography. Placenames of interest are indicated (Lh: Leirhnjúkur, Lb: Leirbotnar, H: Hvíthólar,

B: Bjarnarflag). (Bottom) Areas of high deformation gradient derived from stacking InSAR time series for

each time interval. See text for explanation.
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Figure 8: Time interval 2009-2014: GPS (first row), TSX T49 (second row), TSX T56 (third row). Data

(first column), model (second column), and residuals (third column). Model includes point pressure sources

(circle), plate spreading (dashed line), and a sill (plain line). Background similar as Figure 3B.
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Figure 9: Inversion results for each time intervals. A) Closing rates of the sill. B) Volume change of the

deep inflation source (red) and the deep deflation source (blue). C) Volume change of the shallow deflation

sources: Leirhnjúkur (red), Leirbotnar (green), and Bjarnarflag (blue). Error bars show time interval (X-

axis) and 95% confidence interval (Y-axis, only for shallow pressure sources). Parameters values are given

in Table 3.
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Appendix A. Model results for each time interval using a single pressure source at

Krafla and Bjarnarflag
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Figure A.10: 1993-2003 observations (left), model predictions (center) and residuals (right).
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Figure A.11: 2004-2010 observations (left), model predictions (center) and residuals (right).
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Figure A.12: 2009-2014 observations (left), model predictions (center) and residuals (right).
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Figure A.13: 2012-2015 observations (left), model predictions (center) and residuals (right).
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Appendix B. Model results for each time interval using the geothermal fluid extrac-

tion/injection information
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Figure B.14: 1993-2003 observations (left), model predictions (center) and residuals (right).
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Figure B.15: 2004-2010 observations (left), model predictions (center) and residuals (right).
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Figure B.16: 2009-2014 observations (left), model predictions (center) and residuals (right).
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Figure B.17: 2012-2015 observations (left), model predictions (center) and residuals (right).
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Figure B.18: Inversion results for each time intervals. A) Closing rates of the sill. B) Volume change of the

deep inflation source (red) and the deep deflation source (blue). C) Volume change of the shallow deflation

sources: Leirhnjúkur (red), Leirbotnar (green), and Bjarnarflag (blue). Leirbotnar and Bjarnarflag volume

changes are fixed for each time interval and indicate the sum of the volume change of the array of point

sources at both area (see text). Error bars show time interval (X-axis) and 95% confidence interval (Y-axis,

only for shallow pressure sources).
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